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OPINION OF THE COMIT{ITTEE ON AGRICUIJTURE
Draftsmn: Mr A. FANTON
On 15 February 198I the Conmittee on AEniculture appointed Mr Fanton
draftsman of an oPinion.
It considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 6 and 7 Ju-ty, 2l and
22 Septernber and I and 2 October 1981'
At the last of these neetings, it adopted the draft opinion by 15 votes
to I w"ith one abstention.
Presenta Sir IIenry Plunb, chairmana !4r Fanton, draf,tsman of the opinion;
lrtr Blaney (deputizing for lilr Skovnand), Mr Battereby, tilr Costanzo (dePutizing
for Mr Diana), rltrr Davern, Mrs Herklotz, !,tr Gatto, !E Eordn !{r Ligios,
!4r Marck (deputizing for Mr Eelns), E tS- !{artin (dEpdi,aiag for UE ![affre-Bau96),
Mr Papaefstratiou, Mrs P6ry (deputizing for ltr Sutra), Mr PranchEre, l{tr Frovan
and !4r Thareau.
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INTRODUCTION
1. The draft budget for 1982 amounts to 22,800.94 m ECU in commitment
appropriations and 2L,737.it m ECU in palment appropriations, which represents
an overall increase of 2,1rg.g m ECU (+LO.2a%l in commitment appropriatlons
and 2,Go1.g m Ecu (+13.63%) in payment appropriations compared to the 1981 budget'
2. For the council-, this draft budget demonstrates its determination to curb
Conmunity pr:blic expenditure at a time when the lvlember States are themseLves
applying austerity measures. The council draws two conclusions:
(a) that it is not possible to allocate public funds tso trrclicies that the
t{ember States have 
,not yet aPProved; and
(b) ttrat the further development of existing pol-icies, in Particular expenditure
on the EAGGF Guarantee Section, must be strictly controlled'
3. Itre couunittee on Agriculttire cannot Share this point of view' while it
recogrrizes the need to allocate Commuqity resource's in such a \ilay as to achieve
maximum effect, it does not want that to lead to a situation where the common.
agricultural policy, the Cornmunity's only integrated trrclicy' is challenged'
Furthermore, although the committee on Agriculture welcomes ttre irnplementation
of new policies to suPport economic activity and emplolzment, it takes the view
thattheCorurrunity.seconomicintegrationshouldnotbestrengthenedatthe
expense of the common agricultural policy'
4. That being so, the Conunittee on Agriculture maintains that the common
agricultural trrcIicy must not bear the consequences of a reduction in the rate of
Community public expenditure. Itre following considerations must be borne in mind:
(a) To begin with, we are too often apt to forget that in terms of the
organization of ttre agricultural markets, the CAP is the comnunity's only
integrated policy" Hence it is only natural that it should absorb a sub-
stantial share of the Community budget. This share rePresents 62'1% of the
PaymentappropriationeproposedforlgS2,butitisimtrrcrtanttonotethat
t}risisaroughfigure,arrivedatfromasuperficialreadingofthe].982
budget. vle shall see later that it has to be adjusted, because the cAP has
to eover certain items of expenditure which have very little connection with
the management of the agricultural markets'
(b) The cAP'S share of the community budget would be less if other comnunity
trrcJ-icies were implemented. The regional po]-icy's share, for example, is
L6.L2%, yet numerous regional disparities remain within the Conulunity. 1rhe
energy policy's shqre is only o.Lo%, yet Europe depends on imports for more
__-al.,L*raLf its energy requirements. We shoul-d therefore be del ighted by the
amount of money spent by the Community on its farmers, gince ttre CAP guarantees
the Coruounity'E sel-f-sufficiency in foodstuffs, keeps agricuttural workers on
the 1and at a t.ime of high unemployment and helps maintain, if not expand, both
the upstream activities (machines, fertilizers) and the downstream activitiee
(agri-food stuffs industry) of agricultural production.
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We would do wetl to rememb.t ir, afri" 
"onrr..'Oion that ttre l.lember States spend
3O,OOO n ECU in unemplolzuent benefit for the 7 nillion unemployed in the
Cormunity. Bhe corunon agricultural policy spends roughly one-tfrird of this
anount to keep 8.5 nilLion agricultural workerF in employment.
All .uhis serves'to show that the Community'brdgut proposecl for 1982
is a crisis budget, that the austerity ad.vocated by the council
will not. help to lift tlre Community out of the crisis and t:hat it makes
no sense l:o penalize, in the name of austerity, the onry integrated
pollcy calcable of generating economic activity and crea'Ling jobs, namely
the common agricultural policy.
(c) In order to shield'the CAP from the criticisms unjust.ly heagred. u;:on
i't, it is necessary'to point out once again'tha'L it represen.ts approximately
0.48 or' the community's gross domestic product (GDp), which is
a cheair price to pay for our self-sufficiency in food, in other words for
'the guarantee to consumers of t.he continuing availability of suptllies
at" stable prices.
rt will be remembered that quite recently a shortage of sugar pushed the
worl-d price on this product beyond the price fixed on the Community market.
In late Septeriber 1980, the worLd price waa 7O% higher than the commun\ty,s
intervention pricel.
5. All these developments show that the CAP is a necessity for the citizens
of the Community and that it is essential to evolve other policies if the
Community is to have a decisive influence both on the Euaolcean economy and
on world politics. rn 1982, the communit,y budget wirr represent o.g4z
of the Communityls GDP. The Commission points ou,c t.ha't t.his perceniage
is the highest ever reached in the history of t,he Community, yeL once again
this budget is too smarr to have a macroeconomic impact.
rf Europe is to face up to ite restrrcnsiSilities, new policies must be evolved
whenever Communit,y measures prove more effective than the measures ap1c1ied,
in a piecemeal fashion, by the Menrber Sta{:es. This applies particularly
to energy policy, indust.rial policy and transport policy. consequently,
it is essential 'that the member government.s realize the artificial nature
of the lE ceiling on VAT, given that Community expenditure must replace
na'tionar expendit.ure. Moreover, in a community st.iIr in the making, isjt.-5ro.t naturaL that the rate of increase of 'che community budget. should
be higher than that of.natlonal budgete?
The European Parliament must, then, call_ the
again to the point it made in its resolution
own resources, namely the need to exceed the
attention of the Council once
of 9 April 1981 on the Comnunityrs
18 Eeiling on VATI.
I th" Agriculturar situation in the comunity 
- 1980 Report, trrcint L52, p.68.
2 o, *o, c 101, 4.5.1981, p. 7s (see 6nragraphs 23 and,24)
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6. Having made these preliminary observations, we must now attempt a study
of those sections of the budget which faII within the terms of reference
of the Committee on Agriculture and take stock of the CommunJ-ty's intentions
as regards the provision of food aid in L982, insofar as such aid is drawn
from stocks of agricultural products existing in the Community.
After this study, the Committee on Agriculture will examine the new
layouL of the budget and formulate proposals wiLh a view to making it even
more transparent. Lastly, the Committee on Agriculture will submit to
parliament a number of proposals (amendments and modifications) which wilI
reflect its objectives for the 1982 budget, having regard to the need for
a policy of continuity in certain sectors (e.9. the fisheries sector) and
to the guidelines formulated by Parliament for improving the common agricul-
tural policy (see report by Sir Henry Plumb: Doc. l-250/8L).
j. Before beginning our study of the draft budget for 1982, we must point
out that it takes no account of the suggest.ions which the Commission put- forrvar(,
in its report on the Mandate of 30 May 1980 (COM(8I) 300 final). T[e
Cr,mmission has also indicated that it reserves the right to introduce during
t,te budgetary procedure a letter of amendment translating some of its con-
clusions into budgetary terms.
The Committee on Agriculture wishes to emphasize from the outset that it
has reservations now that it has read the Commission's report. Although the
Commission pays tribute to the common agricultural policy, it seems to want
to alter itsnature radically and even challenge its underlying principles.
The Committee on Agriculture could not accept any watering down - or still
more extensive weakening - of the common agricultural policy and it will
express itself more forcefully on this matter in the opinion it is to
deliver to the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs-
II. EAGGF GUARANTEE SECT]ON (TiTlES 1 ANd 2)
8. The appropriations allocated to the Guarantee Section amount to 13,500
m ECU (not including an appropriation of 433 m ECU entered in Chapter I00).
This represents an increase of 9.68 compared to the 1981 budget-
The rate of increase of agricultural expenditure is lower than the
average rate in the Community budget. While we can accept the need to cut
back on agricultural expenditure to the extent that it is justified by
stricter management, it must not be to the detriment of farmers. It is
essential here to reaffirm a few fundamental premises:
(a) the amount of agricultural expenditure depends on the regulation of
the various common market organizations and on the state of the
agricultural markets. The Commission even points out that 'the budget,
which reflects in financial terms the combination of these two factors,
is therefore essentially an instrument of execution and management, but
is not a means of influencing the causes of expenditure'1i
'Preliminary draft budget for L982, Volume 7/A, P.24' point 1.1.1.
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(b) some items of expenditure are traditionally charged to the EAGGF
Guarantee Section although they have no connection with the common
agricultural policy. For example:
expenditure arising from trading commitments entered into by the
Community, either in the context of GATT, or on a bilateral basis
(New Zealand),
expenditure arising from the preferential agreements concluded
with the ACP states (mainly with regard to sugar),
expenditure associated with European political cooperation arrangements,
such as the decision to grant emergency food aid to poland and to the
Afghan refugees, and
food aid refunds resulting from the Community's development aid
policy.
9. The Commif tce ()n Aqricullure deplor.r.,s tlrr. f ;ret t h.lt Lho (-'oun('il tliti rrrrt
folIow the Commissior)'s pre) irninary dralt which enterr:d a-ll food .rirl refurrcls
in Chapter 92. In so doing the Commission was following the recommendations
made by the European Parliament and thereby recognizj.ng that this had the
advantage of showing the overall cost of these refunds (amounting lo 294.5 m
ECU), and hence the amount of resources all-ocated by the Community, and of
facilitating their management. The Counci-1 preferred to relocate these
subsidies in the context of each individual product. The Committee on
Agriculture deeply regrets that it did so.
Similarly, the Committee on Agricufture deplores the fact that the
Commission failed to indicate, in its prelirninary draft budget for
1980, the'cost of importing 1.3 milli,on tonnes of preferential sugar
(see Article 972). Such transparency in the recording of expenditure
is, however, useful, in order to satlsfy both Europearl public opinion and
the third countries which are able Eo see that the Community is
not an economic entity exclusively preoccupied with its own interests. I'he
rost of sugar inports from the ACP states and India in 1982 will therefore
amount to 260 m ECU. The Council, as might have been expected, has shown
itself to be as pusillanimous as the Commission on this issue.
[0. In drawing up its preliminary draft, the Commission gave the amount of
:he expenditure which results from the Community's commercial policy but
:ontinues to be charged to the EAGGF Guarantee Section.
The 92,000 tonnes of butter which the Community will import in l-982 from
New Zealand will have to be offset by exports of an equival.ent amount,
estimated at 160 m ECU. Since the levies applied to this butter will
bring in approximately 30 m ECU, the overall net cost to the Community
may be put at I30 m ECU.
3.
4.
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1.
2.
Eact year bhe Community imports about 400,000 tonnes of beef and veal at
a reduced rate of duty or duty-free, primarily from Yugoslavia and from
the developing countries (such as Botswana). The direct cost of these
concessions may be evaluated at 550 m ECU (out of refunds totalling 788 m
ECU).
11. Tte Commission also points out that followinq Lhr: tariI'f concessions
grantec by the Community, the latter has been compelled by the need to protect
its prc,ducers' incomes and its production capacity to adopt a market organiz-
ation system providing for the grant of a subsidy to offset the difference
betweer the world price and production costs within the Community. This,
as the Commission says, imposes a very heavy financial burden on the
Communi ty.
- Oils and fats such as groundnuts imported at a very Low rate of duty
constitute a competitive threat to butter and olive oiI, the financial
imp;ct of which is difficult to assess, according to the Commlssion.
The Committee on Agriculture feels that a global fats policy is
essential if expenditure in those two sectors is to be controlle<l
mor€ effeciively. We must not forqet that support cost.s for oIive r>il
w:11 increase sharply once Spain becomes a member of the CommunLty. We
mrrst therefore make immediate preparations for the implementation of a
fats policy if we are to achieve anything approaching consistency on
tlris matter and bring about a balance between animaL and vegetable fats.
- DuEy-free imports of oilseeds and oiI cake have prevented the development
of protein plants in the Community and induced the authorities to grant
substantial aid to stimulate their production.
- The Community is stepping up imports, at low rates of duty or duty-free,
ol' substitute products for Community cereals for use as cattle feed,
p:rrticularly manioc, maize gluten, by-products of brewing, distillation,
st-arch manufacture from cereaLs and potatoes, molasses, fruit pulp, etc.
(lmports of maize gluten, for example, amounted to 2.6 million tonnes
in 1980. )
12. In its report on the agricultural situation in the Community in 19801,
the C'fmmission notes that Lmports of manioc, which plays an important role in
the rearing of pigs and poultry, rose from 2.2 million tonnes in 1975 to
4.8 million tonnes in 1980. The duty levied on manioc is bound at 68
in the 3ATT agreements. Admittedfy, the Community has concluded a
voluntary restraint agreement with Thailand, but other countries, partic-
ularly in Africa, might well take over from Thailand. Bearing in mind
that th3 cultivation of manioc hardly benefits the indigenous population,
that th3 manioc market is controlled by large commerciaf undertakings and
that th3 production of manioc is harmful to the expansion of Community
cereals production, it can be seen that the problem will be solved not so
- Pages 97 to 105
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nuch by concLuding voluntary restraint agreements as by unbinding the
import charges on this product. 1rhe Commission calculates that, imports
of manl-oc (tapioca) and cereal brans (which amounted to 2 nillion tonnes
in 1979) have replaced almost 9 million tonnes of feed grains. Imports
of cereals substitutes are likely to cost the Community budget 650 m ECU.
In the case of soya, which is a source of prouein, rmports ot Dean
rose from 9.r milrion tonnes in 1974 to 11.75 m:-lli.on tonnes in 1980,
while imports of cake and meal rose from 3.4 to 7.2 nrillron tonnes orrer rhe
same period.
Imports of soya from the United States in 1979 cosr 2,300 m EUA.
This is a major component of the Community's trade deficit wich the unice-d
States. Here again, the Community should consider the advisabrlity of
securing, an unbinding of the zero-rated duty on soya irnpori s into ttrc.
Community, or, at the very least, obtain trading concessions fron, t,lre Unrtcd
States in order to restore the balance of trade between the two part-ners.
we might,, in this connection, reflect on the fate of the Airbus, a superb
European aircraft, whose successful penetratjon of the American market is
being impeded by countless obstacles whicir ost,:nsibly relate to the
aircraft's qualities, even though they are universally recognized as berng
sati.sfactory, as sales on the world market go to show.
The Community should therefore rethink its trade relat rons with a view
to achieving greater balance with that country. Nor must we forget tnat
soya imports make the community dependent on the united states, that a
shortfall in that product would cost it dear and would adversely affect
its stock breeders. The Community should therefore encc)urage grcater
cultivation of protein plant-s with a vjew to reducinq its dependency on
that country. Duty-free importation of soya inlo the Community prevelEs
the expansion of protein plant production.
13. All these examples show that the problems facrng the Communrty cannot
all be laid at the door of the common agricultural policy. On 1-.he contrary
they show that the Commission should re-examine a1l Lhe tariff cr-rncessions
at present granted with a view to striking an equitable balance betr+een
the interests of community producers, the interests of the developing
countries and the benefits accruing to European manufacturers from the
granting of tariff concessions to third countri-es, especially rich thirtl
countries like the United States. At the same time, the Commission shoulcl
provide for a new title or chapter entitled'Trade relations with t-hird
countries', in order to show up the cost to the community of its commerciar
policy and, in particular, the consequences of.granting tariff concessj.ons.
similarly, whenever exceptional aid is granted to'a state for reasons
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relating to the Community's external policy, that aj.d should be recorded rn
a title or chapter entitle.d rThe Community's external relaLions'. tn this
way, the exceptional aid granted by the Community to tlie Afcyltan reiuget:r;
cost 20 m ECU and the price reductions granted to Polanrl for its pur<.:ltasos
of foodstuffs in the Community between 60 and 80 m FiCU.
In future, all such expenditure should be shown separately from that
relating to the common agricultural policy.
14. Pina1Iy, accession compensatory amounts (ACAs ) and rnone.Lary comp-lns,ttory
amounLs (MCAS) are still charged to the EAGGF Guarantee SecLlon, :-n s_c:.t.e of
repeated requests by Parliament for a change of procedure. ACAs are a
temporary necessity resulting from Greece's accession to the Communrty and
wilI disappear once Greek prices are brought into line with Comrnunity
prices. They amount to 10 m ECU.
MCA5 are a reflection of the differing pace of economic deveiopmenE in
the Member States. Negative MCAs have virtually been abofi.shed. Positj.ve
MCAs still exisE in Germany and the United Kingdom, al l-hough in lierm.rrrl' tlle]'
are now of t he order of 3.5?', as aga ilrst I;lB .l or 4 Ye.rr!'r !rg(). I t i ',
because they are mainly positive that the remainintl Mt'As a[r[)(\dr,rs rcventlc
in the Community budget (153 m ECU) and therefore lrave the effect of
reducing expenditure under the EAGGF Guarantee Section.
Hovrever, this gain must not be allowed to obscure a question of
principle, which is t.hat agri-monetary expenditure must be charged not to
the EAGGE but to another section of the budget. In view of the fact that
in the short term agri-monetary expenditure serves to ensltre that the
agricultural common market operates smoothly, it could be entered in a new
Chapter 45. In the long t-erm, on the olher hand, MCAs tiist-ort the
conditions of competition between farmers, which is why tireir abolitron
must remain a fundamental objective.
15. We are also too often apt to forgeL that the common agricultural policy
is a source of revenue.
For example, the agricultural levies will bring in I,899.10 m ECU and
the sugar and isoglucose levies 785 m ECU"
On the basis of the data vailable, the real cost of the common agric-
ultural policy may be put at:
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13,933.00 m EcU (including 433 m ECU
entered in Chapter 100)
Food aid refunds 
-294.50 m ECU
ACP sugar 
-2G0.00 m ECU
New Zealand butter 
-160.00 m ECU
Beef and veal 
-550.00 m ECU
Manioc and maize gluten 
-650.00 m ECU (estimat.e)
ACAs _1O.0OmECU
MCAs +183.00 m ECU
12 ,17.1 .5 m ECU
Revenue from the CAp
Levies l,Bgg.I0 m ECU
Sugar and isoglucose levies 796.00 m ECU
2,685.10 m ECU
on this basis, the commolt aqricuJtural poJ iey doos not- accourrt for (tl.l.L
of the budgct, aft d liuperf i(ti,rt readin(, ol' its t:ontcnt:"i mighl lt..rrl r1, t.
believe, but Lo 49.79x of the budget.
16' would-be critics should therefore develop a sense of moderation before
launching an attack on the cAP. rn its resolution on possible improvements
to the common agricultural policyl, Parliament requested that aII items of
expenditure unrelated to agriculture should be excLuded from the EAGGF (see
paragraph 54)- rt is the object of this opinion to justify that request.
l7 ' Now that we have demonstrated the real cost of the common agriculturalpolicy, we must proceed to an examination of the main areas of expenditure
under the EAGGF Guarantee Section.
18. With an appropriarion of 4,337.0 m ECU, r.he EII!_glg_UllE_pIggUgl!
EgglgE takes the lion's share of expendiLure uncler the Guarantee Seetion.
In 1982, milk production is expected to amount to I17.9 million tonnes.
The granting of refunds is the most important of the measures taken to
dispose of milk products (it wirl be recarred that in addition to 92,000
tonnes of New Zealand butter, the Community imports TOTOOO tonnes of cheese
from third countries), but it should not be forgotten that exporting theseproducts is less expensive than granting subsidies for internal consumption,
especially as domestic demand for mitk and butter is at present stagnant.
1 s"" minutes of the proceedings of the sitting of 17 June 19gr, p. 5(PE 73.539)
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The Commission should review the amount of the subsidies paid for the
use of skimmed milk powder in feedingstuffs. 758 m ECU is earmarked in the
budget for a quantity of I,300,000 bonnes of skimned milk powder. However,
the manufacture of this product, especially where the feeding of calves is
concerned, entaiLs a wastefuL use of a scarce and expensive commodity,
namely enerqy. It would be preferable for the Comnunity if part o::'this suni
were set aside for other measures, except of course for cases where the use
of rnilk pow<ier as feed for calves is just.ified by the remoteness of breeciing
.areas fron milk production areas. ilo\,rever, this by no neans-robvrat.es the need
tso strengthen the rneasures io encourage t,he euckling of calves (see ir'eni 2I20
'Preniums f$r suckler cowsr for which only 97 m ECU have been set aside) and
the measures to promote Community production of protein plants (see Article 13I
lProtein plants' for which only 94 m ECU have been set aside).
er?-for the c'i:nsumption of butter i.n the Community imounts to 9I m
ECU to which should Ire added 113 m ECU entered rn Chapt.er 100. This
should make i: possible to dispose of tr00,000 tonnes of btrtt,er on t-lte
Community markct. nn appr:opri.rt-ion t-rf I()(r m li('(l rr; s(.t osi<ie for t.ltt+
supply of mi lk Lo schools. fhe Cornmission hopes t-lral this measure wilI
dispose of a further 400,000 tonnes of milk. For an assessment of the
success of the measuresr please refer to the 1979 report by the Court of
Ar:i;tors which qirres information on special measures for the disposal
of niilk products.{
I'he Commissi.on estimates that the co-responsibility levy should brrng
in 423 m ECU in 1982.
Part of this revenue will be used to expand the market in milk products
and the baLance will be used to finance t.he organization of the narket in
milk and milk products.
Revenue from Lhe co-responsibility levy during the period from 1977
Lo L982 may be broken down as follows:
t9'77:
19782
L979 t
r980:
I98I :
1982:
24.I m ECU
156.1 m ECU
94.2 m ECU
222 -9 m ECU estimate
508.0 m ECU 'r
423.0 m ECU rr
1,328.3 m ECU
The rate of utilization was as foLlows:
; --
'Report by the Court of Auditors for L979 - OJ No. C 342, 31.12.1980,pp. 71 et secl
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in m ECU
Amount
committed
for the
L981/82
market ing
-_.Jg.*r'. ..--
28.0 111.4
4.0
5s.0
1r.0
98.0
A comparison between these two sets of figures shows that only a fraction
of the co-responsibility levy is used to finance measures to dispose of milk
products. Its primary function is to provide revenue under the common agric-
ultural policy, and that is contrary to the spirit in which the levy was
introduced.
19. An appropriation of 17.4 m ECU was set aside for market research outside
the Corununity for tl.e 1979/1980 marketing year but has not been renewed.
In its rc-solut iott of 17 ,lunc |981 on 1rr:sni,ble iurllrovr.menfri to 161-. c(ttnll()n
agricultural policy, tbe European Parliament called for Lhe strengthentng of
the commercial policy in the agricultural exports sector, notably through the
concfusion of long-term contracts (paragraphs xi and xii of the preamble) and
through the promotion of export sales agencies (paragraph 36(iv). The
Commission should act on this proposal and take steps to set up a Community
agricultural exports agency. It would not be the function of an agency of this
nature to suPersede the Community's services or private undertaki\Ss but rather
to help them to explore new markets and coordinate their efforts sb that they
could conclude long-term contracts which guarantee not only the regular disposal
of the Community's agricultural produce but also regular incomes for the
producers.
It is not enough to carry out market surveys (that has apparently already
been done), t,he markets must also be sought out and opened up. But that requires
action in conditions that are not bound by the traditional administrative regul-
ations which Community officials are obliged to follow.
Total
Need it be added that for an agency of this nature
representatives from agricultural organizations would be
its promotion and management.
to be fu1ly effective,
required to assist in
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(a) Publicity and sales
promotion within
the Community
(b) Market research with-
in the Community
(c) Market research out-
side the Community
(d) Improving thequality of milk
(e) Distribution of
milk to schools
(f) Butterfat for
icecream
(9) Concentrated butter
(h) New measures Lo be
adopted
Amount already
committed at
the end of the
L979/80 market-ing year
Amount
committed
for the
re80/8r
ma rket i ng
t22.t
21.0
-15-
)
)
)
TOTAL:
83 .4
9.6
L7 .4
41.r
58.4
86. r
r7 .0
47 .0
35.0
6.0
323.0 89 .0 510.0
'l'|lr(. (:()rnnrrlLe(. on Agriculture recommends that 20 m ECU be allocated to
serve as the basj.c capital required for the setting up of a Community agricul-
tural exports agency of this nature, half of the appropriation entered in Item
2064 being used to this end. Even so, that amount would be insufficient. The
principle might then be established that 1B of the overall total of Community
refunds should be set aside to finance the agency's activities. Subsequent
experience woufd show whether it was necessary to j-ncrease the appropriation
which, tor L982, would amount to 8I.635 m ECU (6I.635 m ECU + 20 m ECU).
20. wirh an appropriarion of 2,257 m Ecu, th. ggf93!g-gl9-=fg9-999!9= ranks
secondintermsofitsshareofexpenditrr-eundertheEAGGFGuaranteeSection.
There is a shortage in the Community of maize, which accounts for two-thirds
ofcerealimports,whichinturnprovideT5%oftheatriculturallevies.
cereals are once again tending to take a larger share of the agricultural
budget (30% in Lg..3, 1l% in Lg7'7, L7% in 1982) ' owing to the competition
from srrbstitute products, which are responeible for a subst'antial incrcast-
in refunds. Rice production remains Etable (about I million tonneB) and
there continues to be a high level of trade with third countries' since the
qualities produced do not always corresPond to the qualities consumed'
ZL. Wirh an appropriation of L,4L5 m ECU, tr," Egg!-3!g-ygel-ggg!9= takes
the third largest share of the Guarantee section budget' Appropriations
have beBn reduced by 8.53% compared to 1981. This is mainly attributable
to the reduction in intervention expenditure from 5l-5 m ECU to 417 m ECU
(a new community scale for the classification of carcases on which the
Counciltookadecisionofprincipl-eatitsmeetingfrom30I'larchto
2 April 1981 should be introduced before 31 }rlarch 1982) and to a reduction
insucklercowpremiums(froml59mECUto97n'EcU)'Aswehavealready
stated in connection with milk powder, thiE latter reductlon seens ill-advised'
22. The ggg35 sector has been a]-Iocated I,068.5 m ECU, which represents a
very considerable increase on the 1981 appropriation (+ 53.22/") '
This increase is due to the eryected trend in rrcrld sugar prices and to an
increase in storage costs frcrn 347 la 4I9'in ffiU' Under the Convention of fonS and the
protocol concruded wittr rndia, the comnunity annuarJ-y imports 1,300,000 tonnes
ofsugar.ThiscoststheConununity260mECUsinceitmustre-exportthat
amount, the sugar supply exceeding demand on its domestic market' sugar is
areosubjecttocompetitionfromsubstituteproducts,suchasisoglucose,anirrexpensive
product made from maize imported at a low rate of duty. All this explains
t}reincreaseintheexpendituretosuPportthegugarsector.
on 1 ,July 198I a nery market organization was established in the sugar
sectorl. Revenue from the levies laid down in ttre new org'anization should
total 786 n ECU-
23. ,Irhe four sectors dealt wittr above account fot 68% of market support
expenditure. They must therefore be given a special place in this sureey'
^ See Doc. l-471/80, Doc. 1-839,/80 and Doc. l-57/81 - rapporteur: Mr Bocklet
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24. Of the other agrieultural eectors, the following have had their
appropr lotlons lnereamocl :
- gUyg_gtlr (684 m ECU: + L7.32%1. ftrls increase is partly due
to the accesslon of Greece.
- gll:g9g9_glg_pl9!919_pl3!!g: (621 m ECU: = 7.2s%). rhis increase
is primarily due to the increase in production aid for coLza, rape
seed and sunfl-ower seed, peas and field beans and dried fodder.
The corunission notes that the extractj_on of proteins from green
fodder gives a product with a protein content close to Ltrat of
soya bean oiI cake. rt would be in the interests of the community
to develop this product in order to reduce its dependence on soya
lnported frcm the United States.
- !g=!flg_pl3!!g_glg_g-.lh!9lgg, (75 m ECU: + 3L.s7%). rhis increase
is mainly due to the new cotton regrulationsl, introduced in accordance
with Protocol 4 of the Greek Act of Accession.
- I=g:!_gl9-yggg!3!lg:' (84e m ECU: + 13.9s). Expendirure on rhis
sector, which was 687.2 m Ecu in r9g0 and 745 m Ecu in r9g1, has
been considerabry increased following Greece,s accession to the
community. The largest increase concerns products processed from
fruit and vegetabl_es.
- tobacco: (518 m ECU, as against 327 m ECU in 1991: + gg.gg%).
fhe Lncrease in this sector is the largest in rel_ative terms and one
of the largest in absolute t,erms. Greek tobacco ac@unts for an
extra 245 m ECU, the fixing of prices and premiums for 35 m ECU and
increased output for 20 m ECU.
- Eeeds: (43 m ECU: + Lo.25%). There has been a sright upturn in
harvest is expected to be of the order ofproduction. The 1981
24O,0OO tonnes.
hgpg, (9 m Ecu: + 12.5%). The commissLon forecasts that the l9g1
crop will be between 43,000 and 46,000 tonnes, as against 39,543
tonnes in 1980, wtren there was a poor harvest2. The estimate of
9 m ECU is perhaps a little too high, especial.Iy since the 19g0
estimate of I m ECU has arready proved to be excessive. lloreover,
in the financiaL statement attached to its propoear for aid to hop
producers for the 1980 harvest (Doc. r-34o/BL), the co'qission
eEtimates such aid at 5.7 m ECU.
I
2
See Doc. L-82/8L
See Doc. L-34O/8L
and Doc. l-172/8I 
- rapporteur: Ivtr papaefstratiou
and Doc. L-392/gL 
- 
rapporteur: Ivtr Bocklet
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- 
sheepmeat and 9oe!49e!: (213 m ECU: + 5'97%) ' An apPropriation of
=-:=E---- ls rerating to Lt,e L98L/82184 m ECU has been entered to cover preml-u[
andLga2/E3marketingyears(+6nEcu)andanappropriationof
29mECU(+6mECU)tocoverstorageexpenditure.
- 
e99s anq-P991!5n99!: (LII m ECU: 'r' 6'73%l ' The Commission prcdiets
-42------'that larger quantltics of poultrFneat wilI be distrrcsed of on external
markets (+ 6 n EcU) '
- g99g9-98!ellg9-Ey-PI999g91!g-3gl19g1!g=e1-pl9gg9!9' G40 m ECU: 
+
22.22%). The substantial i-ncrease in this sector is attri]cutable to:
(a) the apptication of Protocol No' 19 of the United Kingdom Act of
Accession.Exportrefundsoncereals-basedspirituousbeverages
amount to 90 m EcU (including 30 m ECU for the palment of arrears),
as against 60 m ECU irr 1981;
(b) the refunds paid on non-Annex II productsl with a view to making
the processing industries as competitive as their external counter-
parts.Theappropriationsearmarkedfortheserefundshaverisen
sharply:1980:22L'3mECU;1981:300nECU;1982:350mECU'
rheCormnissionshouldreviewthissectoratregularintervals
because in terms of the value added' the proportion of the
agricultural product in processed products is quite sma1l'
SavingscanprobabJ-ybemadelnthissectorwit}routjeopardizing
the competitive capacity or the frrt"n"T--Tdustry'
25. Expenditure on a number of other agricultural sec-tors is lower than
in 1981. The beef and veal sector has already been ci'ted as an example'
other sec'Lors in 'ehis category are as follows:
-gilez(464mECU:-13.75t).TheCommissiona'ttributesthis
reductionLothelg8ldecisiononexceiltionaldistillation
(17millionhI)rwhichhadtheeffectofreducingwines-tocksat
the beginning of the 1981/82 marketing year and hence of reducing
theamountofstorageanddistsi}lationrequiredduringthatyear
compared with t,he previous marl<eting year'
- gpiggllgEg: (5 m ECUz - 16'62) ' Under the common organizaiion
of the market in sugar, the comrnuni'Ly used to grant a dena'turing
premium for sugar to be used as feed for bees' Now' however' api-
cul.ture has become a separate aid secLor. During 'ihe 1981,/82 fa:n
1:rice review, the counc-i.t decided to es'tablislr for three years a
system of aid for apiculture, wiih the amoun't of aicl being fixed
at I ECU per hive. The cost of this systen for 1982 is est:'mated
at 5 m ECU.
1 s.. Regulation (EEc) No. Lo5g/6g -oJ No. LL41,L2.6.L969, p. 1 Non-Annex rr
products are goods in the manufacture of which have been used, either unprocessed
or after processing, agricultural products such as cereals, 'nilk' cream' butter
sugar or molasses.
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-.piglgg3!. (L49 m ECU: - L.97%1. Production in the pignnear
sector has expanded steadily since L975, increasing from
8.3 million tonnes in that year to 9.9 nillion tonnes in 1979.
consumption has increased at the same rate. while expenditure
on refunds has been reduced (from L24 to IlI m ECU), intervention
expenditure has been increased (+ 10 m ECU), mainly on account
of the exceptional rnarket support measures necessitated by the
application of the measures designed to combat the spread of
diseases in pige. Suctr Earket support measures have had to
be applied qhen it bas been im;rcssible to guarantee ttre free
movement of meat throughout the Conmunity.
25. This review of the EAGGF Guarantee Section has demonstrated that a
number of adjustments nust be made to redirect the conmon agricultural
policy along a path which Is nore consonant wlth the interests of
European agriculture. Furthenrotre, we muEt remember that the
Council has entered in Chapter 100 an approprJ.ation of 433 million
(see Annex) which it can troirsfer to TitleE 1 and 2 after consulting
the European Parlianent. |ltrie-appropriation should be kept available
for agriculture, in particular to cope witlt the fatm price decisions
taken, in reepect of the L982/83 narketing year.
We must nov, turrr. our attention to the resources allocated to the
EAGGF Guidance Section, which are an essential element of the cogpn
agricultural policy.
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rrr. EAGGF GUIDANCE SECTTON (chapters 40 to 43)
27. The EAGGF Guidance section performs a threefold function:
(a) it is an essential complement of the prices policy, inasmuch as
it helps raise the living standards of farmers, primarily through
measures to boost procluctirritYr the granting of direct income
support and special nteasures to assist farming in mountain and itj'1I
areas and in certain less-favoured areas;
(b) it helps mitigate the imbalances on the markets for certain products
through the application of specific measures or Ehrough incentives
to farmers tc switch to products that are not rn surplus;
(c) together with the Sociaf Fund and the Regional Development Fund, it
is one of the instruments of the Community's structural policy-
It thus helps to reduce regional disparities in the Community.
2g. The appropriations of tlre EAGGF Guidance Sectiotr may be broken dt:wn
as fol lows:
Payment appropr iations
Improvement of agricultural
structures
General socio-structural measures
asures to assist less-favoured
10ns
tructural measures connected with
he common organization of markets
TOTAL
= = ======= = == = ======== ==== = = == = = ===
176.8 m ECU
1I3.6 m ECU
316.55 m ECU
I51.7 m ECLI
758.85 m ECtl
23.302
L4.972
4l .7 3Z
20.00s
100s
15.818
18.15r
36.088
--,., ',11
100?,
It will be noted from this table Ehat the structural policy is intendeci to
become more strictly oriented towards regional problems, while projects
aimed at improving agricultural structures are intended to receive more
substantial financial backing.
Er9les !E-!er- gbe 
-iuplevgge!! -e!-csrlesllcrel-s!rus!sE99
29. The projects to be financed under this heading are of two types:
(a) the individual projects covered by Regulation No. L7/64/EEC, to
which only payment appropriations (48 m ECU) have been aflocated,
given that expenditure on these projects is committed only if
expenditure on the common measures has not exhausted all the
funds available;
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(b) the common measures, which are direcLed towards improving the con-
ditions under which agricultural product.s are processed and marketed.
These measures have been allotted 148 m ECU in commitment appropria-
t,ions (+ 15.62E) and 128 m ECU in payments appropriations (+ lIlC).
30. The aid provided for in Regulation (EEC) No. 355/77 is designed to assist
projects that meet one or more of the following criteria:
(a) they create new outlets for agricultural production, particularly
through the manufacture of new products;
(b) they help to lighten the burden on the intervention mechanisms;
(c) they apply to regions experiencing particular difficulty in adjusting
to the conditions and economic consequences of the CAP;
they help to improve markeLing channels for agrieultural products
or to rationalize the method of processing such productsi
they help to improve the quality, pres€ntotion and market preparation
of products or help to ensure that by-products are better used,
in particular by the recycling of waste.
31. The other cornmon measures are more specifically geared t,o the solution
of regional problems. They relate to the marketing and processing of agri-
cult.ural products in the tfiezzogiorno, Languedoc-Roussillon and the West of
Ireland. fn the wine sector, specific projects are envisaged for the French
departments of Vaucluse, Bouches du Rh6ne, var, Dr6me and Ard6che. In the
case of pigmeat, there is a need to improve quality and regulate supply in
France and the United Kingdom.
9ererel-g9e1e: g!rss!9EeI-Eees9!9e
32. The fundanrental aim of the 1972 socio-structural directives, which are
intended to promote the modernization of farms from the point of view of
production, is to bring the national structural policies more into Line with
the objectives laid down at Community level, while ensuring a measure of
flnanciat solidarity between the Member States via the EAGGF Guidance Section.
Commitments in 1982 will amount to 113.5 m ECU, broken down as follows:
(d)
(e)
lodernization of farms:(mainJ-y Directive 72/L59 /EEc\
Cessation of farming and reallocation of
land for structural improvement:
( Directive 7 2 /160 /EEC)
108.0 m ECU
L.2 rr
Vocational training and guidance: 4.4 rr(Dirdive 72/L6L/EEcl
33. The largest increase is for measures carried out, under Directive 72/L59/EEC
(+ 22.728) and is justified by the extension of the provisions of this pirec-
tive to Greece. It has to be pointed out, however, that this Directive,
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however necessary it may be, is used far more by some farmers than by others.
In some countries farmers are beLter organized than in others when it comes
to submitting applications. Corrective action is therefore needed to recluce
the resulting regional disparities within the Corununity. This will be done
by ensuring that the essential approach of the structural policy is a regional
one.
u9e9srge-!e-3ss19!-le g=Eevgsreg-creeE
3 4. These areas are charact,erized by the employment of a very high percentage
of the population in agricurture, by an inadequate infrastructure and
a high leveI of unemployment.
For 1982, the Commission Proposes that aid to the less-favoured areas
should be substantially increased, and has accordingly increased commitment
appropriations from 268.87 m ECU to 356.95 m ECU (+ 32.75E) and payment
approprlations from 184.87 m ECU to 316.55 m ECU (+ 71.282). The Committee
on Agriculture strongly supports this regional approach by the structural
policy, since it avoids t,he dangcr of Community funds being too thinly spread
and ensures that public funds are clirected towards Ehe mosL ncedy regi6ns.
3 5. Most of the paymenL apPropriations are earmarked for mount,ain and hiII
farming a n d for the less-favoured areas (these areas have recently
been delimited in GreecelXI4T m ECU) and for the l{editerranean regions (63 m ECU),
in which forestry measures and measures to improve the infrastructure are
.-2envlsaged .
35. In addition, a number of programmes2 h"r. been elaborated for the indi-
vidual Member States:
- Italy (37.3 m ECU): agricultural advisory service, irrigation works in
the Nlezzogiorno, development of animal farming in upland areas of lgaly
to promote meat production;
- France (26.75 m ECU): restructuring and conversion of vineyards in
Longuedoc-Roussillon and certain other regions, irrigation works in
Corsica, prevention of flooding in H6raul-t, conversion d areas
under vines in the Charente depart.ments, integrated development prograrnme
for LozEre, measures to assist overseas departments.
- rrerand (3G.4 m ECU): drainage operations, including drainage in catch_
ment areas on both sides of the border between the Republic of Ireland
and Northern rreland, development of farming in the west of rrerand,
development of beef cattle production in Ireland and Northern lreland,
pre-movement veterinary testing of cattle in lreland3.
Doc. 1-341/81 and Doc. 1-353/8r 
- rapporteur: Mr papaefstratiou
2
Doc. 47/79 and Doc. L-824/79 - rapporteur: Mrs Barbarella
?
-Doc. 1-508/81 and Doc. 1-108/8I 
- rapporteur: Sir Henry plumb
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- Greenland (0.5 m ECU): development of sheep farming.
United Kingdom (2.4 n ECU): integrated development programme for the
western rsles of scotland, programme to speedup development in Northern
Ireland, processing and marketing in certain agricultural sectors ( feeding-
stuffs) in Northern Ire1andl.
- Belgium (0.3 m ECU): integrated development prograrune for South-Eastern
Belgium (Belgian province of Luxembourg). commitments totaf 2 m ECU.
- Germany (3 m ECU): improvement of the infrastructure in certain Less)favoured areas'.
37. The Commission will have to consider how far specific programrnes could
be elaborated for Greece to supplement the measures financed under
Directive 75/268/EEC or Regulation (EeC) Uo. 269/79 concerning forestry
measures in the dry Mediterranean regions. Similarly, encouragement should,
generally speaking, be given to the integrated development programmes in
which the EAGGF, Guidance Section, the Social Fund and the ERDF are all
involved.
gtEse!eEel-ueepsres-9es!ss!99-Ei!!-!he 
-e9sE9E-ere3!i 3q!ie!-9I -EerEe !!
3 g. These measures concern producer groups and agricultural sectors in
difficulty.
Payment appropriations
producer organizations
Milk and meat sectors
Wine sector
Fruit sector
are allocated as follows:
2.6 m ECU
93.6 m ECU
49.5 m ECU
6.0 m ECU
3 9. The Eurpose of granting aid for the fornation of producer groups is
to try to remedy the structr.ral weaknesses in the supply and marketing of
agricultural products that may exist in certain regions. Special aid is
also availabte to encourage the setting up of hop and potato producer groups.
40- In the milk and meat sectors, whj-ch have the largest share of the expen-
diture in this section of the budget, the aim is to curb milk production
and encourage beef and veal production by granting premiums for beef and veal
production and for the-non-marketinq of milk. These measures should be linked
more closelv to the scheme for granting suckler cow premiums if high quality beef
and veal is to be produced in the Community. A further objective is to combat the
diseases that commonly affect livestock (brucellosis, tuberculosis and leucosis
in cattle, classical and African swine fever in pigs), in order to guaran'tee
the free movement of meat in the Community.
Doc. 1-31t,/80 and Doc. L-492/80 - rapPorteur: Mrs Barbarella
Doc. 1-654/80 and Doc. 1-860/80 - rapporteur: Mr Frtih
I
2
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4L. rn the wine sector, the ain is to barance suppl.y and denaad hy
granting conversion premiumsr preniums for the abandonment of areas
under vLnes and the renunciation of replanting rights and premiqre for
the cessation of wine production. A further ain ie to promote collective
projects for the restructuring of vineyards, primariry with a view to
improving the gual-ity of wines. since consumera are no!, showing a
greater interest in qual-ity wiles, their production should be encouraged.
There is also a need for a more general revi.ew of the problem of taxes
applicable to wines, alcoho1, beer etc.
42. In the fruit sector, the chief objective is to promote the penetration
of comnunity cJ.trus fruit on the various Corununity markets and facilitate
the conversion of this sector to varieties that are better suited to the
tastes of the consumer. An appropriation of 6 m ECU has been included
to finance the necessary measures.
IV. EXPENDITURE IN THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
43. There are a number of measures which, although not financed by the EAGGg
nonetheless have a bearing on agriculture. The Commission has grouped them
together in Chapter 48.
These measures include action in the veterinary sector (campaigns against
!!r,
epidemics, applicd-ti8ii inA su1:Elfrlston of tlie:d{rec.tives on veterinary mat.;ers),
the plant health sector and the statistical field (farm accountancy data
network and agrJ-cultural surveys in lta1y), supervision of the application
,of agricuLtural ru1es, t.he vocational training of farmers (subsidy to CEPFAR)
and agricultural research.
44. Campalgms agaJ.nst epidemics (6 m ECU) and research (5.05 m ECU)
have been allocated the largest approprlationa. As far as research Lg
concerned, priority should be glven to the productLon of varieties
that have a naturaLly htgh resiatance to diseaae provoked by external
agents 
- 
with a view to reducing the uee of pestlcides 
- and of
varieties that require little, if any, fertilizer 
- with a vj-ew to
redrrcing energy consumption in agriculture. Biogenetics will be
an essential agricultural tool in the years to come. Biogenetic
research must therefore be encouraged now and steps taken to
create gene banks at Comnunity Ievel, perhaps on the basis of
coordinated action by the Member States. With a view to promoting
such action, the Corunlttee on Agriculture recorunends an increase
in the resources al-located for agricultural research in the
Comnunity and, hence, an increase in the relevant appropriations
from 4.75 to 6 m ECU. Similarly, encouragement must be given to all
resea=ch ainned, at expancr.in_g_.,n1o$uc-t_{on of protein plants and oilsee<is
in the Community.
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45. Title 5 of the preliminary draft budget, 'Appropriations for operations
in the social sector', included an Article 680 'Training of national inspectors',
witlr an approprLation of 0.125 m ECU. T?te council deleted this entry which
was to cover the training of inspectors to monitor operations financed by
the structural Funds. Ttre Committee on Agriculture takes the view 'that
given the very specialized nature of monitoring operations in the agricultural
sector, the EAGGF should be dealt with separately from the ot]rer Funds.
46. Effotts to combat fraud under the EAGGF should be generally stepped up
since both community finances and the community,s public image are at
stake.
-25-
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V. apPROPRIATIONS FOR OPERATIONS IN THE FISHERIES SECTOR (Title 3)
47. Before studying this sector in detail, the Committee on Agriculture
wishes to make a general point. While it is gratifying to note that, as part
of the reorganization of the budget, the fisheries sector has been given
its own title, it is nevertheLess regret t able ttrat t-he wording of 'l'i t l e 3
is not'Comrnon fisheries policy'. For several years now t-he Committee on
Agriculture, supported by the European Parliament, has been demanding that
a cornmon fisheries policy be introduced as quickly as possiblel as the present
situation is damaging to all the Community's fishermen.
48. Having made that general observation, the Committee on Agriculture notes
that the payment appropriations for the fisheries \seetor have armost
doubled compared to 1981 (75.786 m ECU as against 44.28 m sCu)2. As regarcis
comrnitment approPriations, on tlre ot.her harrd, the situation is Iess f avour.tblc,
since there has been a slight rerJur:t-ion (fronr 87.4B0 m l.:cu in rgBI to
74.736 m ECU in 1982 ) 3.
49. When we examine the fisheries budget, we find that structural expenditure
accounts for half (50.458) of the appropriations allocated to the sector and
that expendiLure on the organization of the market in fishery products accounts
for 41.98 of these appropriations. It is gratifying to note that the Commission
I lro.. I-560180 - rapporteur: I4r Cl inton
2 tt.825 m Ecu are entered in Chapter 100
3 including Chapter I00
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Ifr.s gir.n priority in this way to tfre neea aJ i*rtore and adapt fishery structurec,
in order to take account of the international dimension assumed by fishing
activities since the creation of exclusive economic zones and of the leve1
of fish stocks which has necessitated the implementat.ion of conservation measures
at corununity leveI.
50. On the other hand, vre can only express regret at the paucity of the sums
earmarked for research (80,000 ECU)r at a time when marine research is still
in its infancy. The Community should, in its own interest, find the resources
to finance research projects in the Member States. Similarly, the Councii
has deleted the 100,000 ECU which the Commission set aside for the coordj-nation
of surveillance operations by Member States. This measure is designed to
set up a rapid information and communications system between the llember States
wiLh a view to rationalizing their inspection procedures. Inspection is an
essential component of a common policy on fisheries. The Commission
should therefore submit to the Council without delay a proper proposal on this
natter based largely on its earlier studiesl.
51. Although the layout adopted by the Commission and the Council for the
fisheries budget is clear, it is incomplete . There are a number of budget
lines whose proper place ie in Title 3. The relevant artic.l'es and items
are as follows:
Article 635: Schemes relating to common policy on education and vocational
training in the fisheries sector (token entry)
Item 6484: Grant towards medical assistance and safety at sea (token entry)
Article 662: Specific measures for protection of the marj-ne environment
Community participation in the Action Plan for the Mediterranean
(token entry)
I!ee 6620 z
I!gU_9921: Proter-'Lion of iirc marine envifonnrent (0.5 m I1CU)
The Council deleted Article 635 when it established the draft budget. 'lltat
ar'ticle should be reinstatec'l to show that the Community is not only concerned
wich product management but also with the human aspect.
The Committee on Agriculture also recalls that when the European parliament
adopted the re;rcrt by Mr Clinton on the corunon fisheries policy (Doc. L-560/AO),
in paragraph 19 of the resolutior,2 it called for direct CommuniLy fuel subsidies
to help smal-l-scale inshore fishing. Such aid should replace existing national aid.
52. The Committee on Agriculture considered that there was a need to
promote research into marine biology. It also expressed the desire that
the structural policy in the fisheries sector should be strengthened and that
this policy should protect employment. For this purpose, it considers that
-the appropriations provided for by the Commission. in its preliminary draft
:"1"a*e 
a minimum for which the Counoil.'s,approval should be obtiined.
I 
"." 
the draft report on
2 oJ No. c3z7 ,r5. 12. 1980,
this subject by Mr Josselin (pE 72-26L/rev-l
P.84
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VI. FOOD AID
53. In 1982 the Community will export t.he following quantities of food aid if
the Council's proposals are ador:t,ed:
Cerea I s :
Rice:
t4ilk irowder:
Butteroil:
Sugar:
727,663 tonnes
100,000 [
150,000 ,,
45, 000 n
6,086 ',
54. The Committee on Agriculture regrets that the Council did not fo1low che
Commission's proposal-s to exporL 96O,0OO tonnes of cereals, 48r80O Lonnes of
butteroil, 10,000 tonnes of sugar and 20,000 tonnes of vegetable oi1. It recalls
the following principles:
(a) food aid measures must be carried out independently of the common agri-
cultural policy. If the Community is unable to supply certain foodstuffs
because of domestic shortages, it must obtain them on the world markets;
(b) food aid must be suited to the dietary habiLs of the recipients;
if need be, the Community must purchase the products requested by the
developing countries on the world marketi
(c) food aid can only be a temporary solution: the developing countries
must be helped to develop ways of meeting their own food requirements.
55. The Committee on Agriculture deplores the fact that the Council has deleted
from Chapler 92 food aid refunds totalling 294.5 m ECU. It proposes ro reinstaLe
that ai:propriation in chapter 92 as the Commission recommended in its preliminary
draft.
VII. GENERAL COI4MENTS ON THE NEW LAYOUT OF' TTIE BUDGF:T
56. The problem of presentation was raised last year by the Cornmittee on
Agriculture in its opinion on the budgetl. The Committee on Agriculture
notes with satisfaction that the Commission has heeded the conclusions it
formulated at the time and that the new layout makes the budget much clearer.
However, the Commission has not followed things through to their logical
conc 1us ion .
57. 'Ihe separation of staff and administrative appropriations (part A)
from t.he operating appropriations (part B) makes for a very considerable
improvemen{:. But why has the Commission not produced two separate volumes
in order to make the budget even more transparent and easier to handle?
58. Why has it inserted fisheries (Title 3) between the Guarantee Section
of the EAGGF (Titles 1 and 2) and the cuidance Section (Chapters 40 to 43)?
Admittedly, the fisheries sector is at. present financed by the EAGGF Guarantee
and Guidance Sections, but is that good enough reason for placing it where
it is? Does not the Commission itself maintain that the structural
I Do". 1-540/80,/Annex I 
- 
draftsman: I{r Curry
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policy is an essential complement of the prices o"rtlr, rle iwo 
"..tiofi"of the EAGGF must therefore be brought closer together. It has also been
noted in the course of this study that certain items of e:l;cenditure relating
to agriculture or Lo fisheries have been entered haphazardly throughout, the
budget. They should be transferred t.o t,he proper budget heading.
59. The Co:nml-t'tce on Agriculture recotnmend.s the f ollowing 1)resentation for
those secLions ofthe budget falling within its terms of reference:
Titles I and 2 - EAGGF Guarantee Section
Title 3 - EAGGF Guidance Section
Title 4 - l{easures connectcd with t.he conmon agricultural
policy (former Chapter 48)
Title 5 - common policy on fisheries '
As regardsthe latter Litle, a European gisheries Fund'(EFF) should
evehtually be createcl Lo finance a ranga of :leasurcs thc-'::.':: sUill covered
by t.he JAGGF. Fishing eannot casily lie" t.reated in the sane way as agriculture.
Its specific nature should be highlighted. By creating a separate fund,
it ryill be possible to l'ulfi1 the ho1-res that fiehermen have lclaced in Lhe
Cornmun I Ly .
60. lt is regretLable that the Community has uoL seen fit to make more
innovations; the budget still ends with Title I0: rOther expenditure'.
Surely we should now be creating a new title devoted to the Community's
agricultural trade policy in which would be entered, for example, the expend-
iture arising from GATT and other trade agreements.
A further title devoted to European political cooperation would cover all the
expenditure incurred on this account in the agricultural sector.
In this way, the real cost of the common agricultural policy would be made clear,
and a large amount of useless, even harmful, polemic would disappear of its own
accord.
6i. the Coinmi,ctee on Agricutture must urge the Co:',rmission to show more boldness
wheir it comes to draw up the;:reliminary draft buclget for 1983, fo;: only if
i.t cloes rvill the budge't become comprehensible to all the citizens of the
Corrurunity.
62. Before concluding this opinion, the Committee on Agriculture wishes
to mention two fundamental problems which the Commission and Lhe Council
ignored in drawing up the 1982 preliminary draft budget and draft budget
respectively.
- Firstly, it would be interesting to know the impact of the budget on
farmers' incomes. The Commission might draw up a working document on
this subject to be forwarded to the European Parliament.
- No mention is made of the question of national aids. Consideration should
be given to ways in which the budget might be used as an instrument to
reduce national aids, which distort the terms of competition between farmers.
This is also a matter which the Commission should look into.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
63. With a total appropriation of 21,737.77 m ECU, and allowing for the IB
ceiling on vAT, the draft budget for 1982 leaves a margin for manoeuvre of
t,2LB.3 m ECU. This sum represents the margin for manoeuvre available to the
Community when it determines the increase in agricultural prices for the
LgB2/83 marketing year. Nevertheless, the Committee on Agriculture considers
that the price review must not depend on this margin for manoeuvf,el5s1 5"
based solely on trends in farm incomes and the production costs of medium-
sized farms.
64. this 
.cure j-y mechanical estimat.e does not tal<e account of certain decisive
r"actors such as the rnoveroent of world prices or Communi'ty production trends.
As regards expendi'ture on refunds (6,253.5 m ECU), ii: is essential that, the
Comnissron should adopt a judiclous management policy and se11 Cnnmunity
products oir the e:iternal markets at fair prices.
65. rinaily, th. C";ittee on Agriculture wishcs to submit l.o tf,.-Co,',rmitiee
on-rudgets the following conclusions:
Tire Committee on Agriculture, t
(a) considering it necessary for the fundamental principles of the CAP
(uniform prices, Community preference and financial solidarity) to be
more strictlY observed;
(b) recalling that the budget cannot possibly be used as an instrument to
change the common agricultural policy; that any attempt to do so would
inevitably be seen by the Community's farmers as a challenge to the
principles of the common agricultural policy; that furthermore the budget
is simply t.he implementation of Community regulations concerning agricul-
ture and that changes could only be made on the basis of substantive
decisions on the common agricultural policy;
EAGGF Guarantee Section
(c) considers that savings could sti1l be made if the Commission were to examine
actual market conditions very thoroughly before it fixed export refunds
since any excess only benei:-ts *-he.ridd1enen and never +-he rrr:bducersi
(d) requests the immediate and permanent abolition of monetary compensatory
amounts;
(e) considers that incentives should be given to types of production in
deficit, especially maize and protein plants;
(f) considers that, particularly as regards milk, on which the corresponsibi-
lity levy must be abolished, efforts should be made to expand markets,
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notably by means of a policy of diversification of milk products and by
encouraging the manufacture of products that are in line with prevailing
consumer tastesi
(g) calls for the creation of a Community agricultural exports agency which
would support the efforts of exporting firms and secure long-term
export contracts for the Community;
(h) proposes that imports of competing products from non-Acp countri-es
(New zearand butter, preferential beef, substitute products etc.) shoulci.
be subject to stricter controls and even reduced, if necessary by the
introduction of levies;
(i) reiterates the need to draw up a global fats poricy providing for the
imposition of levies on imports of vegetable fats;
( j ) emphasizes the need to improve Community rules on wine and on fruit
and vegetables which clearly do not enjoy sufficient protection and
support;
EAGGF Guidance Section
(k) requests the Commission to strengthen the regi.onal approach of the
structurar policy, since that is the only way of reducing regional
disparities within the Community;
(1) calls for a genuine coordination of the structural measures undertaken
by the EAGGF Guidance Section, the Regional Fund and t.he Social Fund;
Policy on fisheries
(m) hopes that the council will be able t,o take a decisron very soon
on the establishment of a cornmon fisheries policy;
(n) requests that the structural measures in the fisheries sector should be
strengthened while at the same time protecting employment;
(o) recommends in particular the development of aquaculture and marine
research;
(p) cal1s on the commission to submit to the councir a proposar on the
setting up of a European Fisheries Fund;
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(S) calls for the development of agricultural research and for special
at.tention tso be paid to the need for energy savings in agriculture;
(r) requests the Commission to step up its campaign against fraudtrlent
practices (which place a heavy burden on thc Community budgct:), espcci-
ally in the wine sector i
Layout of the budget
(s) urges the Commission to rationalize the layout of the budget. stiIl
further by separating the fisheries secLor from agriculturei
(t) rcquests, fina}ly, that expenditure unrelated to the CAP should be
recorded in appropriate new titles (commercial policy, poliLical
cooperation, etc. ).
o
oo
(u) subject to the above reservat,ions, approves the agricultural budget
for the financial year 1982.
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DRAFT GENERAL BUDGET
oF rEE EURoPEAN coM.MUNrTrEs FoR rHE FTMNCTAL yEAR r9g2
ANNEX I
SECTION VI COMMISSION (Operatinq appropriations)
Titles I and 2: EAGGF cuarantee Section
Chap. Article Heading L9A2
aPProPE.
198 I
aPProPs.
1980
expenditure Le82/eL%)
-p Cereals
and rice 2,25? .0 2,13I.o L,683.74 + 5.9]
100
101
to2
IO3
Refunde on
cereals
Storage of
cerea 1s
Other
intervention
Rice
r,4g1 .ol
4IO. O
299 
-O
s1"d
I,4o7.o
388.o
293.O
43.o
1, 148.5 I
2L2.80
272.77
49.64
+ 6.39
+ 5.67
+ 2.@
+18.60
I1 Suqar, I, 068.5 697 .O 572.o7 +53.29
110
11r
Refunds on
sugar o isoglucosE
Intervention for
sugar
62s 
"+
439.O
332.o
355.O
286.22
285 ,85
+89 
.50
+2O.27
L2 Olive oiI 684 
"O 583.o 317.89 +L7 .32
120
L2L
L22
L23
L24
Re funds
Production and
consumption aid
Specific measures
Storage
Other intervent.ion
5.o
597 
"o
r 9.o
44.o
19. O
5.o
52L 
"O
7.o
40.o
IO.O
o.18
286.6L
o.oI8
20.51_
10.56
o.o
+14 
.58
rl7 I .42
+10.o
+90.o
13. Oilseeds andprotein plants 62L.o 579.O 429.56 + 7.25
130
13I
Oi Iseeds
Protein plants
527 .o
94..O
505.o
74.O
3 59-.39
60.46
+ 4.35
+27.o2
f Excluding food aid refuncls
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Chap. Article Heading 19S2
apProPs.
1981
aPproPs.
1980
expenditure
L982/
8L(%)
L4 Textile plante
an(!.jilkworns 75.o 57.O L2.23 +3 1.57
L4o
141
L42
t49
Fibre flax
and henp
Cotton
Sillcworns
Otlrer
23.o
51.o
1.o
token
entr1l
22.o
34.O
1.o
token
entry
16.89
o.33
+ 4.54
+50.oo
o.o
f5 Fruit and
veqetablcs 8/49.O 745.o 687.3I +13.95
150
151
Freeh frult
and vogetables
Processed fruit
and vcgetables
295.O
564.O
234.o
511.O
195.O1
492.29
+2]..79
+tr 0.37
E Wine 464.o 538.O 299.49
-L3.75
160
161
R€funda
fnterrrention
31.O
433.o
30.o
508.o
26.37
273.LL
+ 3.33
-t4.76
L7 Tobacco 618.o 327.o 309.32 +88.99
L7o
171
L72
L73
Refude
Premir:ns
Storage
Other interventlon
19.O
557.O
41.O
1.O
5.O
280.o
41.o
I.O
4.45
274.87
29.4A
o.50
+28o.O
+98.92
o.o
o.o
I8 Other SectorE 57.O 53.O 41.3s + 7.51
180
181
LAz
183
LU
189
Seeds
Bops
Potato€s
Alcohol
Atrllculture
Other
43.o
9.O
token
entry
token
ontry
5.O
token
entry
39.O
8.o
token
entry
token
€ntry
5.o
token
eDtrl,
32.o4
6.18
o.-
o.-
3.L2
o.-
+10.25
+I2 .50
-L6.65
t
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Chap. Article Heading 1982
alrProPs.
1981
aPpropE
1980
expendlture Le82/8L(%l
29 Milk and tri1k
Producte
4,3,37.o 4,o3o.o 4,564.76 + 7.6r
I
2o0
20t
202
2o,3
2M
2o.3
26
207
Refunds
Storage of l,lilk
Powder
Aid for Sklnnsdl
nlIk
Storage of Butter
and Creae
Other meaEures(consuq>tion aidfor butter)
Storage of Cheese
E<pansion of narket
for m ilk and m.lIk
P roductE
co-responeibillty
levy
2,50.5.OL
16.O
L,392.O
444.o
91.O
33.o
27g.o2
-423.O
2,16 .o
35.O
1,329.o
47L.o
237.O
34.o
327 .O
-508.o
2,597 .93
2U..64
L,29L.59
439.49
207.56
23.94
225.58
-222.89
;;; ;;
-54.2A
+ 4.81
- s_73
-6 1.60
- 2.94
-L4.67
-L6.73
4 Beef and Veal 1,415.o L,547.o 1,353.31
- 8.53
2LO
2tL
2L2
RefundE
Storage
Other Lntervention
788.o
4t7.O
210.o
744.o
515.o
288.o
7L5.s4
504.06
L43.69
+ 5.91
-I9.o2
-27.o9
22 Shecpmeat 213.o 201.o 53.46 + 5.97
2?o
221
Refunds
Intsrventlon
token
entry
213.o
token
entry
20I.o
o.-
53.46 + 5.97
23 Piqneat 149.o 152.O 1I5.53
- L.97
230
231
Ref,unds
lntarventLon
111.O
38.o
L24.O
28.o
9L.57
24.6
-IO.48
+35 .7 I
24. Eggs and Poultryned 111.o 104.o 85.49 + 6.73
240
24L
RcfundE on EggB
Rafunde on poultry-
Eeat
2L.o
90.o
20..o
84.o
17.50
67.9A
+ 5.o
t 7.L4
25 Goods obtained bv
Procegsinq aqri,-
cuLtural iiroducts
440.o 360.o 322.33 t-22.22
250
25L
Refundc on tWhiaky'
Non-Annex II
r)roducts
90.o
350.o
60.o
300.o
101.o8
22L.25
150.o
tL6.66
27 AcceEgion compenEa-
torv amounts 10.o 10.o o,o44. o.o
'I
z [BEritlrrEuing food aid refunds (294.5 m ECU in 1982 i 2L4 yn Ecu in 1981)
- flnancLal contributlon"by the Guarantee Section to non-narketino.and
conver-sio-n pqemiu'nc . LO2.bo n ncu.
- school Bilk 1O5.OO n ECU.
Chap. Article Ileading L982approps.
1981
aPProPs.
1980
a:<penditure
Le82/
8L(/")
2A Uonetarv
coEBenEatorv
anounts
- 163.O 2L.O 294.52 -676.L9
280
28L
I'tCAs (intra-
Community trade)
I'lCAs (trade with
non-nsnbcr
countries)
- 29L.o
128.O
-185.o
20,6.O
s5.95
242.s6
+ 57.29
- 37.46
29 ProviBional
aoorooriati-ons for
the EAGGF Guaranter
Seetion
token
entry
token
entry o.-
290
29t
Provisional
appropriations
CLearance of
previous year's
accounts
token
entry
tokon
entry
token
entry
-40.0
o.-
o.-
TOTAL EAGGF Guarantee Section L3 ,205. 5' 12,095.0 11, 161.87 + 9.18
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Titre 3 - Appropri"tlons for oo.rations ih the fisheries g.ctor(Palment appropg_rqt-lo,-ne ln m EcU)
Chap. Article Hoaaing L982
aPProPE
198r
aPpropE 
"
L980
expenditure
L9A2/
8L(%l
39 cohmon orqanlza-tlon of the uarkotln fieherv produetE 31 75 27.50 22.95 +15.45
300
30t
Refunds
Interventlon
13.oo
18.75
12.oo
15.50
11.39
11 .56
+ 8.33
+20.96
3I Specific trleaEurea
in the fieheriesgector 16- 58 o.80 6 .53
3Io
311
3L2
313
Denuark,/fre land
surveillance
Research programme
Biological studies
Coordination of
surveillance
operatione
16. 5
token
entry
0.08
token
entry
token
entry
token
entry
o.o80
token
entry
6 "5I
o.-
o.o2
o.-
0
32 conmunitv'E lnter-
national obliqa-
tions
5.80 6.50
" 
5.885
-I0.76
320
32L
322
329
Fiehing in the
Adrlatic
Splmon Fishing in
the B?ltic
Fishing in the
waters of certain
African countries
EEC-Canada Agree-
ment
token
entry
token
entry
5 .80
token
entry
token 
-
entry r
o.70
5.80 2
o.-
o.49
5 .39 o
35 Imp_Jfgvement of
structurea - ad-
i ustment./redeolov-
ment of capacitv
token
entry
token
entry
o.-
350
351
Adjustment of
capacity
Redeploynent of
capacity
tohen
entry
token
entry
token
entry
token
entry
o.-
o.-
36 Improvement of
structures -
common measures
2L.6s6 10.20 4.t22 +112.31
360
351
Common meaEures to
restructure, Eoder-
aize and develop
the flehing lndus-
try & to develop
aquaculture
Producer groupa
2L 50
9.1s6
10.o
o.20
8.o48
o.o73
+115.O1
-22.oo
TOTAL T'ISEERIES SECTOR 7 5.7A6 M-2AO 43 
-49A +71. 15
I O.8 r ECU has been entered in Chapter 1oO2 3.4 
^ 
EcL has b€en entered in Cha-pter loo
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Chap. Article Heading L982
aPprops.
198r
aPproPs.
1980
expenditure
Le82/
81(%)
& Proiect for improve
ment of aqricul-
tural structures
L76.A 81.O 8.5.24 +118.2
400
401_
Individual proj6cts
(R 
" L7 /64/EEc)
Marketing and
Processing of
agricultural
products
48.o
128.8
20.o
61.O
37 .O9
48.15
+140. o
+11I.14
4L Seneral socio-
structural rrroasurrs 113 .6 93.O 92 58 +2 1.50
4LO
4Lt
4L2
i4odernization of
farme
IoeEat,ion of &oauing
Tocatlonal training
rnd guidance
108 o
L.2
4.4
88.O
1.O
4.o
86.54
o.73
5.30
+22.72
+20.o
+10. o
42 Measures to assigt
lees favoured areae 316 .65 L84.87 L6o^.44 r7L.28
420
42L
422
423
424
425
426
427
42A
ttountain and hill
farming
Mediterranean
ItaIy
france
Ire land
)evel-opment of
aheep farning in
ireenland
Jnited Ki.ngdom
South-eaetern
Be lgium
LesE favoured areag
rf Germany
].47 .o
63.o
37 .3
26.75
36.4
o.5
2.4
o.3
3.o
95.O
31 .O
L6.57
16 .10
26.o
o.2
token
entry
token
'n:'"
88.67
2t.90
38.20
7 .93
3.72
o.o
o.o
o.o
+54.73
+LO3.22
+2o.32
+66.L4
+40.o
+I50.O
43 Structural measures
connected with the
coltmon orqanization
of markets
L5I. 7 153 .5 133.@
- L.L7
430
43L
432
433
Producer organi-
zations
Milk and Ueat
Sectors
Wine Sector
Fruit Sector
2-6
93.5
' 49.5
6.o
5.2
L14.o
26.3
8.o
1.73
115.21
10.13
- 5.95
- 50.o
- 17.89
F88.7I
- 25.O
SUB-TCTTAL EAGGF GI'IDANCE SEqTION 75A-7 5 slz.37 47L.3L7 148.08
Title 4 - EAccF Guidance section and sBecific aqricuttural measures(palanent appropriations in m ECU)
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Chap. Article Heading L982
aPProPs
1981
aPprops.
1980
e:rpenditrrre
Lea2/
8L(%l
48 Expenditure in the
aqricultrrral sector
r3.399 LL.392 8. o14 + 18.71
480
481
482
483
484
446
4A?
4A9
I campaigns against
I epidemics
I
lApplication and
supervision ofDirectives on
veterinary matters
Plant health
i-nspectioa/ceriuifi-
cation of seeds and
propagating naterial
Farn accountancy
data netluork
Agricrrltural 
Iresearch 
lCEPFAR 
ISupervision of 
Iapplieation of 
Iagricultrrral rules 
IAgrictrltural srrrveys Iin rtaly I
6.o
o.1
o. 190
1.894
5.05
o.I5 5
token
entry
token
entry
6"o
o.125
o.I90
o.670
4.247
o.160
token
entry
token
entry
4.L4
o.Lzc
o.L52
o.o
3.458
o.135
o.o
o.o
o.o
-20.o
0
+182.5q
*18 eJ
.:.,1
TCITAL TITLE 4 772.L49 523,762 479 r33L + 47.42
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Title 10 - Other expenditure
qbep!eE-I99-: 
-Erevleieeel-spPreprie!lele
The appropriations in this chapter are purely provisional and may be used only
after their transfer to other chapters of the budget in accordance with the
procedure laid down for that Purpose in the F:-nanctal Regulation.
EAGGF - Guarantee Section
rtem 1000
Item 1511
Article 171
Article I82
Item 2000
Item 2020
Irr,n 203 3
Item 2040
FISHERIES
mECU
Article 311
Chapter 32
Article
Article
350
351
Joint fisheries rcsearcii prr:r<;rammes
Assumption by the Community of certainfinancial obligations arising from
agreements on fishing rights in non-
Community waters
Adjustment of capacity in the fisheries
sector
Redeployment of capacity in thefisheries sector
Fisheries - Total
90.0
20.0
30.0
10. 0
1r0. 0
35.0
2s.0
113.0
433.0
Refunds on cereals
Production aid for tomato-based products
Premiums on tobacco
Potatoes
Refunds on milk and milk producls
Aid for skimmed-mi1k powder for use as
feed for cal-ves
Other storage costs
Consumption aid for butter
EAGGF Guarantee Section - Total
0.125(p.m. )
11. 825
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mECU
EAGGF - Guidance Section
mECU
ILem 4234 | fntegrated development progranme for Loz6re I O.ZSO
ILem 4252 | Processlng and marketing in certain
agricuJ-tural sectors inNorE.hern Ireland | 0.IOO
EAGGF - Guidance Section - Total | 0.350
Measures connected with the common agricultural policy
mECU
Item 4803
ArticLe 481
Article 489
Community contribution towards the
campaign against foot-and-mouth disease
outside the Community
Application and supervision of CouncilDirectives in veterinary matters
Agricultural surveys in Italy
Measures connected with the CAP - Total
0. 500
0. 100
0. 500
1. I00
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ANNEX II
I!4PORTS OF SOYA, MANIOC, MAIZE GLUTEN, MOLASSES AND FRUfT PULP
'|
- t{ainIy from iIEXICO, EGYPT, I4OZAI4BIQUE, MAURITIUS, INDIA and PAKISTAN.
Source: NIMEXE
Product NIMEXE
Code
Import
EUR.9
COUNTRY OF' ORIGIN
USA CUBA BRAZIL ARGEN-TINA
THAI.
LAND
INDO-
NESIA OTHER
1980
Soya bean oi
cake
Soya bean
l,lanioc
Maize gluten
Mo Ias ses
Pruit pulp
2304,40
120L, 46
0705,30
2303, 15
1703, 00
2306,50
7,I75
L]-,7 54
4 ,866
2,595
2,706
I,57 L
3, 618
9 ,849
2,47 6
L42
932
444
3 r225
497
503
609
l-62
L,207
64
4,L16 372
I70
20r
378
56
Lr5l-7
30
t979
Soya bean oi1
cake
Soya bean
&lanioc
llaize gluten
Molasses
Fruit pulp
2304,40
L20L, 46
0706,30
2303, 15
1703, 00
2306,50
6, 153
]-L,7 L6
5,37 5
2,02L
3 ,317
L,205
2r6L0
9, 1I1
1, 916
L42
674
462
3, 155
368
581
492
283
L,97 8
58
4 ,529 694
105
259
L52
47
2,132
39
r97 4
Soya bean oil
cake
Soya bean
l4anioc
t{aize gluten
Mol-asses
Fruit pulp
2304,40
L201,46
0706,30
2303, 15
1703, 0o
2306 ,50
3 ,264
9 ,095
2,073
694
L, 498
327
2,498
5,896
619
I78
119
666
2r028
482
L23
1,7 39 260
100
171
74
75
897
26
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OPINION OF THE COIIIYIITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND MONETARY AFFAIRS
Draftsman: Mr D. SCHINZEL
on 19 trlay 1981 the committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
a1>pointed Mr Schinzel draftsman.
The committee consi.dered the draft opinion at its meetings of
2:l/23 September and l/2 October 1981 and adopted ir on 1 October 1981 by
1.. votes with one abstention.
Present: Mr Moreau, chairman, Mr de Ferranti, vice-chairman,
M:' Schinzel-, draftsman, Mr Beazleyr Mr Bonaccini, Mrs Desouches,
MI Fernandez, Mr Herman, Mr Nyborg, Mr petronio, Mr purvis and Mr waLter
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1. The unacceptable situation for the United Kingdom as regards its
contriout.ion to the financing of the Community has prompted the Committee
on Econorric and Monetary Affairs and Parliament to discuss the problem of
the stru<:tura} imbafance of the Community budget on a number of occasions
in the rt:cent past. The committee has expressed its views on this
problern :.n its report on the comrnunication from the Conmission to the
Council <:oncerning convergence and budgetary questions (Doc. l-136/80/rev.),
its opin:.on for the Committee on Budgets on the proposals relating
specificirlly to the unacceptable situation for the United Kingdom
(see Doc l-373/80) and its report on the restructuring of economic and
monetary policies in connection with the conclusions drawn by the Council
on 30 Ma1,1980 (Doc. L-256/8L), which was debated by Parliament last Ju1y.
A furtler report on the subject is now being drawn up, but it witl
specific;rI1y concern the report the Conrnission has produced under the
mandate : t received on 30 Ivlay 1980. The committee does not intend to
repeat ir, this opinion at1 the comments these documents contain on the
structurtLl imbalance of the budget.
I': : s regrettable that the preliminary draft budget for 1982
submit:ect by the Commission should make no mention of the mandate the
Commis:;i<'n received from the Councit on 30 May 1980. Under this nandate
the Commj ssion was to put forward proposals for the development of
Commun.Ltl policy by the end of June 198I, wj-th a view to structural
change:; t,eing made to prevent a recurrence of an 'unacceptable situation'
of the kjnd the United Kingdom faced in 1980. In fact, such unacceptable
situat.Lor s can be avoided only if the present structural imbaLance of the
budget is eliminated. A satisfactory sofution will not be found to this
problem tntil a better balance is struck between the Community's various
policy sectors and thus in the budgetary expenditure concerned.
Structlrr€ I and general investment policy in the Community must be
intens:ifjed, this being in the interests of all the less affluent Member
States ard in accordance with the Comrnunity's general aim of convergence.
Commun:-t) policy must be strengthened in the following areas: energy,
transport, technology, industrial development, structural change in
agricu--ture, and increasing the economic potential of the less prosperous
countrles. Even though these are roughly the areas referred to in the
report drawn up by the Commission under the mandate of 30 May, the 1982
budget still does nothing to strengthen policy in these areas, since the
ceilincl cn own resources has been reached.
2.
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3. -ot the abovementioned policies in need of alvetoFnen,c, industrial
policy falls within the terms of reference of the Committee on Economic
and Ivlonetary Affairs. The committeets report on industrial cooperation
between the Member States (Doc. L-LS7/BL,I, which was debated by parliament
last lrlay, stresses the urgent need for a strong policy on industrial
cooperation at European levdl. The restructuring of crisis-hit sectors
and the development of the advanced technological sectors can be
accomplished far more effectively with Community projects which ensure
cohesionr Prevent duplication and permit economj.es of scale. Despite
i:he fine declarations by the Council and government leaders of their
intention to creaLe 'an industrial base of this kind', we are still far
from having a European industrial and technological poricy.
Under the mandate of 30 l4ay 1980 and following a reguest from the
European council in December 1980, the commission is now working on a
communication to the Council concerning a Comrnunity industrial innovation
policy. The importance of this policy in the present economic situation
hardly needs to be stressed. However, it already seems to be a foregone
conclusion that the communication will princlpally concern the use of
existing Community resources to bring about industrial innovation.
The present financial instrunents, such as the Regional and Social Funds,
are in fact very welr suited to the goar of industrial innovation.
But does this, together with the coordination of policy at European 1evel,
constitute an effective response to the serious economic difficulties,
which are structural in nature, now confronting Europe? An increased
allocation of loans guaranteed by the community and at subsidized
interest rates to facilitate the financing of investments in industrial
innovation would perhaps be a suitable financial instrument at European
level. rn this context, serious consideration ought also to be given
to the suggestion made in the report on industrial cooperation(Doc. 1-157/80) that an industrial innovation and development fund should
be set up.
rn order to become a reality, Comrnunity industriaL innovation alsoinvolves the elimination of technical and administrative barriers to trade
or else there can be no genuine internal market. rn this respect it is tobe hoped that the council will make rapid progress !ilith the approvar of
harmonization directives, on the information procedure on technicaL
standards and on the problems of the customs unionl. rn the same way,
any industrial development policy necessitates corresponding measures
to assist the training of qualified staff.
1 Do" . L-2AL/A! by Mr von WOGAU
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AsinthePast,however'thereislittlesigninthelgS2budg.etof
aEuropeanindustrialpolicy.Althoughappropriationshavebeenentered
for a number of sectors, the amounts concerned are a drop in the ocean
compared with what is really needed if a genuine EurQpean policy is to
be pursued. A financial instrument of whlch the EEC and Eurator.r have tak'en
advantage only in recent years and of which greater use should be made
in the future is the Community loan'
Loans
4.Inthelastfewyears,theroleplayedbyCommunity'sloanmechanisms
has increased, a development that the committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairshasrepeatedlyadvocated.Loansandpolicyinterestsubsidies
could be very effective in encouraging investments and industrial innovation
and would perhaps enable the limited budgetary resources to be put to
optimum use. various council decisions empower the commission to contract
loans to assist tviember states in balance-of-palrments difficulties due
tothej.ncreaseinthepricesofoilproducts.TheCommissionalsohas
the por,fer to contract Euratom loans to help finance nuclear power stations'
and under the New community Instrument it may contract loans to promote
investmentsinthecommunity.Loansrelatingtotheenergypolicyare
included in chapter 79 of the budget, while loans intended for balance-of-
payments support and those governed by the New cornmunity Instrument are
covered by Chapters 83 and 84, respectively'
5.InthebudgetitselfthefinancialriskstheCommunityrunsas
guarantoroftherepaymentoftheloansgrantedaresimply.indicatedby
a token entry. In the preliminary draft budget, however, the commission
givesananalysisofloansraisedandgranted.Itisnotforthe
Conmittee on Economic and t{onetary Affairs to tackle the problem of
budgetizationofallborrowingandlendingoperations.Nordoesthe
committee wish to cornment at any length on the amounts of the loans
entered in Title 8 of the preliminary draft budget, since it has
expressed its views on this subject in the various opinions and reports
it has drawn up on proposals in this area (Doc. L-28/8L, Doc' 45/19, Doc'
35/78/Arn., Doc . L-707/80, etc.). Tl.re amounts shown as being invo].ved
in bcrrowing and lending operations do, howeverr' PromPt one remark on IIe!'
eommrrnity Instrument toans. tlaving gained sone experience with 'Ehis insirument'
the comrnis'ion put forward a proposar for its reforn at the beginning of
this year. This prorrosal, calts, fot example, for the abolition of the
original limit of 1,000 m EUA. Despite the urgent need in the Present
economic situation to encourage and develop investments in the Community,
the Council has maintained the original limit of 11000 m EUA. Nor does the
Commission take any account of its proposal in the estimates of loans raised in
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Title 8 of the preliminary draft budget (it is not even mentioned in the
explanatory memorandum), and the amounts shown are confined to the two
tranches of loans that have been granted in the past. The committee on
Economic and Monetary Affalrs shourd be informed of progress made in
reforming the NCr and of the corunission,s intentions for Lgg2. As has
been said, Ioans and more spcc--i f ically the NCI are a suitabla insr rurrrr.ll
for a policy of industrial innovation, on which the Cornmission is now
preparing a communication to the Council,.
6. The Commission uses its crediiworthiness to raise the loans referred
. to above and passes thetri orr t.o'the ireneficiaries, but the lat.'Ler do not
receive interest rate subsidies. The only excep'tions to this rule are t.he
interest rate subsidies granted on Community loans to t.he less prosperous
Member States which have joined the European MoneLary Systen (see Chap.ter
52 of the budgei). Such interest rate subsidies are granted on NCI loans
and loans made by the European Investment Bank. Chap'ter 82 of the budgeE.
provides for financial compensation t,o the two countries which are no!
participa'cing in the EMS, the United l(ingdom and Greece.
i\4ore extensive use of interest rate subsidies to encourage investmenl-s
needed for industrial innovation rrould seem appropriate, however. Paragraph
8 of 'the resolu'tion adopted by Parliament on 10 April 1981 on the proposal
for the reform of the IJCI reads:
'Considers that. t.he EEC budget should provide interest
reba'ces t,o support l-oans for the purpose of proraoting
invesLment wit.hin the Comnunity.,
In'eerest rate subsidies would indeec'l be a sui'cable instrument for ehe in-
dustrial innovation policy on which the Commlssion is now drawing up pro-
posals pursuant to the mandate of 30 Piay 1980.
rt might be appropriate for the necessary appropriations for the extension
of these interest rate subsidies to appear in Article 772 (former item 3750),
which is aimed at Community aid for certain crisis-hit industrial sectors and
against which a token entry has at present been made. ft is c1ar, however,
that the extension of the policy of granting interest rate subsidies also pre-
supposes a deceleration in world interest rates, particularly in the United
States. In this respect, the European Parliament wilI support any steps taken
by the Community to rcach a joint position on the regulation of interest rates.
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3.
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the Committee on Bconomic and Flonetary Affairs:
Deplores the fact that the 1982 preliminary draft budget once again
reflects the absence of a proposal from the Commission for a genuine
industrial policy, despite the iniLial mandate it received from the
Council on 30 MaY;
Therefore looks to the Commission to put forward in the very near
future, within the context of the mandate of 30 May and in answer to
the request of the European Council, a genuine industrial policy programme
which lives up to the expectations of the 9 million unemployed in the
Community and finds concrete expression in a supplementary budget for
1982 and in the 1983 budget;
observes in this connection that:
- the substantial appropriations entered by the Commission for the
first time in the 1982 budget against the only }arge-scale industrial
programme, i.e. Itcm 77I0 (Community operations for developing micro-
electronics technology), have been deleted by the Council-;
- otherwise, the few industrial projects listed in the 1982 budget
are fragmentary and without impact on the industrial development
of the CommunitY;
Regrets that, contrary to the proposal for the reform of the NCI put
forward by the Commission and approved by the European Parliament'
the Council has maintained the original limit of 1,000 m EUA; this
is likely to impede the establishment of the long-term investment policy
that is needed in the Community;
Calls on the EIB ancl the Commission to cooperat-e in the (:reation ol
financing facilities within the New Community Instrument (NCI), 1>ossibly
in the form of interest rate subsidies, as a means of promoting industrial
development;
Subject to the foregoing reservations and in view of the possible uses
to which the Commission may put the appropriations, the committee confines
itself at present to making a few amendments restoring in the main the
appropriations included in the preliminary draft budget in areas falling
within its terms of reference.
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1.
INTRODUCTION
For twenty years up to 1973, economic Progtress in the countries of the
European Conununity was firmly based on cheap and plentiful oil. Since
1973 and the first oil price shock, the economies of the Community have
been crippled by enqrgy supply and prlce problems. Economj.c recession
brought on by those energy probleurs has produced a temporary easing of
oil supply, but this iE no solution to the energy problem.
The declaration made at the Western economic summit meetrng in Venrce
(June I98o) recognised thie in the following terms:
"In thiE, our first meeting of the 198Os, the economic issues that
have dominated our thoughtE are the price and supply of energy and
the implications for inflation and the level of economic activrty
in our o\,vn countriee and for the world as a whole. Unless we can
deal with the problems of energy we cannot cope with other problems."
Again, the Ottawa summit in JuIy 1981 declared that:
"The fight to bring dovrn inflation and reduce unemplolment mu* be
our highest priority ..... "
and
".. .. . that our countries are stiLl vulnerable and energy supply
remains a potential constraint to a revival of economic arorrrth,
(and) we wl-Il accelerate the development and use of all our energy
sor:rrces, both conventional and n6r, and continue to promote energy
savings and the replacement of oil by other fue1e."
The extent to which the qrropean Community has not vigorously pursued
energy efficient polLciee, nsd and renewable forma of energty or reduced
its dependence on imported fuel is reflected in the current unemployment
Levels. It ie signlficant that the USA currently aoolies 3.4% of GNP
to enerqy investment compared wtth I.5% in the Community in 1980. The
Corunission estimates that the latter figure will- be around 2.@/" in L99o
compared with the 4.5% ereected for the USA and Japan. The Community i-sthus prograrmred to falI furths behind in the coming decade.
It is the firm conviction of the Corwrittee on Energ'y & Research that
there can be no real solution to the unemplolzment problem unless the
agreed objectives are vigorously pursued by active policies at locaI and
central government lerrels in all Member States and, where appropriate, at
Community lerral. Solving the energy problem is central to economic
recovery: industry needs secure supplies which are fairly priced, and
investment in energy projects promises inflation-free economic stimulus
with all that meane for employment, especially if oriented towards labour-
intensive conservation projects and the hardest-hit regions of Burope.
2.
3.
4.
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5. the Corunittee on Ener$f & Research firmJ'y supports the viervr that "unless
we can deal with the problems of energry, we cannot cope with the other
problons." AlEo it refutes any suggestion that there can be a return
to the pre-L973 situatlon. The entent to which the Budget of the Com-
munity reflects and implementE the agrreed pol-lcies has domlnated the
cornmittee'E coneideration of the Draft L982 Budget'
The Draft Budget faiLE to reflect the priorities for energy policy facing
the cor,nnunlty. It doee not provide the stimulus in the three priority
areas (of energDf saving, new and renenrable sources, and reduced depondence
on imports) and will therefore make no impact on the overriding social
problerr faclng the Comrnunity - that of unemployment'
I
/
6.
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8.
SECTION I: GENER.AL ANALYSIS
7. The budget presented for 1982 fails to match the scal-e of the problem,
especially in the enqrgy sector, where the commitments proposed by
Councll are only 25.3 mECU (down by 78/" compared with 19Bl_).
What is more disturbing is the way in which high-sounding declarations
of principle and intent are not matched by action, even within the con-
etraints which govern the community budget. The large proportion of
the budget devoted to agricurtural spending, and the distortions this
causes, have tong been criticised. But there should be a coherent
attitude to priorities within the reurainder, i.e. the non-agricultural
par !,__ A$=th_g lUde e_t_ a _- 
-Table 1 , Energy pol.i.cy as proportion o?-
non-agricultural budget
19 74
l-975
197 6
L977
L97 8
t979
r980
19 81
Average L974-81
1982
(preliminary)
7982
(Council draft)
-T-aEle 2* - - j
L97 4
I975
79i15
t97 7
L978
1979
1980
19 81
Average L974-8L
L982
( preliminary )
L982
(CounciI draft )
o.5 4;aReseard'IE,1 icw as n:.^nl:.+_il- .f
non-egrlculLu?al budget
25 meua
25
30
34
4L
51
77
33
84 meua
rol
L35
183
19s
196
277
249
355
335
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1.5 Z
1.3
r.3
L.7
1.1
L.4
1.6
0.5
1.3
0.7 57
5.1 B
5,4
5.9
9.2
5.4
5.4
5.9
3.5
5.7
4.t
4.5
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9. Table l shows.that. througlout ^the-]97Os, lhe pr-oportion of lhe,non-
agricultural budget derroted to enegy was fairly constant"at around
L.3%. Although this proportion did not match.the oft-stated sig-
nificance of energy poblens, it dld at least shm that'epending
encgy - rdlative'to t?rat :on other objectS.tes i w'as mairitained:
that proportion plummetted in.the--,I981 budget,to O.% atd is kepg,
that level in the 1982 draft.
on
But
at
10.
11.
13.
L2. Wtren settlng the Budget figures against the scal-e of the problem, certain
provisos have to be conceded:
A sinilar progression can be seen in the research'se6€ot".(which"is
heavily oriented tovrnrds ener5ry research). Apart from the L9'17 fLgu're,
the proportion remalnbd ranratkabl-y constent throughout the'197Os, at
around 5.7. Thi'd feII very sharply to 3.5 in the 1981 budget and the
1982 draft proposes 4.5%.
Of course, there iB a danger in stfckin! to percent'ages for dlviding
firnds between different sectora since priorities change. But it can-
not be cLaimd that the priority given to energy shoutd drop drastically
at a tj.me when the Leadere of the Western world declare that energy was
a central concetrn and itE supply and price contrainte on any economic
recovery.
- 
that these monies represent onJ-y the tLp of an iceberg, and that
Manber States spend heavily on their own account (the neviar of
Energy Policy objectives for 1990 and Member Statest Investment
Programes impJ-ies expenditure of 40 bilLion eua per annrur by
Mcnber Statee on improving energy supply alone);
- 
that polLcy can be made by regulations and other meaaureE which
have Little or no irnpact on the Comunity budget.
Even allo*ing for these factors, the anounts set aside are trivial.
It wiLl be recalled that, during discussion of the 1981 budget, Eome
nembers considered that an effective Comrunity enerlfy policy alone
would requLre funds in the order of IOOO meua, and there is no doubt
that such surns could be ueefully spent.
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L4. In the longer run, a Dore even balance Lg deeirable between the three
phasee of PolicY:
- 
res@rch (Chapters ?2/731'
- 
denonstratl,on and encqrragoent of new technologtes (Chaptare 7OhLl,
- 
large-scale applicatLon (lendlng opcatlona).
It is the niddle phaee which Is moat wealcly represented in the Com-
munlty's ener(ry'hctivltleg.
15. A retuan to prdLore percentagee of non-agricultural spending - narrely
1.3% for energy and 5.D6 for reeearch - would r$ply pBlment appro-
priatlons of lOO mEcu and 425 necu reapetively, 
.gg on the basis of
Council's low figrnre for non-obligatory orpendlture. These figrures
provide eone gruide in Judging the draft budget proposed by Council.
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SECTION II - CO!4PETENCE
16. The l-982 draft budget has been presented in a nerr format which entails
a complete re-nr:rnbering and some limited reallocation of activities
between budget lines.
L7. Chapters 70 and 71 rolate to enerqv (previouely Chapters 32 and 34
respectLvely) .
The Committee on Energ:f & Research is competent for all the items in
these two chapters.
18. Chapters 72 and 73 relate to research. Chapter 72 brings together
various preparatory research projects and studies (previously in
Chapters 26 and 39). Chapter 73 covers the bulk of the research pro-
grammesi these were previously in Chapter 33.
The committee is competent for al-I the items in Chaptet 72.
19. The Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
claims competence for some items in Chapter 73. Of these items, it
seems clesr that:
. 737o- (biomolecular englneering) is in the oompetence of the Energy &
Research Committee
. Illanagement and storage of radioactive waste (7344) and decommissioning
of nuclear pohrer stations (7345') are el-early within the competence of
the Energy & Research Committee
. 7366/7367 (medical reeearch) is in the competence of the Environment
Conunittee, such research being specifically mentioned in the Committee's
draft terms of reference
. 7368 (btology and health protection - radiation) is in the competence
of the Environment Committee, the item dealing with safety at work.
Eight iteme deal with the environment (7302, 7360-5, 7369). In the
draft ter-ms of reference, the Environment Comnittee is responsible for
environmental policy and protectJ.on meaEures, and for giving opinions
on energy and research progralmes affeeting the environnent. Sinrilarly
recyclLng and food technology fall- witlr-in the Environment Conunittee's
competence generally, but itesrs 7350, 7353 and 7371/2 deal with research.
AIl theee itens thus IIe in the competence of the &rergy & Research Com-
mittee.
2o.. Chapter 75 (previously 35) relates to the information market and.
innovation. The conurittee is competent for all iteurs in this Chapter.
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2L. One iten iE of interest to the Energy & Research Conunittee in Chapter 77
(industrv and internal market, prerriously chapter 37):
. iteur 77'l'7 concerning footwear R & D (previousJ-y 372L) .
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SECTION III ENR.GY
Prioritv areaEr
22' Although one cannot use the budget exercise to undertake a complete
reassessment of the community's energy policy (or rack of one), itis necessary to set out some l0gic for community action in this
sector and some priorities. In general, there are three
main reasone for Community intervention:
(a) Promoting the demonstratlon phaso of new activities.
Thie errcompasses TOOO and 7@l (hydrocarbons), and denonEtrationprojects under 7o3o/L/2 (nerr sources) and Article 7o4(energy saving).(b) Encouraging certaJ.n activities \,rhere the rong-term objectives
are crear and agreed, and the technol0gy werl-deveroped, but
where there are short-term market problems in pursuing thoseobjectives. Thie could involve support for coal underArtr'cle 702' and support for infra-structure and energy-eavinginvestment under Article 705 and the borrowing and lending
operatlons.
(c) Operation of certain
is deeirable. This
I
safety policies where a cormon approach
appliee to nuclear safety under Chapter 7I.
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23. Having set out a frame$rork for Community involvement in energy
policy, it is necessary to outline priorities within that framework.
If ehort-term activitiee are largely covered by regulations, etc.,
and long-term onea by the chapters dealing with research, the
meaaures in chaptere 70 and 71 should be mainly concerned with
improving enqr€[y eupply and prlce in the medium-term. Aetion in
the medium term has to be concentrated on energy conservation and
replacing imported oil with more secure E ources of energy.
24. The second report prepared for the Commission by Ur SAINT-GEOURS
underlines yet again the central need to implenent enerqy savins
meaEures. This is the major priority and cannot be left who1ly
to the price mechanism. The SAINT-GEOIRS report considers demon-
stration projects to have a vital role and that they should be
undertaken by the Conununity. 'Altic1e 7O4 is therefore of crucial
importance and indeed Article 7O5 on promotion of energy investments.
25. As to the replacement of imported oiI, action in support of nuclear
energy is well established 
- 
the latter especially in the research
chapters t here it accounts for approxinately three-guarters of the
budget. The priorities, therefore, are to reinforce the activLties
concErning new sources of enersv (Article 7O3) and to nake
progress with coal (articles 7O2 and 7O5). Ttre difference of
intereets between those Member States which produce coal and those
wl-th no indigenous supplies to meet domeEttc demand mrst be speedily
resol-ved. There are signs of a "packagel energing which will
invol-ve action under both Artiele 7O2 and Articte 7O5; these contain
tok-en entries only in the draft budqet. The devot,ion of resourcea to
hydrocarbons (items TOOO and, TOOI) ie less importanL).
Awaitinq CounciL dction
26. Various measures await decision by Council:
support for hydrocarbon orploration 
- 
included as rten 7@r (token
entry); this is now being withdrawn by the Corunission;
promotion gf coal_for. erectricity generation 
- not incruded and nqr
wLEnqrawn Dy tne commrss].oni
financing cyclical etocks of coal, etc. 
- 
includd under Article 7o2
(token entry) i
intra-Ef, trade in power station coar 
- 
inclr.ded under Articre 7o2
(token entry).
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fn addition, Parliament has:
27. - withheld its opinion on amending Regurations 725/79 and 726/79 on
financial aid to projects to enploit alternative energy sources(Article 7O3); the form of the Regulations undermineE parliament's
budgetary Por^tqrs, and discussions on the subject are awaited,
called for financial aid in the o<ptoitation of peat (GALLAGHER
report: Doc.L-572/80); this is novr included under Article 705,
called for research into the effect of electricity tariff structures
(ADAI,I report: Doc.I-895,/8O); this is now included under Article
709.
2A. The report of the Court concerning the 1979 financial year is the most
recent availabre. rts criticisms shourd be borne in mind when
serutinising the draft budget. 1\'o main criticisms were made in the
energy sector:
- the rate of utilisation of appropriations was unacceptabry Ion,
- the ecrutiny of projects granted support needed etrengthening to
ensure rapalment in the event of commercial success.
Sununary
Zg. Adoption of alL the committee,s proposals givee:
Other reports prepared since direct
implications are all represented in
Court of Auditors
1981
Conrnission
Counci I
Couunittee
elections and having budgetary
the pretiminary draft budget.
Commitments
109
91
25.3
190. 3 7
Pgyments
35
s7
41. 5s
1o5.86
within the current constraints on the budget, implenrenting these
proposals would restore spending to approximately the percentage
which prevailed in the past (see paragraph lft), in a mannqr which
conforms to the committee,s priorities.
Itam-bv-item
30- Details on the proposal-s on the individual items are given berow:
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Commitmentg
Communitv technoloqical devetopment proiects
Payments
It is Council that decides whicii prolects are financed: the Commission
gives an opinion and Parliament is not consulted. In the past, Council has
often failed to decide on projects quickly enough and many have had to bd
cancelled.
The Court of Auditors has criticised the forecasting of the appropriations
needed and asked for scrutiny of projects to be tightened (to ensure rePaiyment
where there has been commercial success).
The low rate of repayment raises guestions about the guality of the
projects selected. on the other hand, a high rate of repayment would imply
that this is more in the nature of a lending operation rather than a change
against the limited energy budget" Al.though this type of activity is suitable
for Community action, the need for financial support in this eector seems
limited; this item has a lower priority than, say, projects for nerr, sourcea.
Utilisation of funds, up to the end of August, has been 5% of commitments
and 46% of palments.
Item 7OO1: Joint hvdrocarbon enploration proiects
Commission
Counci 1
Committoe
The Commission has no,tr withdrawn this item.
Item TOIO Prospectinq for uranium in the Communitv
Item TOOO:
Item 7Ol-5:
Commission
Council
Corunittee
28 mecu
23
23
22 mecu
20
20
Pm
,_-
pm
:^
Commission
Council
Committee
(utilisation at 31.8.81: ni1 on commitments, 2T/" on payments)
L2
pm
I
4
L.25
4
Transport .of radioactive materials
Commission
Council
Committee
o.5
pm
o.5
o.5
pn
o.5
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This Article
- 
promotion
- 
financing
- 
intra E
Article 7O3:
Agreement has not been reached in Couneil on these proposals.
All agree that coal has a central role to play rn meeting future energy needs.
Imported coal will be needed to meet some Ruropean.demand. But security-of-
supply (and perhaps, soon, price) consj-derations mean that the domestic indusEry
has to be built up. Proposals are e>(pected which will involve action under
this Article to promote coal and under Article 7o5 (pronrotion of energy invest-
ments) directed at infrastructure improvtxnents" lmport substitution is a more:
important objective than financing of cyclical stocks. The amounts suggested
here reflect the practical limits of initiating action; the need is much
greater.
was previously split into three items, concerning respectively:
of coal for electricity generaL.Lc,i (now viithdrawn)
cyclical stocks
trade in power-station coal
Proiects concerninq new sources of enerqy
Commitments
Communitv pro'iects concerninq coal
Commiseion pm
Council pm
Committee 4()
Payments
pm
Pm
20
three items under this Article
rejects this approach. In
Council proposed amalgamating the
with Article 7O4. The committee
su[unary, therefore:
Commission
Council (7O3 pl-us 7O4)
Committee
26
pm
26
I
18
t2
Council decided, in April L979, oir the first seri es of specific projects and set
a ceiJ-ing for appropriations over the next five years. Parliament unsuccess-
fuIly opposed this procedure, which curtails its budgetary powers. Parliament
has withheld its opinion on the revision of the relevant financial regulation
and has asked Council for discussions on the matter.
The disturbing feature of this programme is the low rate of utilisation 
- 
up to
3I.8.81, utilieation of comrnitments was around 4/" and of payments around 7".
This affects the solar projects and the energy-saving projects (Article 7o4)
particularly. Three factors would improve utilisation of funds for these
inportant projects:
- 
the nefril system of scrutinising projects submitted
- 
entra staff, t}re allocation of which the Budget Committee is urged to endorse
- 
the possible introduction of a minimum size of project
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rt is unsatisfactory that action on new sources does not include programnes on
wind, wave and tidal power, as envisaSed by the original regu}ation. These
should be pursued vigorously.
Commitments Payments
rtem 7o3o: Proiects for the liquefaction and qasificatiorl__qf__sorid__tcgls
t98t
Commission
Council
Committee
1981
Cormnission
Council
Committee
Article 7O4: Communitv enerqv saving proqrartune
t981
Commission
Councit (7O3 pIuE 7O4)
Committee
Article 7O5: Promotion of energv investments
Conunission
Couneil
cotrmittee
29
16
Pm
l6
I5
4
(not shown)
5
(not shown)
2
1.5
2
(not shovrn)
5
Item 7O3I: Proiects concerninq geothermal enerqy
Item 7032:
1981 L2
Commission. 5
Council pm
Committee 5
Proiects coqcerning solar enersy
lo
2
18
5
pm
5
24
20
pm
20
The obearvations made undq Article 7O3 apply here also. The
second sArNT-cEouRs report puts special enrphasis on energy-saving
and demonstration projects. rt is very logical for the community
to support the demonstration phase of new technoJ_ogies. utilisa-
tion up to 31.8.81 was La% of commitments and 2@/" of payments.
3
18
IB
20
pm
Em
L2.5 (+ I2.5
in Ch.1oo)
pm
Pm
25 (+ 25 in
ch. loo)
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The importance of measures both to support energy saving and coal
(including infrastructure) has aLready been stressed).
The committee considers that funds should be al-locatod now, rather
than later, on two topics:
- interest rate subsidies for energy-saving investment for which
l-O mecu for payments appropriations are proposed.
- 
interest rate subsidies on projects aimed at promoting the use
of coal and peat, 15 mecu as payment appropriations are proposed.
For a fuller discussion of this Article, see Section VII.
Article 706: Enerqv proqramminq
Commiseion I.3 1.3
Council pm pm
Committee 15 I.5
A nelv title of "Energy aid to developing countries" is proposed.
Third world energy problems are even more serious than those of
the industrialised world. The funds are to cover both studies
(as envisaged by the Commission) and direct aid.
Article 7O9: Studies in the enerqy sector
Commission I.O 1.O
Council o.5 o.5
Committee 1.O I.O
Studies are an important foundation for other work. The parlia-
nent has called for studies on electricity tariff structures, and
the committee proposes amending the ,,remarks,' accordingl-y.
Article 7l-O: On-the-spot inspections, etc., (nuclear safequards)
Conunission O.75O
CounciL 0.735
Committee O.75O
Arti:le 7l-1: Cost of training courses, etc.
Commission
Council
Committee
o.035
o.035
o.035
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Item 71lO: Eguipment procurement, etc.
Article 712:
Item 7111:
Samplinq and analvses
Conmrissl-on
Council
Committee
Commission
Council
Committee
Transport of eguipment
Commission
Council
Corunittee
o.480
o.440
o.480
o.56
o.58
o.58
o.01
o.01
o. 01
Article 7I4: S<penditure on formal and other meetinqs
Commission
Council
Committee
o.oo5
o.oo5
o.oo5
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SECTION rv . RreEARCH
Priorities
31. ilust as it is necessary to revierr the logic of cnmnunity involverrent in
enerqy pol'icy, so muat the same be done in the research ftelcl. This area
offers the prospect of efficient uee of effort if common
. 
resources are used to tackle problems of relevance to a1l Member States,
but a ProPer integration of research activities with the operation of
conununity policies in the industrial, energy and other sectors is vital.
Sinilarly, the ways in which these activities are performed and the
division of effort between regearch at conmunity level and Member state
or local lerre1 need to be carefully thought out. Such a reviegr is
beyond the scope of this opinion.
32. VariouE methods of cotrtr[unity involvement in research can be defined:
- as "manager", undertaking all aspects of tlie research progEarlme
iteelf, i.e. direct action,
- aE "initiator", Providing some funding and central direction for
activities dispersed throughout the I'lember Stateg, i.e. indirect
action,
- 
as "referee", acting as a coordination centre and er<change of infor-
mation, so that unnecessary duprication of effort is avoided,
i.e. concerted action.
33. rt is not necessarily a guestion of being anti-nuclear to express con-
cern at the large proportion of the research budget which is devoted to
nuclear matter'. Historicalry this rerates to the communlty,s Elrratom
responsibilities, and large proJects or safety guestions are well-euited
to coruron action.. on the other hand, it is difficult to justify the
o(tent to which nuclear programmes dominate the research budget (nearlyge/d. Ylithln the energy field, the priorities prerriously endorsed by
the colrunl-ttee have been energy-saving, development of ner!{ sourceg, and
coal, and these inevitably apply in the research budget.
34. The research progranmes can be anarysed under four headings:
nuclear, nuclear safety, fusion and non-nuclear. Such a breakdonrn
shows that purely nuclear research accounts for about 7./" of corunitments
and 8Pl" of payments; appro*imately half the work done is done for a
particular Ivlember State or Statea, and reimbursed. OnIy small_ savings
can therefore be made in this area.
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35.
36.
37.
AmountE for non-nuclear programmes have been increased where appro-
priate in an attempt to redress the balance of ertrlenditure, and the
committee has followed Parliament's opinioneas far as possibl-e. The
dverall balance cannot be changed draetically in one year.
Awaitinq Council action
Since direct electionE, the EP has passed reports on the follor.ring
topics, which have budgetary implications but which do not appear as
Euch in the draft budget:
Plutonium cycle and safety (l-L83hg) z this proposal is being with-
drawn by the Corunission.
Clay minerals and technical ceramics (L-L32/8O}: action is nov,
proposed under the new rard materials programne (item 7359).
Support for microelectronics appears under 77LO.
The Court of AuditorE, in its report for 1979, conunented at length on
the Conuuunity's reEreareh activitiee. With regard to the JRC, it noted
the lack of proper Lnventoriee and irregularJ-ties in the construction
and use of buildlngs. It considered that work done for outside bodies
threatened the nulti-annual progi"ranme: this has subsquently fallen
sharpJ-y and is only 0.723 oECU for 1982 (item 7331).
Wlth regard to indirect research, the Court noted the need to strengthen
both eclentific and fLnancial supervision, and criticised the failure to
produce Bnnual reports, as requLred.
The scattering of firnds on a multiplicitv of indirect pro'iects rlsks
inefficiency. The following are thoge ltems with enpenditure of less
than I mECU'for 1982:
7343 Pl-utonium recyclLng
7345 Decorunissioning
7347 CodeE for FBR
7353 Paper, etc., recycling
737L Food technoJ-ogy I
7372 " ' rr
o.400
o.800
o.897
o.283
o.o24
o.o83
The approaching end of these programmes provides an opportunity for
rationarieation. rn particurar the commission is lnvited to bring
forward a generar programne of indirect action on nuclear safety.
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38. In eumnary, the proposals give:
9orunitments
Nuclear Safety Fusion
CommisEion
Council
Conunittee
Comml-ssion
Council
Comnittee
rn @!g!:
Nuclear
2e (7%)
29 (7"/")
29 (7"/")
28 (8%)
25 (e/.)
25 (7"/"\
e6 (22%)
eo (23%)
e2 (2L%l
eo (26%)
84 (26%)
87 (25%)
2O5 (4a;/"1
L82 (47/"1
2o5 (4%l
Payments
L46 (43/")
L43 (44%l
t45 (4L%)
Non-nuclear
ee (23%)
88 (23%)
LL6 (26%)
83 (24%)
76 (2?/")
e3 (26%)
Corunitments
Commission 429
Council 389
Committee 442
I'igures are rounded to the nearest I nECU.
Payments
346
327
351
39.
Item-bv-itenr
Details of the sums proposed for the individual items are given below:
Conmitments Pavments
72O Reeearch proiects in the field
of technoloov and industrv
ComnissLon
Council
Commlttee
72t
pm
delete
Pm
Etrrt
deLete
pn
1.300
1.150
1.300
Preparation of nqr research procrralunee
Cormriseion I.3@
Council I.I5O
Connittee l.3oo
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7220 Studies in the context of asgistance for nuclear povrer
plant operators
Comnission
Council
Couunittee
7221 StudieE of safetv techniques
Comnlsgion
Council
Conunittee
7222 Studies on advanced reactor desiqn
o.o20
o.o20
o.o20
o.450
o.420
o.420
o.o20
o.o20
o.o20
o.450
o.420
o.420
72-339
70-o44
70.c44
Conmi.ssion
Council
Conurittee
LlE Studies on the nuclear fuel cvcle
Commission
CounciL
Comnlttee
73@
o.150
o.150
o.150
o.180
o.160
o. tgo
23.374
22.747
25.@O
o. 150
o. I50
o.150
o.180
o.160
o.180
7301
Nuclear ga€Grty 
- direct action
Conunission 91.311
Council 77.77.-
ConunLttee 77.779
Ner sourcee of energy
CommiesLon
Councll
conurittee
23.o79
22.583
25.@o
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Comn'itmente
Studv and protection of the environment
Commiseion 15.275
Cotrncil L4.gg2
Conrmittee 16.000
7303 Nuclear measurqnents
7302
Commission
Council
Commlttee
Cosmiseion
Council
ComlLttee
7310 Ooeratlon of the IIER reactor
Corsnisoion.
Councll
Conunlttee
7330 Super-SarE (Ettatoffi/rtale)
Conurrlsslon
Councll
Cormittee
L2.999
12.777
l_2. ooo
9.981
9.85s
l-1. OOO
Pevments
t4.t97
13.739
15.OOO
11.936
11. s3s
11.ooo
9. 311
9.18r
10.ooo
7304 specific support for conunission's sectorar activities
13.820
13 .820
13 .820
2.ooo
2.OOO
2. @o
1I.91s
11. 91s
11. 915
3.ooo
3.ooo
3.ooo
7331 Services performed bv {IRC at request of outside bodies
Conurission
Council
Corunittee
7333 Phvgica1 protectton at .rRC
Conunlssion
CouncLl
Conunittee
o.723
o.723
o.723
o.723
o-723
o.723
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7334 P}ase Ir of Suoer-SBra (Etaff enpenditure)
CommiEsion
Council
Comnittee
-69-
734o. Nevr enersy sources
Cormnission
Council
CommittEe
734L Fusion (non-iIET)
17.ooo
16. 500
25.OOO
18. 500
17,500
22.ooo
Conunission 114.015 54.5t5
council 63.665 (+ 27.5 49.665 (+ 2.5in Ch. in Ch.1OO) loo)
Conunittee II4.OI_5 54.5L5
7342 rusion (JEI)
Commiesion B3.2Oo g3.2oo
council 66.7c,0 (+ 16 ln 66.700 (+ 16
ch. lOo) in Ch.
loo)
couurrittee g3 
.250 g3 
.250
7341 and 7342 tqether form the rargest programme falllng within the com-
mittee's competence- The EP has just been consulted on the nenrr programme.
Pm
Pn
pm
o.400
o.4@
o.400
?346
Coruniseion
Council
Corunittee
0.850 1.700
0.850 1.1@
0.850 1.100
7343 @;'$ hd-.t
Commlssion
Council
Conuoittee
7345
Comnission O.g5O I.@O
Council O.g5O O.g@
Comnittee O.g5O O.B@
8.864 9.864
7.364 6.A64
8.864 9.A64
7344 Manaqdnent and etoraqe of radioactlve waate
CommisEion
Council
Committee
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7347
7350
735L
7352
Corurrission
Council
ComLttee
Primarv raw materials
Commission
Council
Conmlttee
CommiEsion
Council
Committee
ComrnlEsion
Council
Committee
1.565
o.937
1.570
e
2.o38
2. o38
2.o38
I.175
o.897
1.200
1.838
1.450
1.838
4. 500
2.500
4. 500
L.062
o.850
L.o52
I. s41
1.300
r. s117353 paper and boaTd recvellnq
Corunission
Council
Committee
7364
7369.
11.5s6
in ch.lOO) pm
11. 5s5 (ch.
loo)
o.283
o.283
o.283
3.773
pm
3.773 (ch. loo)
7359
ConmlsEion
Council (global amount
Conmittee
7360 )
Conmiselon
Counel_1
Committee
rtems 736L, 7362,
work ls now covered by
rtems 7366, 7367 and 736g
End Reeearch CormLttee.
L.t74
L.L74
L.L74
and 7365 s no funds are entered and
are not the reeponsibility of the Energy
7369
Conunission
Counci I
Comittee
15.857
13.800
15.8s7
4.757
3. 780
4.757
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7370 Biomolecular enqineerinq
Commission
Council (global amount in Ch.1OO)
6nmrlttee
Include in nervr item 7377
Commitments Payments
I. OOO
pm
1.ooo (ch.1oo)
4.O@
Pm
4.OOO (Ch.1OO)'
737L Food technoloqv I
Cmnission
Council
Corunittee
7372 Food technoloqy If
Contnission
Councll
Comnittee
7373 Reference materials and methods
Conunission
Council
CommLttee
ConunigsLon
Councll
Committee
7375 R c D for tentiles and clothinq
Commission
Council
Corrnlttee
Include in ner,r item 7377
o.o83
o. o83
o.o83
l_. Lo3
1. to3
r.103
pm
4.2oo (ch. loo)
4.OOO
3.500
4. OOO
pm
r.7so (ch.1oo)
o.o24
o.o24
o.o24
o. oB3
,J.OB3
o. o83
7374 Science and technoloqv for development
pm
pm
PII
pm
Pm
pm
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7377 Industrial research
some subjects are better suited to comunity involvement than others,and there is a case for larger articles in the budget to match theindividual sectors and offering some frenibirity in the arlocation offunds' The council proposes a gl0bal reserve for four unrelateditems (raw materials 735g, biomolecular engineering 737.., science and
technology for development 7374, and to<tiLes 7325). rt is more
Iogical to propose a new item to deaL with the general area of indus-
trial research, and to include initially:
biomolecular engineering (e:< 
- 7370)
toctiles (ex 
- 7375)
These are both pending and funds (in totat 8.2Oo for commitments and
2.750 for palnuents) should be entered in Chapter IOO.
Ch.l@ The Council,a Elobal resert e
7375 ehorrld be deleted ln the
proposed abov€.
738Or
for 7359, Z3ZO, 73?4.
ltght of the amendmente
CoFn{ ssion
CouncLl
GomnLtted
o.684
o.684
o.684
2.946
2.946
2.946
o.651
o.651
o.651
o.317
o.870
o.870
L.429
1.42A
L.429.
1.200
1.2@
1.2@
o.651
o.651
o.651
o.317
o.870
o.870
o.115
o.115
o.115
PE 74. 917 / fin.,/Ann. rr
lELr
ComissLon
Council
Comlttee
.@r 
"."""r"n "a"oo ol""* aa ul"*"., oo ooa"ru. ,*t""
CoIunr sslat
Council
CoFlnittee
7391:
Comnlsslon
Council
'' Cffitrittee
7392.t
Conmission
Councll
Qorqrl ggsE
o.115
o.115
o.115
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SECTION V
40.
4t.
42.
43.
INFORIT,IATION MARKET AND INNOVATION, ETC.
(chapter 75 and items in Chapter 77)
The activities in Chapter 75 falL into three main groups!
- 
Euronet,y'Diane' (75OO, 7501, 7502, 751)
- 
Automatic translation - Eurotra (7541
- Innovation and documentation (752, 753, 755, 758, 759)
The Parl-iament has recently passed reports on the first two groups
(BEAZLEY and ADAM reports), and the conrnittee has recently decided
to prepare a report on encouraging inventors (motion by KLEPSCH and
others). There are thus no outstanding issues, nor cotrments of the
Court of Auditors to deal with.
Irlith regard to 7502, the financial forecast for the 3rd Action PIan
(for Euronet,/oiane) foresaw 10 mecu as total commitments and 5 mecu
as total palments during the first two yeare, and these were not
chaJ-lenged in Parliament's report (including the Budget Corunittee's
opinion). The Council recently agreed the Plan (OJ L 22O/8L).
Comnitment appropriatione of 1.9 mecu and palzuent appropriations of
O.9 mecu have been agreed in the 1981 rectifying budget.
The figures in the preliminary draft should be adjusted to take this
into account. For commitments, 1O.O lesE 1.9 leaves 8.1 for the
second year (ie. 1982). For payments, 5.O less O.9 leaves 4.1.
The figures of 8.1 and 4.1 proposed by the draftsman thus conform
to the original opinion of Parliament.
With regard to 754, Eurotra, appropriatione of 1.5 meeu were originally
foreeeen (L979 prices) r in 1982 prices this is appro:rlmately 1.9 mecu.
The Budget Conunittee asked for a cut in staffing on the programme, and
Parliament endorsed this. The EP also calIed for addltional feaeibil-
ity studles to be made and the conunitments and payments are increaEed
to allorp for this. The funds are entered in Chapter 1OO as ag?eenent
haE not yet been reached on the programne.
For the items concerning innovation and dooumentation, the committee
supports at leaet the restoration of the Commiseion figures. This
includes Articles 751, 752, 753, 758 and 759. Although s!0a11 in total
expenditure, these represent Community corunitment to a high-technology
future. Cuts in these areas are indefeneible given the Cosununity's
economic situation.
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a44, In 
.rySEEf theee propoeole givea
1981.
eourlesion
counciX
Comtttee
Itern-bv-itq
45. Detaib of the prcopocala on thE lndj.vldual items are givqr beLovr:
Comritnente
-#
6.705
!4.200
9.m5
15.7@
Bavments#
5.992
LL.466
8.621
11. s16
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7500
7sc,L
75o.2
75L
752
7s3
754
2.3
1.6
2.3
Ist plan of action
Preliminary draft
Council
Comittee
2nd plan of action
PreliminarY' drafL
Council
Cotrutrittee
3rd plan of action
Preliminary draft
Council
Cormi.ttee
Surcplementarv activities
Preliminary draft
Council
Conmittee
couurunitv proiectg in the field
of innovatLon
Preliminary draft
Council
Comittee
Diseemination, etc., of sclentific
and technical knor.rledqe
Prelirnlnary draft
Council
corunittee
Elrrotra
Prelin-inary draft
Council
Comaittee
-'76
n'.
Conmitments
r.Pmr
pm
pn
Pavments
o.716 -
o.716
o.716
4.9
3.s
4.L
[)In
t'
Pm
8.O
5.O
8.1
2.2
I.O
2.2
o.8
o.25
1.50
o.8
o.75
o.8
1.35 (Ch.1OO)
1.O 
, 
(Ch.1OO)
2.O (, ")
o.9 (ch.100)
o.8 (ch.100)
1.o ( " x )
o.8
o.25
1.50
o.8
o.75
o.8
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755
754
759
Other proiects in documentarv
research
Preliminary draft
Council
Comittea
Pr:rchase of scientific and
technical- books and subscriptions
Preliminary draft
Council
comdttee
Information and procedure concerninqpatents
Preliminary draft
Council
Cdmnrlttee
Cotrmitments
o.5
o.6
o.5
o.25
o.225
o.300
o.20
o.18
o.20
Parnoents
O. Cr
o.6
o.6
o.25
o.225
o. 300
o. 20
O.IB
o.20
46. In Chapter 77 (Industry and InterJral !{arket), the committee ls
competent for:
- 77?7 (technological research for the footwear industry); this
prograrme has norrr come to an end,
- 
tentlles R. & D. prograrune; this has now been re-proposed to council
in a revised form and has been included in Chapter 73 as 1ine 2375,
- cerarnics R. & D. progranune, which it ls not proposed to incl.ude in
the general raw materiale programne (see item 7359).
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gECTION VI - 30 MAY--MANDATE
47. The Commission has recently adopted proposals on the measures to meet
structural imbalances in the operation of the Community budget. Which
meaEuresr will finally be adopted, and whethor thoae will include a
raieing of the limits on the Cornmunity's outn resourcos, j.s not yet cloar.
4A. It is hor,rever clear that new initiativea arising from the mandate dis-
cuesions will not have to await the 1983 budget. If the words of the
Commission's document in reply to the mandate:
,'a successful energ'y policy wil-l create the conditions for an economic
upturn,, mean anything, they should signify the earJ-y introduction of
initiatives in support of enerEg and energ'y research projects. It should
also mean that an appropriate share of any additional funds which may
become avail-able shoul-d be devoted to such projects.
49. At this stage, when nothing is known about the final outcome of dis-
cussions on restructurinq the budget, it would be pure speculation to
increaee appropriatione for partlcular items in anticipation of an
unknown amount of extra money belng avallablo. 'rhi.s is a Ear:tlca1
guestion.
50. This document therefore tries to keep the 1982 budget enercise and the
restructuring of the budget separate. Increased appropriations for par-
ticular items are put forward in the content of the 1982 budget alone.
51. Any calculation of extra funds which might become avail-able as a result
of restructuring the budget is inevitably speculative. However, on the
assumptione that (a) the proportion of the budget devoted to agriculture
falls to 4C/", (b) the vAT Limit remains at l% and (c) the proportions of
non-agricultural spending devoted to energy and research are the histori-
cal figures of 1.3% and 5.7/", then one might expect payment appropriations
of around 2OO mecu for energy and around 75O mecu for research. These
impty a rough doubl-ing of the amounte sought in the 1982 budget. other
assumptions may be thought more probable, but whatever the outcome, the
Committee on Energy & Research consider it of fundamental importance that
expenditure in the energy and research sectors is at least T/" of total
non-comPul-sory spending.
Even theEe amounts are smaIl compared with the scale of the probl-em, and
should be concentrated on the priority areas in energy and research policy,
rather than being scattered over many items. It is proposed that a sum
of 5OO mecu is added to commitment appropriations Ch.1OO, for allocation
to appropriate energy and research activities once the structural problems
of the budget are resolved.
52.
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SECTION VII BORROWING AND LENDINg- IPM,A'IIONS
It was earLier suggested that Community involvement in energy policy
shourd inter alia encompasg the research, devel,opment, and applicatlon
phaees (see paragraph 14). The first two fall under chapters 23 and 70.
The application phase clearly involves massive sums of money 
- the
second SAINT-GEOIIRS report estiniates that investment of l-2O-25O billion
ecu is needed between now and 1990, say 15-30 billion ecu per annum,
and these figures refer to investment rn energy saving onIy.
The vast bulk of this investment will be made on normal commercial con-
siderations, but it is desirable to encourage investment according to
the priorities, set out earlier. The Community budget is too smalI, hon-
ever, to make any direct impact. On the other hand, a smalt budgetary
o(pense aE an i.nterest rate Eubsidy couLd achieve great reverage in
encouraginq certain invoetmento, and in stimulatlng emplolzment and
econornic recov@ry. ae well ae meetlng energf objectives.
The relevant borrowing and lending operations are:
normal- operations of the EIB,
operations under the New Community Instrument (NCI), in.which the Com-
niseion raises the funds but the EIB administere the loans
Energy investment forms a subgtantiar proportion of overarl- rending
under these operations; it accounts for approxlmately 4@/" 
- an er(act
figure is difficult to give as eome projects qual.ify for support accor-
ding to more than one criterion.
rn 1980. Iending by the ErB on energy projects amounted to ]r2rl meuai
this includes ro8 meua under the NCr. Total lending on energy projecte
between 1973 and l-98O was {29O meua; the NCf (in operation since 1978
only accounted for 233 of this). Lending operatlons constitute the
real energy policy of the Community
53, 
.
54.
55.
56.
Orientation of lendinq
The pattern of lending for
- 
nuclear
- import diversification
enqrgy projects vras as follows ln L98O:
433 meua 2*/"
346 22(gas pipelineg, electricity imports, coal
conversion)
natural qas
electricity, coaI, etc.
hydroelec tr ic /g eoLherma 1
energy saving
oil and natural gas deposits
oe\d gources
179 1I
L67 11
L64 11
L52 10
644
543
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The EIB's o\*n tending and operations under the NCI showed similar
pattcns (which inplies that the different formal status of the latter
has not eauaed any change in lending policy). Althcugh the EIB is
pursuing tha 1990 energy objectives which were endorsed by the Par-
liament, the priorities implted by the table above do not correspond
with those of this colrunittee (being energy saving, nerd eources and
coal, then nuclear).
57. Whlle the EIB's lending is limited by its statutes (which refer inter alia
to Article 13O of the Treaty). The above pattern of lending ls not
predetermined by these limitg. The three main categories of lending
are:
- 
regional
- 
moderniEing and converting undertakings
- 
projects of comnon interest
the latter two categoriee reguirlng that the projecte be of such a size
that they cannot be entirely financed domeetically; this is an undefinable
reguirement !n praotice.
58. It perhape has to be acceptd that aome nen aources of
energy are at the demonstration project stage, rather than that of full
scals deplolment. But energl' eavings projecte couLd well gual-ify under
any of tbe three categorLes and projects to .fronote coal u6e
under the regtonal or conmon interegt categonLes. ;
The Bank has suggested that it aims to lend for relatively long-term
projecte and that most energy-aaving proJecta have ehorter pay-back
perlods; and that it le gcared to lend to a small nunber eif largo pro-
Jects rather than a multlplicity of smal} proJects. On the other hand,
sorne energy-savings projects - euch as combined heat and porer sehemeE -
can be both large and long-term. In addition, the Bank al-ready lende
to intermediate financial inetitutions already as part of its regrional
activities; these institutlons then make the smalls loanE.
59.
Thce is thus no formal or operationaL barrier to greater lending by
the Bank for energy-saving and coal-promotlon projects.
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Subsidies
60' Parliament's abitity to influence the pattern of EIB lending is
virtually non-enistent at present. The introduction of som'e element
of democratic review is the subject of a report by !{r COUSTE
(PE Edc. L-L71/SL) .
One possibility for introducing some influence on the patten of
lending is to allocate money in the budgetary procedure for interest
rate subEidies fdr certain types of project. A legal framesrork for
intereEt rate eubsidies already enists. Although it applies onty to
certain projects and certain countries, the chance should be taken to
broaden -its scope. It prsvides ooly a firEt step, however,
in reorienting the EIB's lending operations.
6I. Regrulation L736/79 (oJ L 2oo/791 providee for interest, rato eubeidies
of 3% on l-oans frcm the EIB and under the NCf. The less prosperous
countrles eligible were specified as Italy and lreland (see Decision
79/691, OJ L 2@/79), although Article 8 of the negulation seems to
open the way for compensation to Greece and the UK, ie. those countries
outside the E[,[S. Thus four countries should benefit.
to gualify for subsidy under the Regrulation, the loans ehould concen-
trate on infrastructure and contribute to solving main structural
problems, such as regional imbalances and unemployment.
62. The draftsman suggests setting aaldo 25 mecu in payment appropriations
for interest rate subsidles (at 3% the total loan affected would be
8OO mecu) . This sum would be earmarked as follows:
- 
15 mecu for subsldiee on loans to promote the use of solid fuels,
i.e. coal and peat. Coal-handling infrastructure, for example,
clearl-y falle within the terms of the loans, and 7.5 mecu should be
entered under Article 7O5, as subsidy for promotJ.ng coal use, together
with 7.5 mecu in Chapter 1@, to be released when a new regulation
making such loans available to all l,lember States is brought forward
(this could be done by amendirLg 79/76L to refer to all Itlember States
for energy projects).
- 
10 mecu for subsidies on loans for energy-saving projects. These
offer regional and enployment advantages, and energry problems are the
main structural difficulty affecting today's economiesi such projects
therefore qualify for subsidy under Regulation L736/79. Any doubt
about this shoul-d be removed. Half the money is to be placed in
ch.100.
These Eums are fairly modest but could of course be
initiative were successful.
PE
increased if the
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Sumnar\/
CA PA
Article 7O5: L5.O 7"5 for coal promotion subsidies
IO.O 5.o for energy savrng subeidies
Chapter lOO: l-5.O 7.5 io: coal pr:ornoti-on subsidies
1O.O 5. O for erergy saving subsidies
released when
available to
all Member
States
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SECTION VIIIs BTDGET RBSOLUTTON PARAGRAPHS
The conmittee asks the Budget Committee to incorporate the following
paragraphs in the budqet resolution:
The European Parliament,
Considers that it is an urgent priority that the decLarations on energy
by the European counciJ., the advice of the commission, and the resolu-
tions of the European Parliament should be matched in the 1982 budget
by an increase in the enpenditure in the energly sector rerative to
other non-compursory orpenditure; carls on the commission tb present
with the utmost despatch the J-ong-promised draft regrrlations to promote
enpenditure in the energy sector; calls on the Council both to respond
positively to such proposals and to enEure their imprementation by
september L982, and to ensure that sufficient staff are availabte in
the energ.y Dlrectorate-General to implement these plans.
urge€ the commission and the councir to accept the desperatery urgent
need to increase overall inveetment in energy in the community and par-
ticularry to achieve a lever significantly higher than the current L.6%
of GNP; callE for specific measures to ensure that energy investment
levels in the nort ten yeara will match or exceed in percentage terms
those of the USA and ,Iapan.
Supports the view of the Energy and ReEearch Committee that enpenditure
on energy and research, fol-loring the revision of the budgetary pro-
cedure, should match or e>rceed its hlstorical leveL of around T/o of non-
compulsory expenditure.
&rphaeises the need for the community to give morsattention to the
priority areas of energy conaervation, neur energy sources and industrial
innovation; calls on the comnission to present a fulr revision of its
research activities in order to achieve this and further calls on the
Corurcil and Cotmrission to take such steps, subject to the opinion of the
European Parliament, as will allovr such reorientation by the middle of
L9A2.
-83-
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Draftsman: Ivlr G.L. LEI4MER
On 18 March 1981 the Committee on External Economic Relations appointed
Mr Lenmer draftsman of the opinion.
It considered this subject at its meetings of 24 June 1981 and 22
September I98I and at the latter meeting unanimously adopted the draft
opinion.
Present: Sir Frederick Catherwoodr chairman; Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul,
vice-chairmani I'1r Lemmer, draftsman, l4r Almirante, Mr Cottrell (deputizing
for Lord O'Hagan), Ivlr DeschErmps, Lord Harmar-Nichol1s (deputizing for Sir
Frederick Warner), Mr Jonker, Mrs Lenz, Mr Louwes, Mr Martinet, Mr Pelikan,
Ivlrs Pruvot (deputizing for Mr De Ctercq), !1r Radoux, Mr Rieger, Sir John
Stewart-C1ark and Mr l{elsh.
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At its meetings of 24 June and 22 September the Committee on External
Economic Relations, in the presence of a representative of the Commission
of the European Communities, discussed the Commission's preliminary draft
and the Council's draft budget for L982. The following items were central
to this exchange of views:
(u) Article 990 - 'Operations under commercial and economic cooperation
agreements with non-member countries', for which an apPropriation
of 5,O0O,OOO ECU had been requested.
These are financial provisions for a wide range of operations
and result from cooperation agreements concluded recently with non-
member countries (mainly developing countries)l'
. 
The Commission considers that allocation of these 'modest funds'
j,s necessary in order to facilitate the attaj.nment of the objectives
embodied in the agreements, for example fostering economic interests.
rt proposes using this sum for the following activities2:
1. organization of conferences and semj-nars
2. lleeting the cost of commercial, industrial
and investment missions and missions to
explore opportunities for joint ventures
3. Promotion of visits and contacts between
businessmen and exchanges at technical leveI
4.'Business Week' (Yugoslavia/Brazil/Cdina
foIlow-up )
5. Provision of experts and experts' services
for carrying out studies
6. Information campaigns linked to the various
operations listed above
9OO, OOO ECU
It emerged from the discussion that the committee on External
Economic Relations understood the usefulness of this expenditure,
particularly in view of the success of the EEC-China trade week this year;
at the same time it felt that a means had to be found whereby its members
could be more closely involved in these activities. rt will tshen be in
a better position to judge whether these funds are being spent wisely.
The Council has deleted the whole amount. The Comrnittee on External
Economic Relations wishes this item to be reinstated in the budget and has
decided to table an amendment to this effect.
1,500, 000 ECU
500,000 ECU
750,000 ECU
1,100,000 ECU
150, 000 ECU
'r,,.r-- 
1""".,rr,.'.g*nel:.lt i oll' .lqrceluent rr w i Lh ASEAN ('oLrrlt ries ' India '
tlexico, Brazif , vui"sfavitt, Cana<la' Romania and Ctrina
2see preriminarY
for 1982, Fage
draft general budget of the European Communities
104 8
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(b) staff l-ncrease for DG r and DG x with a view to opening deiegatrons wichpress and information service in Brasilia and New Delhi.
The committee on External E:conomj.c Relaticns agreed with the principle
of these reguests, which it had arready supported in the rel-ror:ts by I1r
Louwes (Brazil) and l'il: sear (rncia). This posii:ion ha4 af so been endorsed inplegary sitting when tle reports were adog 
.
Briefly, the reasons for these requesi:s were as foflows:
- Brazil: this countryts great economic significance and special
cultural position in Latin America and the fact that the present
caracas office can no longer be considered abre to cover the who]eLatin American continent adequately.
- rndia: the great distance betu/een this country and B.-rrrqkok, where adelegation :esponsibre for the whole of z\si_a is now based. (aesides
rndia, the new delegati-on in New Dethi wirl covcr pakj.st--an, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, Nepal and Bhutan). India is al_so the largest country j.nir: southern Asia and an J-mportant member of the group of developing
countries.
The community has recently concluded a cooperation agreement with both
countries.
rt appears that the councir does not want to arl0w any increase instaff this year 
- a consideration which also applies to (c).
There is general agreement that the openinq of ttrc:s0 dr. 1oq,rt ionri i:;in the interest of both tlre community and the crtrrcr contr.r<-t i^q IJ,rrtiers.However, the commission must be provided with the necessary funds toachieve this' The committee on External Economic ReLations attaches greatimportance to the two amendments it has decided to +-able on this subject.
(c) staff increase for DG r in Brussels for the follor,ring sectors:
anti-dumping, textiles, GATT and Japan.
rt was abundantly clear in the discussion that i:rc Committee on ExternalEconomic Relations 
- as in previous years 
- saw a particularly urgent needfor the community to make the necessary funds available to enable it to
respond to some extent to the consequenr--es of the economic recession whic-h
are giving rise to more protectionist measures and durmping practices.
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In the Welsh Report on the Community's anti-<iumping activities this
problem is clearly illustrated by the statement that the United States has
140 execuLive staff working for the Department of Commerce and a further
500 staff at the International Trade Commission as opposed to 16 at the
Commission whilsf- the number of cases that the US has to handle is in fact
rather smaller. For textiles the renewal of the i4ultifib:e Arrangement must
be borne in mind. With regard to GATT the Commission must have the necessary
staff to utilize fully the potential advantages of agreements concluded
under GATT. 9or Japan (this concerrs additione.l staff rn Brussels) Lhe
increasingly close links - which are r-n the interests of the Comnrunity's
economy - with this country require an expansion of staff.
The Committee on External Economic RelaLions wishes to stross the
point it has already made on prcvious; or:casions, i.e.. t,lr.rt rt rs tr, Llrc
Communrty's advantage to ensure <>pt inrum mana(lcmcnt oI- Lhcl;r' r;r.<'i ors; .rrrl rt
therefore urges th;rt thc relevant amendment bc' .rdr.rptc'd.
(C) ILem 1775 - 'specif ic measurc:, f<.rr imf,rov i11r; krtow)t'dt-1c t,{- t irc'
Japanese mark()t I t orr thc one hancl by awir r'(li ttq sclrol arl;h i [)s t-()
young executives in Community undertakings for visits to .lapan
and on the other hand by supporting back-up efforLs by European
undertakings to penetrate the Japanese market.
In the past the Council has always earmarked appropriations of
1,5OO,000ECU for this. For 1982 the Council has increased this amount
Lo 2,000,000 ECU. As this accords with thc'-enor of the Seeler opinion
on the 1.981 draft budgetl the Committee on Extcrnal E('ohomic Retations
does not consider it neeessary to propose any f urtttt'r ame'ndmettt.
(e) Lastly, the Committee on ExLernal Economic Relatj.ons has dccicled to
table an amendfirent on Lhe strengL.hening of Lhc delegations in
Canberra and Belgrade with staff from DG X (information)-
Both delegations operate without a press and information service which
is contrary to policy followed up to now and the authorities in both
places consider this shortcoming to have had an adverse effect.
'r" -.r\/*n' Para' 1r
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Conclusion
In tabling draft amendments the Commi"tee on External Economic
Relationshasbeenguidedbythreeprinciples,thesebeing:
(1)Firstly,theamendmentsmustbeofbenefittotheCommunityls
economy and must be selected to deal with thc m<.lst urgent problems;
(2)Asregardsstaffrequests'theseshouldnotexceedtheCommi:"sion''
proPosals;
(3) Positions adopted on previous occasions by Parliament should be
maintained.
TheCommitteeonExternalEconomicRelationshopestha+'theCommittee
onBudgetswillbearthesepointsinmindwhenvoti-ngonilsamendtttettts.
- 
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OPINION OF THE COII{MITTEE ON REG]ONAL POLICY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Draftsman: Mrs S. MARTIN
At ita mcoting of 17 March I98I the Committe on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning appointed Mrs Simone Martin draftsman.
Tha CommitLee on Regronal PoIicy and Regiona] Plannrng consrdered
the draft opinion at its meetrng of 24 scptember t98I and adopred it
at tlre samc moeting by 16 votes to I.
Prcs(.nt: Mr D(. I'aHquale, chairman; Mr ConsEanzo, vrce-chalrmani
tlr Blancy, Mrs B()(rt, Mr Cocovini, Mr Cronin, Mr Panti, Mr Giurnnarra
(doputlzing for Mr Linra), Mr GriffithS, Mr llarri$, Mrs Kcllctt-Borfln.1n,
Mr Mahcr (doputizing Ior Mrlr Martin), Mr OrDonnall, Mr Prrcc (doputizing
tor Mr llutton), Mr K. Schgnr Mr Verrokcn (depuErzlng (or Mr Brok)
and Mr von der Vring.
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I. '!=-In rca.d:n-d]js]If rtlc.s-
I. 'tlc cqlmittcE on Rcg'onal Policy and Rcgiona'l Planning is t*>lrged to note once
again t lat thc diqrarities bct,"Ean thc ProsPcrous and the por regions of the cqmarnity
harre in:roascdi in sorc ot tlrc regions rcc.civing aid frcrn tlle ERDF, urTenploFent has
risen t:2ot of thc labour force and the situation grora steadily unrse.
2. lhc slar.kcning of sconcrnrc aro*th in ttE tlansar statos of thc Eutqean ccrr$.rnrEy,
atlicd 
-o thc proslE€t of no rpre tlran a rnarginal gro*tlr ratE in gross natlonal prod'tct,
will in-=vitably incroase the disparities bet1€cn t}e prosperos anil the P@r regidls of
tlre CormrnitY even furthcr.
If ,rn wish to l)rcvent thrs further rncrcasc in dis?arities kEtuEer the regions of
EurqE e,e musE transl'cr rcsourccs on a massl-\'e scale' l
11. &-i!9l9g!9 in-grrp.SiE-.la*gei!-lgleSt-@
3. Since tl,rc EIDF was establishcd (quota and non-quata s€ctictnE), ttre a;prqriatiou
allclated to rt ha\re hcreased as follors:
t975 ]1916 L977 l9?8 L979 1980 1981 C.utmissrqrrg
preliminarlt
draft bu@et
for 1982
1940
u20
Co:nciI
draft
budset
for L982
I600
950
(J\
PA
:00
ls0
500
400
581
525
500
300
945 1165 1540
499 402 859
.Ihe sulcstantial jncrcasc in ccnrnitnrnt approt)ri-ation srncc 1975 6hoi,8 tlat t}le
Ccnrnci rs awarc ol Lhc ifi=casing signlficancc of a Cannu[rity regional Poliq/.
Ncvcrthclcss, in its analysis thc Cormission SIr(,.E that it, to, is aware of tJe
srtoaL (trr wtlcn it statcs:
,H(Ncvcr, Lhe fact must bc faced that the Fund's financial rescA.lrces,
cvcn tlrorgh thcy havc irtan sribstantially ire-rcased since 1975, are still
sadly inadcquaLt: h'forc thc scalc of tJre prolclemsr.
T5c aprrropriaLion l)rq)oscd {or rcgronal policy and regional planning for 1982 will
n()t l)c cllcugh to ctlahlc rc<;tonal (trsParicies to be eliminated.
5. !{h.rt rs rorc, thc Regional Fund cndoiTEnL for L982 is gorerned b'y political
l)ossjb.Iities oristing withrn current priorities and nots by t].e saio-econonic needs of
lhe rer,lons.
6. Tn Lhis conLext, it is hard to understand the Cor.urcil's prq;eal to cut the
apprqr'ration cntcrc'(l lry thc Cqrmission in thc prelirninary draft.
In rft*ing such prolr,sal:r, thc Councll dcrrpnBtratcB lts tnabilrty to incorPorate nei{
lrrior.l -lc6 in tha t9E2 t)udi(:l (tcHl)ttc tl|o lact chat th€y trcrc rcr4rested by bo$t th€
fnrrop,h Parliarrcnt and tlrc Ccnrnj'sEion.
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7. An analysis of the allrrcrpriation cntcrc{d for tho Fund for 1982 broken dcHn into
Erda and nonnuota r*'('ti(,ns girrcs the follc*ring table:
GIN'IB
1981 budgat,
Prelinrinary
draft kudget
for 1982(Ccrrdssion)
Draft budget
for 1982(Ccrnril)
c3 PA CA PA CA PA
50 mriF (Connmity
acticm in sul{Ert
of national. regional
plicies)
51 BDr (sflflc
Ccrflrunity ncasures)
50 and 5l
(BDF total)
1463
71
I540
449
20
869
1843
91
r940
1060
60
1120
1520
80
I600
890
50
950
8. In propming a substantial 258 increasc in connitncnt aFpreriatidts, tbe
Connission estfuIlates an inflation rate of 8.6$ in 1982 - an astcrrishirqly la figure; it
accordingly calculates the real increase at abo.rt 15.7t.
In previors years the Cfirflittee on Regional Polic.y and Regiqlal P1anning has
criticised tho Ccflnis6i@'s lack of real.isn 
'rfien estimating inflati@ r6tes. Ihe
comittec fcels dligcd to repcat ite remarksagain thls year.
In thc threc major berrcficiary corntries of the BDP (France, Italy and tne.
Unlted Kingchn), t*rlch togcthcr repnesent a quoLa of 83t, tle inflatiqr rate in l98l
ras rorghly I5$.
A-qsr.utdrq an inflation rate - rcighted in accordance witi tlle EUnd's quotaB - of
atpruifiately I4t ln 1982, the real increace in ccnrflitrcnt apprqriatians .m[lt.s to rE
rl,re tlran 129.
9. on tho other hand, thc cuts made by uha Ccuncil rurld gir.e a 3.91 increase iJr
tllc tund ovc.r last ycar; this wruld rrEan 1
wtrich rculd be quitc unaccq)tablc.
10. As rcgards the nonal,loLa soction of the cofiriuEnt appropriatiors, t]E Cdrcittee
on Rogional Policy and Rcgional Planning hcPes that the cl.lrrent 5t ceiling will shortfy
be raisrxl rrhen tho [:RDF RcrJulation le rcvis,Ed.
II. In <'alt:ulatlng pgLl-t gtIE:r_i3!is+s for 1982, wit}l regard toCh+ter 50 t}le
C'cmissirrr tilk('s tlle vicv that the roquirornntsi all(xmt to I,200 milliqr Egr, $trich it
tlEn rcdrx:os by 140 milliorl !p [,060 million l[lJ on tJe grornds t]tat the forthconirq
sctond revicu of tlr. Flnd is cr*-crrraging pofcntial recipients to adcFt a m.it-an&c€c
attitu& before util izing thcir apprcpriations.
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12. This arglmcnt rs unconvincing. with .r vierv to stc,t4)ing up ttle rate of utilization
of alrprq)riations, clrc C(nmitLcc <rt RcAiontrl Policry and Region.rl Pliurning calls on tle
Ccmrd.ssion to cnter Ir200 million lflJ corrcsl-xrnding to Urc pa][rcnt al4rrcpriatiors require-
rcnts it has itsclf calcul,atr.d in reslEt of chapter 50. TtE Ccnnittea on Regioul Policy
and Regional Planning canfft .rcccl)t the Courcil'e prqDsal to redEe payrEnt atrprcpriations
to 950 nillion Ir1.
rrt. )
13. TtreEe cover inecrect rate subsldles in respect of infrastnrcture projects designed
Lo assist the less proslErous co.rntrics in thc Cqsnnity (at present Irelanal anat Italy) to
participata fully in the nts.
(he atr4:ropriation requestcd aril.nmLc to 200 millicn EJ.
ltte Camittee on Regional Policy and ftegional Plaming des not feel ccllpetent to
delivcr an opinion on thls nBtter since it has no kncLrledEe of the nature of the infra-
structure lrrojcrts cligi-ble for interest rate Bubsidies.
Iv. sul{)lgsJlt."-ry.lPllyr.a.u-.!_n 
-!.ry.+g. J,J. _tjrp_ u.nltsll.Kr.lg(r!g !c]}aE!l])
14. For 1982 t}|js heading prwrdcs for a ccrnnitmEnt aplrropriatlon and a paynEnt 6p-
proprration of 1,658 million Eltl each, representrng an lncreaEe of rqrghly 79T olrer 1981.
Iha Comittee on RcAional Policry and Regional Plarnirq notes t}tat in ranndl figr.rres
the apprcpriation for supfrlmntary nEasures In farrclr of the United Kingddr niII alrst.
cgJal thc ERDF apprcpriati@ (Chapter 50).
15. the ccmdtteE sishc!{ to reiterate tlte remarlG akeady nEde in its einiqls cn
tlrc 1981 budgat, narcly that the Bq1rlsrnntary nEasures cannot under any circrxetarrces
bo reqardcril as C<nnunity reglonal fdicy nEa$rcs. In additiqr, it tlJpe8 t}lat the app
prqriatlql.c cntcrcd under this tEading will be utilized in t}l€ United Kfuqdcn to
Br+plqrEnE nal"ional c)qxndi turo on inf rastnrcEure projectE.
v. otlEr regional policy opcrations (Chapter 54)
16. 'Itnlie rcliltc to n nrfltrr of rcr;ional sEudlm lrrtrkon dorrn as fo]lss:
I98I
Preliftrnary
&aft budget
for 1982
(Ccmnission)
Draft brdgec
for 1982(Ccltrrcil)
Rcgi<rnal studicts undcrtal(cn 340,000
at Lhc rcqucst of thc
l,t'Ytx)r Stiites
Ttsn 5400
It(m 540I
RcAional studies undertaken
on tlE Ccflnissionrs
initiatlvc
Itryn 5410
Prqnratory studies fo!
inlegrated q.Erations
I:qr 54II
Ccnrunity rruasurcs in the
franrr*rrk of intagrated
qr!r.rtions
lbtal chryter 54
400,000
350,0oo
2,000
28,000
350,000
350,000300,000
p.m.
_ 
p.m.
700,000640,000
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,lte Ccrnnittcc ()n R(rtiondl l,olicy.rnd R<rlional Plannin<j approrc6 tlre a1ryrq>riatlor
cntercd againnt ltrlrs 5400 :rntl 5401 and in Ehin conrrcctlon erphaeizes ita keen irrter€t
ln thc Connlssior's cfforts to l)rovidc filJre informatiol on Ehc scEic].€cot(rtlic situatior
in U16, regionc and in an cxtonsi(tn of the inntrr$Ents and pollcies to assist regioul
&tolcgrcnt. ,lln Qrunc.il'ri cuts nust be rcjcrtcrl nince they w.lrld lead to a rcrih.Ption
In tj|o nunber of studioB un&rrtakctr.
11(! Grmjttco on R(ryional Poltey and Rcgronal Planning conglatulat€s the O;rrnirision
<rr dr.i<ling trrr tho fir:;t trrn., ut a letLer of .urcndrcnt to the prcluninary dr,lft budget
for 1982, to neko avai l;rble l0 million ECUfor integrated cFejatrons and tle orrespcnding
prc?aratory sturlics (Iterrs 54Il and 5410).
lt calls r+on ttrc col.lrtr:il to endorse thcse Cqrmrssion prcposals.
vI. Sr.Ennary
17. ltp Ccrrmittr on Regronal Policy and Regioral Plaruring calls on tIe Csmitt€€ on
tudgcEs to iralu& the follcrring paragraphs in its rEtion for a resolution:
- noten that despit-r-. a srfustantiat ilErcase, the flnarcial resources madc available to
tJr cqE with tho l)rcssinq rcgirnal Jrrr*rlcns I'acing the Ccmmrnity;
- rcjer:ts tlrc e{rrrlcil's (llt.s tn ttle aprq)riation for tle Regional nJnd ard dgland.s the
reinstatcrrcnt ot l}rc 1,940 mECUin ccnnitrEnt aFPrcPriations and 1,120 m.,prf in
payrEnL qproioriations prqose.d by the Cdmisslon. Ttrcse anro:nts mrst be regarded as
an absolutc minirm:n;
- rojeEts Ula C(trnctl's cr:ts in regioral studies (Itgn 5400) and derunds the reinstateflEnE
of thc rypr@riation prcposed by the Connission of ttre Eurcpean Cfirmrnities;
- $q4rrts tln cormission,s lettcr of anrndrnnt to the 1982 prelfuninary draft bu@et
utrich providee for 30 million Eclllor itgns 5410 and 54Il to cover PreParatoq, sEudirs
and Gnnnrnity finastrcs in tln frafis,{,rk of integrated c,pe:ations;
Tltist rsr thr. I irrtt Ljln- tllrl yrrrvision ha.s txr:n madc for thc intcgrated dePloylent of
thc various [iru.rnt:ial irstrtm'nts.
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OPTNION OF THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORT
Draftsman: DErme Shelagh ROBERTS
on 22 February 1981 the committee on Transport appointed Dame Shelagh
Roberts draftsman of the opinion.
The committee considered the subject of the draft opinion at its
meeting of 25 June and the opinion itself at its meeting of 24 .Septembc,r
198I- At the latter meeting it adol:ted the drafL opinion with ten votes
in favour and seven abstentions.
Present: Mr Seefetd, chairmani Dame Shelagh Roberts, Vice-Chairman
and draftsman and l,lr Carossino, Vice-Chairman; Mr Albers, Mrs von Alemann,
IYlr Buttafuoco, Mr Gabert, Mr Gendebien, Lord Harmar-Nicho]ls, Mr Janssen van
Raay, Mr Junot, Mr Key, Mr Klinkenborg, Mr Martin, Mr lvloorhouse,
Mr Moreland. and Mr Travaglini.
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INTRODUCTTON
I. In drafting this opinion on the transport items of the draft general
budget of the European Communities for L982, your draftsman has naturally
kept fulIy in mind the particurar conditions faciag the community,s
budgetary authority this year, and the very clea- views expressed on this
problem by l'1r SPINELLI, general rapporteur, when he attended the meeting
of the cornmittee on Transport on 25 June r98r. Even if budgetary
authorities Lradltionally claim that resources for the coming financial
year are exceptionalry rimited, the current revel of tJ.e community,s
expenditure as a Proportion of its own resources would seem to indicate
that this year there is more than usual truth in the traditional claim.
2- The Community is also supposed to be in the process of ,restructuring,
its budget. The document which was designed to be the first practical
manifestation of this procees, t,he Commission's report on the Mandate of
30 l'lay, was widely criticized in the debate in the European parliament of
7 July 198r for failing to suggest specific remedies for the current
difficulties. The Commission came in for further criticism on 9 July from
the spokesmen of most political groups for failiag to make allormnce in the
preliminary draft budget for its tilandate of 30 !,lay.
3. rhis generar inconsistency is particurarly clear in the case
transport. Paragraph 7 of the comrnission's report on the l1andate
30 May reads 
- 
sornewhat euphemistically 
- as follows:
'It has to be aid that up to now action has not been taken at
the Eane rate in aII areas. This is doubtless one of the
factors underrying the crisis currently facing tbe community
and the conseguent lack of confidence. Furtherrlore, the
changes in the world economy over the last ten years
have shown that existing policies will have to be
developed or revised.'
Yet, far from suggesting hor. transport policy might be developed or
revieed, the Comrnission fails to mention it directly at all.
4- Ihe Committee on Transport has no option but to protest in ttre most
vigorous terms that, at the very moment that the. Comrmrnity is embarking
upon this crucial course of so-called restructuring and renewal, the corunission,
in both its report on the Ivlandate of 30 t'Iay and in the preliminary draft
budget for 1982, has aplnrently felt unable to attach any significance to
the potentiar role of community transport poricy in stimurating the
economies of the &lember States and furthering the fundamental objective of
economic integration.
of
of
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5. The specific comments and amendments which follow, therefore, are
based on the firm conviction that Parliament shouLd continue to give a
lead where the other institutions have hitherto failed to do so. If.
goee without saying that the most important area is ttrat. of transporL
infrastructure plicy. Above aII, the Committ.ee on Transport cannot
accept that the Council should treat as a dead letter the Commissj-on's
1976 proposal for a regulation concerning aid to projects of Community
interest in the field of transport infrastructurel. In its opinion attached
to the NYBORG report2 on the proposed regulation*-.the Committee on Budgets
stated that it 'is conscious of the importance of the proposal in relation
to the budgetary powers of the European Parliame.at'. your draftsman
therefore considers that the token entry proposed by the Commission under
Article 781 ('Financiar support for projects') of the preriminary draft
budget to be a E,otally inadeguate rc.flection of the ecr>nomic arrd po[itical
benefite to be derived front the adopt-ir.lrr of' ttre aforcu;ri.rl st.qulaIiorr.
oJ No. C 2O7, 2.9.L976
Doc. L85/77; see also reports
rvlr BUTB,FUOCO (Doc. L-2L8/80) by I'1r KLINKENBORG (Doc. 1-601/80 ana
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II BUDGEBRY PROPOSAL
( a ) l g_t_iSl g_ Z9 9_ : _ Elg$r 9s _ pIsJ _isrl !s5s_ !9.
-r1 I gss-i-aJ- ei 9- -i t- gsspgs!- 9g
lgssspgr!--ig-treslsgslsrs-pr9igsls
I. Last year, in presenting the preliminary draft budget for 198I, the
comnission entered 800,000 EIJA under this Article. rn. the draft budget
subsequently forwarded to Parliament, the council failed to anter any
appropriations at all for these preliminary studies. Parliament then
adopted an amendment proposed by the Committee on Transport and endorsed
by the Committee on Budgets reinstating lm ELIA, in the belief that the
urgency of the economic situation and the impending accession of Greece
justified an increase over the figure originally pro;rcsed by the Commission.
Ho\dever, this appropriation was reduced to 500,000 EUA in the budget finally
adogted for 1981.
2- The Btated aim of theso studics is Eo provide Elre nccr:ssary infornraLion,
esp,ecially as regards traffic and project analyses, to evaluate Community
reguirements and the Community interest in respect of given projects either
fol-lowing their notification to the Commission pursuant to the Council
defision of 20 February L978, or with a view to justifying Cornmunity
ftrtancial support as envisaged in the 1976 proposed rergulation.
Specific areas which the Comrnission intends to examine in 1982 include
a comparative assessment of the urgency of projects and groups of projects
of Community interest such as those defined in the Coonissi@!s report on
1bottleneckE-; perfect,ing of a traffic data bank; and infrastructure
reguirementE arising out of the accesslon of new lt{ember States, including
Greece.
3. The appropriations reguested by the Commission for 1982 are higher than
those reguested for l-981 (900,000 instead of 800,000) for the eimple reason
that the Commission must seek to make up in 1982 the shortfal.J. resulting
from the reduced appropriations finqlly allocated for l-98I (on1y
500,000 EtA) .
4. Following the Council's reduction of the appropriations entered by the
Conmission to 700,000, the Corunittee on Transport proposes to underline
the European Parliarnentrs continued resolve to have the 1976 proposal
adopted by reinstating 9OO,00O EUA under this Articl-e.
I cou ( eo) 323 finar
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5. fhe comniesion has again placed a token entry under this Article, which
is what it both reguested and obtained rast year, notwithsLanding the
Parliament's proposed anendnent, on a proposal from the Committee on Transport,
entering I5m EIIA in comrnitment appropriations. If we recall that in the
first preliminary draft budget for 1980 the corunission prolrcsed commitment
appropriations of 50m EIIA and payment appropriations of r5m EUA, it is
difficult to avoid the impression that the commission has beeome somewhat
faint-hearted in its approach to this potentially the most i^uportant of
the budget lines concerning transport. Your draftsman- fee1.s nost strongly
that it wirl be arl the more difficult to criticize the councir for
inaction in the field of transport infrastructure policy if no strrcific
eyidence is provided in the course of the budgetary procedure of an
unequivocal commitment to that policy by the other Coumunity institutions.
For this reason she believes that the Connittee on Transport strould not
nerely join in preserving the existence of this budget line by neans of a
token entry but ehould go an iurportant etep further by indicating precisely
those projects which, if part-financed by the Community now, would very
ragri-ctly bring significant benefits to the economies of aII the Member states.
6. Your draftsrnan therefore requested the commission to provide a list of
possibre projects to be incorporated into a five-year progra.ome of
Corynunity support for the imSrovement of transport, infrastructure. 1lthls
list is contained j-n Annex I to the opinion and, while naturally not being
exhaustive, represents a useful starting-point for a clearly-defined
transport infrastructure policy based on specific projects aqd meeting real
and existing needs, and as an initial a point of iEfeilnce in deciding on
the provision of budgetary appropriations under this Article. Your draftsman
would further point out that all these projects constitute bottlenecks and
possible modes of financ.I, or, which Mr MOORHOUSE is currently drawing up
an own-initiative report on behalf of the Corunittee on Transport.
7.. With regard to the 1982 budget, in order to reflect the views expressed
in the initial disquesion on the 1982 budget in the congittee on Transport
on ^6 June l'981 in the presence of lrlr sprNELLr, general rapporteur, your
draftsman considers that appropriations should be entered under Article 7gI
for two specific projects and one area of transport for whieh the committee
bnd the Parl,i,ament as a ihole have expressed strong support viz: the Channel
tunnel2r the motorway through Austria J.inking the -Community and Greece3 and
the development of combined transport.4
c0!,1(80) 323 final
2 S"" retrrort by lrlr De KEERSIiIAEKER (Doc. L-g3/8L)
3 s.. report by Mr
4 s." report by Mr
HELMS (D6c. 1-186/8Ll
GABERT (Doc. 1-395/8L)
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In conclusion, therefore, to ensure consistency with the numerous
resorutions'adopted by the European parl_iament in favour of community
support for transport infrastructure projects, the corunittee on Transport
strongry urges the comrnittee on Budgets to amend Article 7gr by repracingthe token entry entered by the corunission with a conmitment- appcopriation
of 75m EUA to be allocated as forlows: 5 mirlion each for preliminary work
on the construction of a channel tunner, the rnnkreis-pyhrn motorway andthe development of combined transport and G0 mirrion for the first year of
a comprehensive five-year transport infrastructure programme for the community.
( c) l r_tlsls_ z g! _ 
= 
_ 
glg grys!-igr,_ 9_f 
- 
_rssi gbl_ se 5!9lE
8' The corunission's market observation system is conceived, as a policy
instrument rather than a mere statistical exercise. The ayBtem providee
three new types of inforrnation not previously avairahle at community
level, namery: transporter inguiry surveys supplying rapid information on
the current situation on the road transport market; one_y.ear f,orecasLs
for the three modes highlighting shifts in transport demand; price and
cost indices on a guarterly basis.
9. Over the years 1979-91
were utilized as follonrs:
L979
the appropriations allocated under this item
1980
reguested
received
engaged
an& spent
300,000
300,000
291,000
550, oo0
300,000(+ 168,000 byinternal transfer)
46g,0oo
I981
630,000
425,00o
81,000 by March 1981
425,OOO forseen by end 198I
As a resurt of the shortfarr in funds arrocated in rggd and r9gr, work
was delayed in the follolring areas: traneporter inguiry Eurrueys for the
inland waterway markett mediun-term demand forecasts; price indicators for
rail and inland watersaye.
10. rn the preliminary draft budget for 1982 th6 commi eelo11 reguested
800,000 ECU against this article. The sum was subseguently reduced by the
Council to 600,OOO. The appropriatiori reguested by the Comnission has
already been suPPorted by Parliament in its resolution of J.9 June 19gl1,
paragraph 4 of which reads: 'Takes the view that the annual expenditure
of 800,000Ecu is justified as the system represents a genuine contribution
to rationalizing the transpcrt sector'.
Parliament is therefore urged to reinstate the a;propriation originally
proposed by the Commission.
I
- See report by tlr JANSSEN van RAAY (Doc. l-187/gl)
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(d) Item 7015 - Transport of radioactive materials
Il. In the preliminary draft budget for 1982 the Coltui-Bsion reiterates
its original reguest made for 1981 for 500,000ECU . This susr has
subeeguently been transformed by the Council into a new token entry. As the
Commission's proposal has already been impliciQr supported by the
Counittee on TransPort in adopting the report by Mr DOUBLET on the
transport of radioactive materialsl, Parliament should endorse its
reingtatement.
Your draftsman would point out that this item technically comes
under energy poJ-icy.
( e) I-t99,-lz9!-=-Es€glv-gE-s95-9-c99P33!g
LZ.. Ttre Commission has proposed a token entry under this item, which
comes under industrial policy, for the simple reaaon that it concerns a
three-year prograrune which is due to be concluded by 3I December lgtll-
Your draftsman agrees with the Commission's proposal on this item.
1 Do". L-355/8L
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Annex
Example of a possible combination of roiects 1 ible for financial
rt-r^- !qrlue! reguJ-a-uion ss on
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(5-year period)
gommu n i t rr -supicort. *
imateProjects !:'l'i:= . .-
Subsidies
Interest rebat
I. Fixed Channel link(single-track line)
2. Fixed link over the
Straits of Messina
3 
' Bri<lges !:re+-rreen
Loll and.. Masnedf (Farf|)
and Sjaelland
4. Improvgments to the sea
lanes between BeLqium and
France
5. Improvements to the
DUBLIN 
- BELFAST raillink
6. Improvements to the ma3or
road I.inks with Drrblin
7. Improvements to the
Liibeck 
- Puttgarden rail
link
8. Construction of the
Luxembourg 
- Trier motor-
10.
Construction of a tunnelbetween'Italy and
Germany
Improvements to the raillink Randstad and the
Belqian border
I
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I
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Does not- r:ule out aid from other community financial instrumentsxxx - very substantial direct benefj-ts XX 
- significant direct benefitsAmoun'* will depend on the results of negotiati5ns with Austria
.qmount to be determined
X 
- minor direct benefits and/or indirect bsrefits
1I. Improvements to theBrussels 
- Luxembourg -Metz rail link
L2. 
- 
L4.
3 improvement projectsfor major railinstallations
1UKlNLlDen.
I5.' Road links to tIK r,ort-s
16. Improvements to the raillink between Turin arid
the French border
17. Accelerat-ir;rn of con-
struction of a motorway !Iinking the Communitv aniGreece via Austria
18- Links to ^driatic ports 
19. Projects (orer 5 years)- I 6 330 I 1300 m. uA (over
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OPINION OF TIIE COT{I4ITTEE ON THE ENVIRONMENT, PUBLIC HEAITH AND
CONSUMER PROTECTION
Draftsman: Mr H. IVIUNTINGH
On 19 March 1981 the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection appointed Mr Muntingh draftsman of an opinion.
The draft opinion was considered by the Committee on the llnvironmcnL,
Public llealth and Consumer Protection at its meetings of 25 Junc, I October
and 19 October 198I and adopted at the last of those meetings by 15 votes to
1 with one abstention.
Present: 
.Mr Collins, chairmani Ivlr A1ber, vice-chairman; Itlr Muntingh,
draftsmani Mrs Clwyd (deputizing for I4r Lynge), Mr Combe, I{r DeI Duca
(deputizing for t'lr Verroken), Mr Ghergo, Miss Hooper, Mrs.Krouwel-Vlam,
Ivlrs Lentz-Cornette, Ivlr Peterson (deputizing for l{rs Weber), Mr Remilly,
Mrs Schleicher, Ivlrs Seibel-Emmerling, Mr Sherlock, Mrs Spaak and Mrs Squarcialupi.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The raPporteur for the 1982 budget, Mr Spinelli, asked the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, to establish a
list of priorities when drawing up its draft opinion on those items of the
budget which fel1 within its terms of reference. rt can be seen from this
opinion on the one hand that the field of activity of the Conmittee on the
Environment, Public Health and consumer Protection is of crucial importance
not merely for the wellbeing of people, plants and animals but indeed for
their actual survival, and on the other that the Community has not done
enough financially in this field, as shown by the fact that appropriations
relating to the environment, public health and consumer protection account
for only 0.22 of the budget. It is thereforemeaningless to outl_ine
priorities in a policy field which, in the committee's view, 'should enjoy
major priority in Europe but which in financial terms hardly exists. rn
such circumstances priorities are pointless.
Establishing a scheme of prioritics within a bracket of 0.2t of the
budget is moreover of absolutely no importance to the budget as a whole.
1-2. Another wish of the rapporteur was to draw attention to commitment
appropriations. rn the Council's breakdown of items into payment and commit-
ment appropriations there are few which relate to areas falling within t.he
terms of reference of the committee on the Environment, public Health and
Consumer Protection.
The commj-ttee nonetheless agrees with the rapporteur for the budget
on the pressing need for longer term financial planning in those areas ofpolicy which fa11 within the committeers terms of reference. rn cooperation
with the commission, an effort has therefore been made to quantify the
committee's wishes in the field of environmental protection for the years
to come as set out in the Alber report (Doc. t-276/gll. The items considered
in that report should be seen as the no('essary commitment ap;.rropriati6ns
and the committee rcqucsts t hc rappclrtr^.ur t.herefc)ro L() jn(-()rp()ratc t,he$(-
items in the overall 1ist of commitmenLs.
1.3. The rapporteurrs third request was for the comrnittee to scrutinize
the percentages of the payment and commitment appropriations which are
actually used by the commission. For those items falring within the terms
of reference of the committee on the Environment, pubric Health and consumer
Protestion these percentages amount on average to g5g and go8. can there
be any clearer evidence than these figures of the pressing need for financial
resources?
1'4' rt is moreover important to recognize that environmental pollcy is not a
set:toral but a trans-sectorar policy, in other words it is not a specificpolicy but one which is influenced by other policy sectors and one which should
also have a beneficial influence on other sectors.
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I.5. It is on this premise that the Comrnittee on the llnvironment', I,ubl ic'
Health and Consumer Protection has based its close scrutiny ol'the- ent-ire
budget and made a distin<:Lion bctween budgetary items whi,ch fal.l within
its terms of reference and budgetary items which, atthough not falling
strictly within the committee's field of work, do have certain implications
for environment policy. The committee has tabled a number of amendments
relating to these items and considers that it has a duty to monitor these
and similar items closely in the future.
1.6. In short the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection therefore takes the view that the resources allocated to its
areas of policy are inadequate, are spread over the entire budget, do not
provide enough scope for the future and, moreover, are so insignificant
in the context of the budget as a whole that to establish a scheme of
priorities woul-d be futi le.
1.7. Naturally the c':ommitteo iS awilr() of thc bil(lq.,,tflr'y Pt'olrJ(!rnri ('()nfl-orrt irrtl
the Community. It is therefore wi I li.ng to accclrl tlrr. re.l .itivcLy mo<iest
amount entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft. However that
is as far as it is prepared to go. Under no circumstances will it accept
the indiscriminate way in which the Council has wielded its red pen. It
is incensed at the way Items 6610 to 6613, which it has now been striving
to obtain for three years, have been scored out on the grounds that there
is no lega1 basis for them.
1.8. It is also disappointed at the way in which the Council is making the
Commission appear ridiculous by requesting it to participate in the UNEP
action plan for the purification of the Mediterranean whilst withholding
from it the resources which it so badly needs (Item 6620), with the result
that the Commission can only go to the conference table empty handed.
I.9. The same is moreover true as regards the Council's reduction of
Item 664 (application of legal acts), from 900,000ECU to 700,000ECU .
This makes it almost impossible for the Commission to do its work properly,
particularly in the important field of control over chemical substances.
1.10. The Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
notes that the Council is itself divided. Decisions taken by the Council
of Ministers of the Environment are torpedoed by the Council of Budget
Ittinisters for no rational reason. That is a bad thing for the Community.
The Council of Budget Ministers should perhaps recall the words of
Vauvenargues rExcessive economy makes more victims than wastager.
1.11. Although, as has already been said, the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection is, as a whole, satisfied w.ith the
Commission's preliminary draft, a serious comment has to be made here with
respect to the Commission. It concerns the Commission's attitude to the
staff of the Directorate-General for the Environment and Consumer Affairs.
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For the third time this year the committee on the Environment, Public Health
andconsumerProtectioniscallingforanincreaseinthestaffofthis
Directorate-General. the commission wiIl also lose credibil-ity if it with-
holds the necessary additional staff needed by the Directorate-General'
which,tojudgebythepreliminarydraft,callexpectanincreaseclw<lrk].r:ad.
There has been no increase in the staff of this Directorate-Gencral since
1977 although its workload has risen considerably'
II. GENERAI OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Owing to the revision of the budgetary nomenclature, the appropriations
allocated to activities in the subareas of the environment, public health
and consumer protection, incruding both direct (':oint Research centre)
and indirect activj-ties (work carried out under contract or in consultation)
in the field of environmental research have been entered mainly under
Chapters 64,66 and 73 of the general budget of Lhe European Comrnunities
(previously Chapters 33 and 35).
2.2. Howevero a number o[ other speci['i<; activitics or mcasures in the said
subareas are to be found under other not unimportant related headings,
namely, administrative bodies (Chapter 25), economic studies (Chapter 26),
participation in international conferences (Chapter 29), measures to assist
Iess favoured areas (Chapter 42) and certain areas of expenditure in
agriculture (Chaptet 48).
2.3. As regards Ehe appropriations which relate directly to the new
Directorate-General for the Environment and Consumer Affairsrthe appropriations
apptied for (Chapter 65) show an admittedly large increase compared with
1981, but in absolrrte figures amour)L to barely I0.9m ECU. In the Council's
draft the overall amor,rnt request.ed is reduced to 5.3m ECUI in ottter words
less than harl f .
2.4. The appropriations
generous and have been
(a) work carried out by
for environmental research are somewhat more
allocated amongst the following:
the Joint Research Centre (JRC) itself;
(b) work carried out
Ilember States and
institutions:
(c) work carried out
Member States and
Commission merely
under contract by research institutions in the
financed jointly by the Commission and these same
in consultation by the research institutions in the
financed by the latter and with regard to which the
acts as coordinator.
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2 . 5.I'he payment
of which cannot
Chapter 73. They
appropriations for such environmental research, the importancebe underestirnated, have therefore been entered under
praft 1982
13,739,000 Ecu
I, 733 , 000 ',ECt
4,954,000 ECU
are broken down as follows:
(a) direct action(b) indirect action(c) coordinated action
22,249,000
2.6. With tfre exception of Lhose relating
the protection of the worker in his place
inr'.irect actior; paynent aporopriations in
very modest (see Annex II).
Preliminary draft 1932
-
L4,197,000 ECu
2,12L,000.Ecu
5,931,000 ECu
ECU 20 , 426 , OOO 
.ECU
to the proposals in lf,. f ield of
of work and. coordinated and
the field of public health remain
2.7- This is equalry true oI'the appropriations aplrried for i'the
consumer protection (Annex rrr). r.orrowing the recent adoption of a
consumer programme, it is once again up to the Commission to submit
relevant proposals on time.
fiefC of
second
the
Although this policy cannot be seen in isolation
areas which fall within the terms of reference of the
as yet. hardly any results to be seen.
from the two other
committee, there are
2.8. The general position of the payment appropriations
draft and the draft in respect of the three areas with
committee has to express an opinion is as follows:
in the preliminary
regard to which the
Area of responsibiJ.ity ;ppr"pri.;i;;
19 8I tr.il,.rr..v ar"t.1982 Change comparedwith 1981
+ 68.78
-92
+ 12.22
I+ 22.72 I
Environment
Public Health
Consumer Protect,ion
22 ,02L , ooo
r5, 086, 300
1, 025, 000
32 ,059 ,600
13, 555, 000
1, 150, ooo
Total 38, 132, 3oo 46 ,7 63 ,6'.00
Area of reppons.i.biJ_ity Appropriations
r981' Draft 1982 C range compared
'ith 198I
+ L2.LZ
- 20.92
* 7 .3ea
0.72
Environment
PubIic tleaLr:h
Consumer protection
22 ,021 ,000
15, Og6, 3od'
1,025,000
24,697 ,600
12, 065, 000
1, 100, 000
TotaI 38, 132, 300 37 ,852,600
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2.9. The a;:propriations for the environment, public health an4 consureri-rrotection have not even remainecl at.!he r9g1 leveI. This is mainly dueto the completion of indirect actions in the public hear.th fierc. Theappropriations for the environment already approved, show an inc=ease of12.18 and for consumer protection an increase of 7.32.
2'r0. rt is to be noted that in the case of a number of other budgetaryitems the rate of actuar utilization of the appropriations entered for theenvironment, public health and consumer protection is very high. On averageit amounts to 90 to g5Z.
2'11' when these appropriations are then compared with the draft budget
as a whore, :t becomes immediately obvious that the budgetary authoritieshave not devoted and have no intention of devoting adequate attent.ion to theitems fa-i'1ing within the terms of reference of the committee. The resourcesprovided for amount to onry 0. 2t of the total 0perational draft budget for1982.
2.L2- As regards those budget headings which fa11 partly within the termsof reference of the committee (see part B of Annexes I and If), it isparticularly striking that the budget submitted for the European Foundationfor the improvement of llorking and Living conditions a:nounr-s to 3,719,oooEcu..In its draft the Council has already agreed to 3,5OOTOOOECU.
Compared with the previous financial year, this constitutes an appreciableincrease aluhough the curunittee does have misgivings as to t.he futuredis':'cibution of tese resources. More precisely, the Foundation,s management
structure is hardly conducive to its efficient operation. we therefore feelthat the resources alrocated to the Foundation could be used more profitably
ersewhere' (rn this connection scc thc European parriament,s serious comments
relating to the discharge for l<)76, Lg77 ana IgZgl. )
III. su;,L\I4RY 
.q,PPRAISJ|L OF rllrrcnarroN2 -------
3'r' rn the matter of environmental poricy, which has existed ir sorne tangiblef,orm at community revel onry since 7973, the council has to date made two statementsapproving two action programmes, approved 29 basic directives, taken 16decisionsr adopt'ed 9 resolutions and made 4 recommendations to the Menber states.
For the purposes of preparing, implementing or adjusting environmentardirectives, the comrnission receives the assistance of no r.ess than 19consultative and management conmittees. (See Annex fV).
1_r,'uropean parliament resolution OJ I{o. Llgo/g0, p.l52For detailed descrilction and refeEuropean i"t.fi"tio.,. :r,.o^,"u,1j.'r"ij,ii;:'r.:;ffi"" ;:f:;T jff pousirion or
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3'2' rn tlg rjeia of. publ-iq health, which. is characterized by the ajcsence ofany overalt aition progra:ilre anc the hotding of only 2 e:<pl0ratory counclf
" megtings, 30 basic directives have n.onetheless been approved, 6 d.ecisionstaken and 2 resolutions adopted, one of which contains a sched.ule of measuresto speed up the harmonization of nationar legislation in the vet.erj-nary anclphytosanitary fie'l,rl' and the other an action programme reJ-ating to safety andhealth at places of work.
3'3- rn cornparison wiitr the lwo afor.*..,ti.oned areas of responsrbilrty,policy in the fier-d of cohsumer protection is not yet operating satisfac_briry.. Admittedly the council has already a;oproved two consumer actionprogrammes and a close link exists between some directives which cour.d ar_sobe seen as falling under the public heal.Lh heading.
in this res!)ect' it shourc be noted that 16 food dj-rect.ives and 7 specificconsumer directives have been approved and 3 decisions taken by the Councir relatingto the setting up of 2 consultative committees on food and a consumers,consultativecomnittee.
3'4 Parliament has deliverec opinions on aLr the;rroposals refe;:red to above andsince 1973 has produced more than 21000 writt.en and orar- questions on these sanesubjects' By the beginning of l4ay 1981 the directly erected $tembers had asr<ec760 questions relating to the environment, puhlic health and consumer 1>rorectionout of a total of 4,740. the number of questions produced in the fj-e1ds ofsocial affairs and transport policy was 743 and, 445 respectively. This goes to
show ttat the European parliament attached more than a m_dicum of importance tothe fidlds of activity of our conmittee.
3. -5 Fina1ly it should be pointed out thatCouncil's attention, 12 of which relate toI to consumer protection.
25 directivcs are
the environment, 5
still receiving the
to public health anc
IV. STAGNATTON OR BREAK.THROUGH
A. Envlronment policv
4'1 Although the Treatles contaln no direct provlslon in virtue of which acommunity envj'rohrnent pollcy has to be formulated, it will no longer do to say 
-as the councll does qulte erroneousty in its draft budget with regard to budgetheadlngs 5510 to G6l3 
- that a legal basis is lacking.
As a result of the transfrontier pollution caused hy the policy implementedby the various Member States, or the absence of such a poJ_icy, the politicallyuntenable nature of this situation has arready been rear.ized and the councilhas already made two specifi'c statements concerning a European community actionprogramme for the envi-ronment, the value of which cannot. be denied.
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4.2 As clearly;tointed out in the Commission's second report on the
environment, greater ef forts must be made to bring about an overall inr;rroverne'nt
in the quality of the environment. This implies that att effort wjil have t<r
be made not only to discover the most economica.I method oJ [)rev('nl. irr(.1
environmental pollution but also to work out a ratjottal met.i]crcl .rf rnanaging
natural resources and land space so as to ensure a long-term improvem'ent in
the qualitY of life l.
4.3. To illustrate this fact, the Communi-ty produces waste of t.he orcier of
10,000 million ECU every year. Between 70E and 80* of this wasce i.s cilsposed
.tf in untreated form, which means that an opportunity to reduce the Conrrnunrty,s
inrports of raw materials by some 5,000 million Lo 7,000 million ECU is Iost.
This situation takes on an even more serious aspect when, in addition tc the
loss of raw materials, one consi.ders the costs of repairing the damage to the
environment caused by incorrect or i1lega1 disposal methods.
That such r:osts are by D() IIICculri small i li tlornon.;t rata.rl lry t lrr. (.x,l1ll) l(.
r-.rf Lckkerkcrk in the Nethc,rlands. Lr'kkc.rkt.t'k was e-horit'rr ,r, ,r tlrrnlr i rr,;
ground merely in order to save a lew thousand guildcrs on pr,'.'('s:;ing wtretcas
it is now faced with a cleaning-up bill of some 200 million gurlders which
only covers the physical demage. It is therefore not suriirising that the
OECD assesses the total damage to the environment at 3"6 r:c 5E of GNp, or
for the Community, at between 53r000 million and 87,000 miltion ECU"
4'4 Needless to say, with the increasing scaLe of human activity together
v/ith the rapid growth in population and changes in production methods, rthas become almost impossj-ble to retain control over land use and pollr-rtion.
The structure of society is affected by these strong pressures and confricting
claims are emerging. The growth and spread of the population, increasing mobility,
shifts in the pattern of living and working, increasing free time and itsimpact on leisure activities, and the growing realizatjon of the j.rrepl-.li-.gg_b.lc
varue of the environment are giving rise to claims on lanrl , ;lir..rrr<l watr:r
which are in some cases <lifticult to re<:orrcj, le within tl.re geograplr-lcar Iimits.
4'5 Not only are these problems becoming increasingly comprex and interconnectedbut their consequences for time and space are also i-ncreasing and leadjng toirremediabre losses and henceforth uncontrorlable risks. Environmental
scandals have become almost an everyday occurrence. In_the_IaS,-c 
_tglv_mo]]_t_IS
alone we have been confronted by the smelr nuisance resulting from the proclue-ticn
of mercaptans in Tessenderlo (B)r the kerosine leak wrder the E"anldurt airport (G),the excessively high concentration of arsenic and cadmium on sports fielcls (@),
the dying for'Tests in the R*Ir and Rtrire regions, tha refuse riuqrs wtrich had to be sealed off
kEcause of dangerous ctgnical waste, the distuxbance of the climate caused by cO2, the sncg
eloud in At-hens' the mllution of tle EIbe and the Bay of Naples, the lead rain in
I st"a" of environmental protection (second report lg7g, p. 6)
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Hoboken (B) and Preussaq (G), the iIleEaI disturbanc"" 
"",.""a by Che;intva aDK)and Uniser(t\il'), soil poJ.hrticnin Lekkerkerk (NL), the dying Lakes in sweden, the
dumping of dangerous radioactive waste in the ocean, the dumping of
dangerous purification waste in Yorkshire, the poisoning of giain by cadmium
in the vicinity of Hamburg, the permanent serious porrution in Augusta (sicily)
which has been referred to as a second Seveso and the drums of poison in
Dannemarie (F).
4.6. These examples provide any parliamentary layman with straightforward
and manifest proof of the existence of the environment problem in a1l_ the
Member states. They show that the soil and subsoil water are being polluted
to an inordinate degree, which, because of COZ emissions, means that our
very survival is in jeopardy, that surface water, be it fresh or saltwater,
is being tained beyond rimits, that flora and fauna are dying out at an
alarming rate and that the human envj.ronment is being totally contaminated.
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B. Public Health
4.7 Up to now pubtic health policy in the European Community has covered
seven very different fields, namely feod control and veterinary requlations,
phqrmaceutical and cosmetie products, dangerous gubstanr-os, two mt-,dical resr.rarch
programmes and the protection of workers at thc 6rlar:e oI-work.. Directivcs
in these fields were produced following work by the Councilsof t4inisters of
Agriculture, Energy and Social or Economic Affairs.
4.8 The main concern 1:o emerge from the exploratory tall(s of the two informal
meetings of public health ministers held to date has been the very disturbing
e:(plosion in the cost of health care.
4.9 In 1970 health care accounted for roughly one third of total social costs,
while in 1980 it accounted in Belgium, France and. Italy for more than 508.
llhat is needed is an efficient system of health care together t^rith an adequate
progranme to prevent occupational and civilizational illnesses so as to bring
these costs down to normal proportions.
4.10As regards short-term measurcs to be taken in'che light of the Council's
recommendaEion, an active infornation and edttcation programme could in the
first place be drawn up on the use of alcohol, tobacco, drugs and medicines
and exposure to dangerous chemical products. In the longer term, a European
reglstratlon offi.ce for mediclnal products, a European health card, a European
mark of approval for medical equlpment and a special health actlon progralnme
for women could be introduced.
C.. Consumer protecl:ion
4.11 Own-initiative reports and consumer programmes do no'; appear to have
had much effect so far. Of the comrnittee's t.hree areas of responsibility,
consumer protection is in every respect the weakest link
Admlttedly there are many areas which overlap with the environmental
and pubrlc health flelds, but, even taking this into account, there have
been very few tangible results ln the fleld of consumer protectlon In the
Community. In the consumer protectlon fleld, policy Is even more stagnant
than in the case of the corunitteers other two areas of responsibllity.
Resources here are clearly lnadequate. Un1ess the sltuation changes, the
second action progranme w111 also amount to no more than a set of useless
documents.
V. ATTITUDE OF THE COT'NCTL
5.I. As alreadv pointed out in the int-rodrretion and in nararrranh 4.1.,
there is certainlv no consistencv in the fact that the Council has on the
one hand qiven its approvar ';o two ambitious action proqrammes in the
consumer protection field and on the other has twice reiected, in the final
readinq of the budget, the initiatives rera^-ing to budget items GGrg to
6613 talcen by the European Parriament in its capacity as joint budgetary
authority.
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5.2 Even more serious is the fact that, for examtrrle, the directj-ves on the
reduction of water pollution by paper pulp factori-es in the Member States
(dating fron 1975), and the directives on the dunping of waste in the sea
(datlng fron 1976) have still not been adopted. The adoption of the Seveso
directlve has already been postponed for the fourth time, etc. Cornmunity
participation in the action plan for the llediterranean (preliminary draft =
420,000 ECU) has been reduced to a token entry and appropriations for the
further implementation of the environment directives already adopted more
than halved. As stated by Comnrissioner NarJes, environmental legislation has
thus been blocked.
5.3 The Councl-l is more than in default and obviously does not fully realize
the serlousness of the sltuation. In more than one cornnlttee meeting the
Presi.dent of the Council has himself adnltted that there is too little
progress ln the field of environmental protectlon. There are admittedly
many tlne-constmlng procedures but there ls also the fact, already ascertained
on several occasions durlng meetings of the Council of Minlsters of the
Environment, that the Commission does not have enough staff to carry out
properly the work that needs to be done ln the environmental fleld. In
view of the total comnitment of staff, l,tinlster Glnjaar has no optlon on
26 June 1981 but to conclude that far too few people were working on an
integrated environment policy. The Environment and Consumer Protection Service
which has now fortunately become a directorate-general, has not been assigned
any additional staff since 1977 (see Annex VI), desplte the enornous increase
ln its work load.
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vr. BRIEF COMT{ENTS ON CERTAIN BUDGET IIEADINGS IN THE 1982 DRAFT
6.I Items 6610 to 6613
These items were entered in the budget by the Commission at the exPress
wish of the directly elected Parliament. They are intended as a means of
promoting environmental measures which lead to the creation of new jobs and
the development of new purification technologi.es, protect the natural
environment in the most vulnerable parts of Europe and ensure the ProPer
implementation of present and future European environmental legislation.
Despite the fact that the Council itself has agrLed to a token entry
for 1982 and the fact that these items provide a partial ansl^rer to the
policy initiated by the Council itself, the Council has had the audacity
to claim that no legal'basis exists for them. The truth is guite different
and this denial on the part of the Council can therefore only be seen as
a direct snub to the Cornmission and Parliament.
6.2 New itern 6614 'Ecology in develoPing countries
This item is a logical supplemcnt to itens (r(110-(16ll and a conlioquellce
of the desire expressed by Parliament and t.he Commilsion (sec Parliament'.s
resolution (Doc. ]--]-t2/80) and the Commission's reply) to review the policy
of Community aid in the frameworl< of the Lon6 Convention and readjust it
in line with the Wor1d Conservation Strategy and, in Lhe context of this
policy ^,o lay stress on the Community's responsibility for the natural
environment in the worl-d.
With the aid of 'this item reques:s for support to ecological projects
in the developing counLries which cannot 5e financed under the European
Developnent Fund can be met.
6.3 New item 6515 tHarmonlzation of Envlronmental statistics!
It was rather disappolnting to note that envlronnental statistics are
available in onty a few countries of the Community and that those whlch exlst
do not lend themselves to comparison. In an era when our natural environmentaf
heritage is vislbly shrlnking as a result of all manner of pollutl-on and
nuisarrces, a regular appraisal of the situatlon ln the European Comunitles
is Aore than necessary. The Statistical Office of the EuroPean Communlties
should immediately resume the activity in thls fteld which it discontlnued in
r9 78.
6.4. Item 4240 (see Annex I B)
For this budget heading the explanation must.state clearly that lOE of
tne appropriations granted must be reserved to remedy as far i:s possible the
;rcgative cffects of the planned measures.
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According to the provisions of the Council Directive of 19 June 1978I
the drainage work to be financed may be funded from the EAGGF Guidance Section
for public arterial drainage work up to a maximum of 30TOOO hectares inthe
catchment areas concerned and for field drainage work up to a maximum of
I00,000 hectares drained. The cost-benefit analysis provided for in the
directive must take into account not only the impact of this major disruptiol
of the environment but this must arso be remedied as far as possib)e by
compensatory measures .
6.5. Staff
As stated in paragraphs 1.11 and 5.3. both the Commission and the Council
will lose credibility by not acting on the request made on several occasions
by Parliament for an increase in staff in DG XI ( formerly the Environment and
Consumer Protection Service) so that it is able to cope with the new tasks it
is expected to perform. If the increase in staff, as proposed in Amendment
25, is not adopted then the programme on the environment and consumer protection
adopted by the Council cannot be irnplemented.
VI I . RECOI4!,IENDATIONS
7.L In the light of the statement made by the President of the Councj I of
Ministers to the Committee on the Environment, Public }lealth and Consumer
Protection, serious thought should be given to whether the European Parliament
can continue to accept a situation characterized by:
- delay in translating environmental directives into national legislation,
- the staggering costs of the increasing number of environmental scandals,
- 
.3he buildtng of larger and larger nuclear powbr sta':ions vhich can l:e
regarded as nuclear mausolea;
- constantly increasing pollut.ion of the air, soil and vra--er,
- the untimited dunping of radioactive waste in the ocean,
- the ethically, aesthetically and economically irresponsible externtnation
of species of fauna and flora,
- an unmanageable explosion in the cost of health care,
- the shelving of consumen directives and the failure 'uo carry out the :wo
action progratnmes.
7.2 In orier Lo reverse all these negative trends and give priori'ty to
developments r.rl'tich safeguarC and, where possible, improve the living and
worl<ing environnent, we feel that 'she follovring reconnenda:ions should be
ac"ed upon :
( a ) xnvironnen':
- continua'::on and extension of the expiring action Prograrme on the basis
of ':he .\Ln1:l reoort (Doc. l-276/8ll , involving nore Particularly:
1 oJ r, 206. 2g.7.Lg78, p. 5
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- close monitoring of the translation of existing envj-ronmental directives
into national legislation and their peremptory implementation,
- strict control of any disturbance of the ecological balance and discharging
and dumping of dangerous I'raste,
- drawing up of information progranmes to ensure stricter implementsation of
the directive and the conservation of birds,
- harmonization of environmental statistics'
(b) Etiolic Health
- further measures to Protect employees against exposure to dangerous Proc'ucts,
- drawing up of an overall action programme'
- incorporation within the new DG XI of those departments concerned with
public health,
(c) Consumer Protection
- effective implementation of the second action programme.
VlII. CONCLUS]ON
Taking the above recommendations into account, the committee has adopted
the fc,llowing amendments to the 1982 draft budget, which
- 
given the binding nature which must be attached to all the Council's
solemn statements on the environment., pubJ j-c trealth and consttmer pr()teet'ion,
if they are to be taken seriouslY;
- in view of the need to safeguarcl, manage and, where possible, restore the
ecological balance;
- in view of the fact that every European citizen expects to see an effective
policy implemented in the field of the environment, public health and
consumer Protection;
- in vj_ew of our earnest desire to regard the Council as a responsible
institution,
ought to be adopted on all Points.
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a) Environment
Amendment
Conmitmentpriations aPPro-for 1983Itreading Payment appropriations and sub
No. I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
t2
I3
L4
15
15
b) Public Health
L7
l8
19
27
6601
6602
5603
' 6610
66r1
66L2
5613
56L4 (new)
56L5 (new)
6620
662L
563
664
7302
7 350
4240
+ 30,000
+ 40, 000
+ 60,000
* 1r 500 r 000
* 1r 000 r 000
+ 1,000r 000
+ 500,000
* 1r000,000
+ 4,000,000 Ecu
+ 2,500,000 ECU
+ 2,500,000 Ecu
+ 1, 500 , 000 BCU
+ 3,000,000 ECU
+ 1,500r000 ECU
293,000 ECU
token entry
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
+
+
+
+
+
420,000
100, ooo
120, ooo
900, 000
4 58, ooo
648L
6482
7368
7367
+ 388,000 Ecu
l,lodification of the remarks, see
paragraph 6.4
+ 150,000 ECU
+ 180,000 ECU
+ 2,000,000 Ecu + 500,000 Ecu
I,lodification of heading and remarks
30,000 Ecu
90, 000 Ecu
20,000 Ecu
c) Consumer Protection
2L
23
24
5670
6672
5673
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d) Staff
Amendnent Heading Payrment appropriations
No. 25 795,800 ECU for upgrading I A 4
post to an A 3 post
+ 7 A5/4
+78
+1IC
+ID
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AIINE( I
.\PPROPRIATIONS FOR PROTSCTION OF THE ENVIRONI4ENT
2986
6600 ( 3s40 )
6601 (3542)
6602 (35t,2)
6503 ( 3544 )
6610 (3511 )
6 611
66L2
Communlty pariicipa--ion ininterna'tional conven'!,ions
on the environment
Basic s'tud-:.es on protec'Lion
of t.he environment
Pollutron measuremen:, i n':er-
calibration and surve:Ilance
sys tems
Assessment of environnen:al
hazards due ":o chemical
subs'tances
Permanent inven'rory of sou:'ces
or' informa'L:-on on ihe environ-
nen! in lhe Conr::..uni':y
A:-d for ghe developnen'. of
'clean I t.echnologies which
cause Ir'3';Le or no polIu'tion
and consume fewer na'l:ural
resourcesn noiably raw
ma'terials
Protection of the na'tural
environmen'c and cer'tain sen-
si:ive areas of Connunity
i-nteres'!
Inplementation of Comrauni':y
rules and regula'tions govei:n-ing certaj-n forns ofpollution
Snvi=onmental measures rrhich
can help 'to c:ea':e nerr jobs
60,000
2,0 00,000
250,000
31, 500
2,000..00c
118,000
330,000
380,00c
1,500, o0o
1,000,000
r,000,00c
31, 600
,000 r 000
90,000
290,000
320,000
P.rn-
p.m.
p.m.
- 28,000
- 40,000
- 
60,000
No lega1 basis
t2
)
)
I azo, ooo
)
)
)
I
H
H\o
I
tsu
td
-J
,o
P{
HI
P.
a
3
5
H
H
Budget. Ileadings
Article
or Itern
[,ppropti"tions Prelimi-na;ydraft
1982
Change vis-i-v:sprelimi nary draf 'tCouncil explana--ionDesc=ip'!ion
6 613 500,000
Article
or Item
6620 (new)
562r (35/,5 )
653 ( 35"1 )
6640 ( 35r,3 )
564L ( 3s43 )
7302 ( 3302 )
73s0 (3350 )
73s3 ( 3353 )
7360 ( 3360 )
7369 (336r :o
3355 )
Iappropt:..tions II rsar i
mdraft
L982
4,20 , OO0
600,000
330,000
375,000
L ,225 ,0OO
Lt, !L97, 000 ( 1)
t5 ,273, 0oo (2 )
1.- 839. 000 ( 1)
2..033.000 ( 2 )
233,000(1)
- 
(2)
L.!7t,000(1)
-(2jt ,757, 000 ( 1)
L5,3a7,000(2)
Draft
1982
p.m.
500,000
30 0,000
700,000
tz ,lzg, o0o ( 1 )
L4,982.000(2)
1,450,000(1)
2,O38,000 ( 1)
233.ooo(I)
- 
(2)
Ltl7t,000(1)
- 
(2i
3,7A0,000(1)
13,900,000 ( 2 )
nge vrs-a-vIspreliminary draf-.
Council explanaiion
Decision lacking
- 100,000
30,000
- 900,000
- 453.000
- 293,000
- 388,000
- 
977 t0OO
2,057 ,000
ry
I
P
N)o
I
Description
Connuni';y narliciPation in the
Action Plan for the
I4editerranean
Pro'3ection of the marine
environment
Environmenial proj ec'-s
Application of legal ac'Ls
relat:ng to pollu'tion and
nuisances
Application of lega1 ac'ls
relating ';o :o1lu':ion bY ioxic
and clangerous products
study and pro:ec-.lion of ';he
environmen'L - direct action
Recycling of urban and
indus-trial waste -
indireci acti-on
Paper and board recYcling -
indi-rec'E ac'cion
Environnen': - ind.irec: aciion
Seclo:aI ?rograr-tme -environmen't
- 
:-ndirec'3 and conce::'3ed ac;ion
p.m.
300,000
425 , OOO
Ln, PL6L 
' 
000 ( 1)
15,168.000(2)
650,000 ( I )
2r000,000(2)
525,000(1)
- (2)
Lt6L2,000(1)
p.rn. ( 2 )
1,713,000(1)(2)rot-J
\t
\o
ts{
HI
l-.
a
T
FI
FI
( 1) Paymen': apir:on=ia':i ons
I(21 Comn:lneptr ap:roP;:-'-a:ions
B. Budget headlngs whlch relate in part
Article or ltem DescriPtlon
to the environment or ln
Appropriations
1981
which a consultatlve role ls played.
Change vis-i-vispreliminary draft
Council explanatlon
respect of
Preliminarydraft
r982
Draft
l-982
I
ts
N
H
I
2550
2551
4210 (82r)
422t (822L)
4232 (8232)
4240 (8240)
424r (824L)
7344 (3344)
734s (334s)
Payment approprlations
Corunitment approPriatlons
Conferences, congresses and
meetlngs organlzed bY theInstltution
Cost of the Institution'sparticlPatloD ln Conferences,
congresses and meetings
Forestry meosures in certaindry Medi-terranean regions
Collective irrtgation worksln the Mezzogiorno
Prevention of flooding in
the H6rault valleY \
Dralnage operations i-n
Ireland
Progranrune to Promote drainagein catchment areas on both
sides of the border betweenIreland and Northern freland
l,lanagement and storage of
radio-active waste - indirect
actlon
Decommissioning of nuclear
power stations - indirect
action
2O,OOO,OOOI
50,00c,000-
r6,ooo roool
55;000,000'
100 ,000
5, ooo ,oo0
I ,000 ,000
5,Og7,OOOl
ro,ooo,ooo'
455,OOOl
r80 ,000
28,000
g8,ooo,o001
50,ooo,o0o'
32,O0O.0ool
54,OOO,COO'
3o0,c0c
9,60C,JC0
300 , loo
9r86{ra-'Ol
8,85J,0tC-
1 , OO0 ,000 l83C,000-
38,OOO,OOO1
5O,OOO,O00'
32,OOO,OOOl
54 ,000 ,000'
3o0,ooo
9,600,000
300,000
6,864,0001
7 ,364,000'
8OO ,0OO I
850 , OOO'
3,ooo ,ooo
1,500,000
200 ,000
iu
t{{s
\o
H{
Hr
P.
TI
Ft
F{
1 r200,000
IH
t\J
N
I
14 1 (r42)
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2530
253]-
48r (3rt)
6480 ( 3s00 )
648L (353)
6482 (3s20)
5483 (3s2r)
6484 (876)
APPROPRIATIONS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
Medical service
llealth checks for staff exposed
to radiatlon
Mines Safety and Hea1th
Commlssion
Advlsory Committee on Safety,
Hygiene and Health Protection
at work
Application and supervision ofCouncil directives in veterinary
matters
Radiation protec:ion
Public health studi-es and
measures
Hea1th protectio:: hygiene .and
safety at work
Grants to international
organlzations for measures relatito health protectlci, hygiene
and safety at work
Grant towards medical assistance
and safety at sea
781,000
45,000
250,000
125 ,000
125 r 000
4 75 ,00C
200,000
I ,440 r 000
33.000
P.m.
850 r 000
54r000
250 r 000
r50 r 000
200,000
550 r 000
400,000
1r680,000
36 r 000
P.m.
850, 000
54 r 000
250 r 000
r50 ,000
r00 r 000
500 r 000
250 r 000
r r 500,000
36,000
p.m.
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I A,, appropriatlon has been e::--ered under chapter I00
Maln Budget Headings Preliminarydraft
t982Article or ltem Descript j.on Appropriationsr981 Draft7982
Change vis-d-visprelimlnary draft
Councj-1 explanati
Article or item Description Appropriations
198r
Preliminary
draft
L982
Draft
1982
Change vls-E-visprellminary drCouncil expl
7367 (3367)
7368 (3358)
737r
7 372
Medical research II and fII 
-
concerted action
Biology and health protection(rad.lation pr:otection) 
- indirect
action
Food technology I 
- concerted action
Food technology If - concerted
action
547,OOOl
950.000-
10,959 , Oaal18.203,000'
22 ,000
84,000
8o0,.oool
866,000'
8r468rO0Ol
7 ,468 , OO0
24 rOOO
83,000
SOO,OOOI
866 ,000'
7 ,468, OOO]
6,968, O0o'
24 tOOO
83,000
- 1,000r000
- uoo roo0
B. Other budgetis played.
64r ( 3se )
headings which relate in part to the environment or in respect of which a consultative role
Subsidy towards the operation of
the European Foundation for thefmprovement of Living andWorking Conditions
Biomolecular engineering 
-indirect action
2, 850 ,000 3 t7 L9 ,OO0
p.m.
3, 500 r 000
3p.m.
- 2tg rooo
7370 ( 3370 )
P.m.
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Commitment appropriations
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"ppropriation has been entered under chapter I00
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APPROPRTATIONS FOR CONSUMER PROTECTION ANNEX ]II
Article or item Description Appropriations
r 981
Preliminary
draft
r9 82
Draft
t982
Change vis-E-vispreliminary draftCouncil explanation
6670 (35s0)
667r (3s51)
65.72 ( 3ss2)
6673 (3ss3)
Consumer protection studies
Grant to European consumer
organizati-ons
Consumer protection andinformation measures
Measures required for thej-mpleraentation of the
consumer directives
380,000
345,000
210,000
90,000
43o,oo0
350 ,000
2r0,000
150 ,000
400,000
360 ,000
210,000
130,000
30 ,000
20 ,000
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ANNEX IV
arL&r oir- inla trr\vrr(uNlyr!,N'r', PUIJLI^c HEALTH AND CONSUMER pRoTEcTroN
THE COST OF WHOSE MEETTNGS IS AISO COVERED BY THE BUDGET
A. ENVIRONMENT
Group 2 _ scientific advisory conunittee or the roxicity anat Ecotor.icity of chemical collpounatB
- Scientific Co,nnittee on rhe Conserwation of Avifauna
- ccimnittee on the washington conv€ntion on Traaie in Enttangereal species of wild Flora anal Fauna
- 
Advisory conunittee on the conrro.t and Rearuction of pollution causeat by Byttrocarbors itischargeal ar Sea
Group 3 - Standing coinlitree on Forestry
- CoMittees for the Adaptation ro Technical progress of Directives on:
_ renoval of obstacles to trade in the alangerous substances and preparations sector
- conservation of avifauna
chenical or nicro-biologicat hethods of anaLysis
5 croup 4 - Cohhittees for rhe Aataptarion to Technical plogress of Directiwes on.
- aerosols
- detergents
- toxic and dangerous wastel
- 
quality of fresh water suitabl-e for fish
- quality of bathing water
- quality of drinking water
- air quality limit values and guide values for hydrogen sulphide and suspended particulares
- Waste }4anagement Committee
- Management Committee fmpact
- Management committee for the Directive on Dangerous substancesl
P.t5 - The setting up of this committee is under consideration\
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B. PUBLTC HEAITH
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
c. CONSUI,TER PROTECTION
Group 2
1 th. setting up of this committee is being considered
Scientific Committee for Food
Scientific Committee on Ani-mal Nutrition
Scientific Committee on Pesticides
Advisory Committee on Foodstuffs
Advisory Committee on Veterinary Matters
Scientific Cornmittee for Cosmetology
Committee on Medicinal Products
Committee for Proprietory Medicinal Products
Committee for the Adaptation to Technical Progress of Directives on:
Standing Committee on Foodstuffs
Committee of Senior Officials on Public Health
Standing Veterinary Committee
Committee for the Adaptation to Technical Progress of the Directives on:
- 
Cosmetic Products
- Accident Risks connected with certain Industrial Activitiesl
ANNEX IV
Colouring Agents for
I"ledicinal Products
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Consumers' Consultative Committee
Committee for the Adaptation to Technical Progress of the Directives on: Toy Safetyl
Advisory Committee on the Experimental Community Information System on Accidents withproductil
APPRATSAL OE APPR9PRTATTONS FOR pc Xr
(x 1,000 EUA)
ATiINEX V
A. EIWIRONIjIENT
2986
299
6500 (3s40)
663 (354r)
5601 (3542)
6640 (3543)
B. CONSUMER PROTECTTON
5670 (3550)
667t (3s51)
6672 (3ss2)
6673 (3ss3)
4.2
510.0
r40.0
4.6
800 .0
200 .0
5"6
960 .0
40 .0
90 .0
200 .0
6.4
960"0
100 .0
120.0
200.0
r0 .0
6.4
L,4L2 
"O
150 .0
r04 .0
27.5
5.0
2,080.0
200 .0
268.O
s 3.0
5.0
I ,800 
" 
0
220.0
300 .0
100 .0
350 .0
3r5.0
210.0
60 .0
5.0
r,820 
" 
0
300 .0
320 .0
400 .0
370.0
345 .0
2r0.0
75 .0
60.0
5.0
2,000 .0
300.0
320 .0
425.O
380 .0
345.0
2r0.0
90 .0
3r6.0
2,000.0
330.0
II8.O
375.0
315.0
2,000.0
330 .0
90.0
I
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5]-4.2 804.5 1,005.6 t,066.4 r,682.0 2,574.5 2 ,378.0 2,9O5.0 3,r10.0 3,139.0 2,736.0
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240.O
270.0
300 .0
r00 .0
430 .0 400 .0
360.0 360 .0
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Artlcle or item Preliminary Draftdraft L982
r9 82
r40.0 200.0 29o.o 320.0 420.0 670.o 875.0 t,ooo.o 1,025.0 1,150.0 r,roo.o
1973 t97 4 L975 L976 L977 L978 L979 t9 80 r981
TREND IN STAFT NU}IBERS TN THE W(categgry A)
Total A. Grade Staff
AIINEX VI
changes
(s As/4 L A7/6)
(s 
^s/4 t ^7/5')( _ | A7/61
(r 
^5/4 3 A7/6')(1 A2
2A3
7 A5/4
- I A7/6')
(converslon 2 A7/5A4-A3
+ conversion A3 and
A7 /6 (Gr. )
r973
L974
1975
L975
1977
1978
t979
r9 80
19 8I
IAI
IA2
1A2
LA2
tA2
tA2
tA2
IA2
2A2
2A2
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
5A3
6A3
5A3
5A3
AI
A1
AI
AI
t2
I4
22
28
29
33
43
44
46
45
45
3
3
3
3
5
L3 A5/4 5
L8 Ls/4 6
18 A5/4 7
79 A5/4 10
26 A5/4 10
26 A5/4 lr
25 A5/4 13
25 A5/4
23 As/4
A7 /a
A7 /6
A7 /6
A7 /6
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A7 /6
A7 /a
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON DEVEIOPMENT.AlP-qggPERATION
Draftsman: Mr V. MICHEL
on 5 April 1981 the comnittee on Development and cooperation appointcd
Mr Michel draftsman.
The committee considered the opinion at its meeting of 2L september rggl
and adopted it unanimously.
Present: Mr Poniatowski, chairman; Mr Bersani, l,lr Denis and Mr Kiihn,
vice-chairmen, i Mr Michel, draftsman; Mrs carettoni-Romagnoli (deputizing
for Plr Pajetta), Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti (deputizing for Mr Lecanuet),
Ivlr Cohen, Ivlr Enright, Mr Ferrero, Mr Fich (cleputizing for Mr GLinne),
!1r Flanagan (deputizing for Mr C16ment), Mrs Focke, Mr Fuchs, Mr C. Jackson,
Nlr Lezzi, Mr Narducci, Mrs Rabbethge, Mr sab16, r{r vergeer, I,1r verg6s and
Mr Wawrzik.
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A comparison between the
includlng the amendlng budget
1982 draft budget and the I98l budger -
- is gJ-ven in the table below:
r98r 1982
Prellmlnarydraft budget
L982
Draft budget E lncreasebetween I
and 3
TOTAI
Payments 19. L29 ,972 ,950 22r372 r98L r207 2L ?737 ,770 1937 + 13.63E
Commltments 20,582 r040,555 23,919 ,L35 ,207 22r800,939,937 + t0.242
colr&trssIoN
Payments L8,777 ,300, 391 2L r99L ,598,057 2L 1364,L39 ,367 + 13,772
Conmltments 20r329r358,095 23,537 r852,057 22,427 ,30 8, 36 7 + r0 .328
TITLE 9
Payments 755 ,662,0oo 823,751,000 72 8,809,000 - 3.55E
Comnltments 932r34O,705 997 ,523,000 835,659,000 - r0. 37E
In the case of Title 9 it w111 lmmediately be seen that, all in aII,
the draft budget for L982, far from offerlng any progress over the previous
budget, amounts to a reductlon in the approprlatlons earmarked for
cooperatlon wlth the developlng countrles. There is a reductlon in
absolute terms, whlch Ls further exacerbated by the effect of inflation.
Thls flrst impression ls only very sllghtly modlfled by the fall, as
compared with the 1981 budget, ln the cost of food ald (about 3 m ECU)
for quantlties which are otherslse absolutely ldentical.
Once more, then, development aid, which accordlng to the Europcan
Parllament (see Spinelli resolution Doc. l-936/80) should be one of Lhc
prlorltles in thc 1982 budget, has been shabblly r.rcated ln the Council's
draft budget.
With, admlttedly, some exceptions to whlch your draftsman wiII return,
Tltle 9 of the draft budget for 1982 represents nothtng more than a
repetitlon of the 198I budget. In thls connection it must be borne in
mlnd that the l98I budget was very largely dictated by the Councll alone.
Vlrtua1ly all thc amendments tabled by our conmittee and adopted by the
EuroPean Parliament at the flrst reading were unsuccessful at the second
because of the 'budgetary guarrerr between the two arms of the budgetary
authorlty.
In drawing up hls clraft amcndmenLs your rtrnftsman has Lhercfort'
taken as a point of reference the consensus which emerged in our commlttee
ln regard to the l98I draft budget and whlch unfortunately was not enbodied
ln the flnal 1981 budget.
rt should be pointed out, however, that in the meantlme there have
been conslderable changes in the development aid sltuatlon, both ln Europe
and elsewhere. Whllst the Americans have now adopted a restrlctlve poIlcy,
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public opinion has shown increasing awareness of the tragedy of hunger in
the world, as ls demonstrated, for example, by the appeal recently made
by Nobel Pxlze hlinners, which found a response in a nurnber of natlonal
parliaments. Moreover, at a time when spending on arrnaments contlnues to rj-se,
the UN conference on the least-advanced countries has cal1ed attention to
the scandal of the 800 million people livlng in a state of abject poverty.
PreParattons for the forthcoming Cancun summit are taking place in a morc.
optlmlstic mood, ln Lhe wake of a varieby of recent conferences, such.ts
those in Ottawa and Nairobi, alL of which, in differing degrees and at
different levels, opened the way to a dialogue on cooperation between
lndustrialized and developing countriee.
Sj-nce the Community budget is not limitless, it Is impossible to
translate into appropriations all the inpllcations of these events or
developments. Nevertheless, the European Parliament must, If it is to act
ln a consistent manner (see Ferrero resolution on hunger in the world and
Cohen resolutlon on the least-advanced developing countries), propose some
progress , even lf it should only l>e Il tt,Ie by I i ttle.
As regards Ehe priority
that Is to say:
- food ald,
- non-assoclated developing
- NGO's,
- IFAD,
- aid to disaster victlms,.
the amendments proposed are
(a) Food ald
Before dealing with the
food aid, lt wll.I be usef ul
of the dcvelopjng rjoutrlrtc$:
Countries wlth a
The EECrs share
The EEC's share
sccLors se.lectcr(l by our c<)uuliLL<'r-. l()r l()81 ,
countries,
as follows:
parL of tlre clraFt budget cievoted to Comrnunity
Lo ct.rtrslder t lrt, [,rt-[c.r in rt.LaI ion t-<l t hr. Irt.t.rllr
EEC FOOD ATD COMPARED WITH DEVELOPING COUNTRIES i IMPORTS(in millions of tonnes)
t
1
2
per caplta income of
of food ald was 0.72
of food ald was 0.92
less than US $ 580
million tonnes
mIIlion tonnes
Total- EEC food ald
Low-lncome laff developlng
countries * lcountries
d=c/a I e=c/b
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gereels 
-e!ber-gbes-ri ge
The council has agal.n entered the guantlty which has appeared for
several financial years, namely 7271563 tonnes.
The Conunlssion on the other hand, provided for &-900 tonnes in its
preliminary draft, in line with the positlonadcpted by our conrnittee for I9El.
Having regard in particular to the resolution on hunger in the world
adopted by the European Parliament, the Committee on Development and
Cooperation proposes that the total quantity of food aid in cereals be
increased to 1.4 m tonnes, including Ir140,000 tonnes in cereals other than
rice.
--rrge
Both the commissir'rrt and the counci I rotaitt tho 100'(l(10 t()tln('s ()l r'i<-r'
which have becn regularly cntcred in thc btrtlc;r't for yt'itt':;.
The committee proposes that we retable our I98I amendment and increase
this quantity to-130,000 tonnes, representing an appropriation of
4?-!-5-iir-9-qq-Egg'
Ees!4-ereEcv-E9s9!v9
The committee proposes the creation of a new Item 9204 'Emergency reserve'.
This item would enable Lhe Community to <'<rnLriLrrrte to a world emergency reservo
and should be allor'.tl-od an apl)r(rl)ri,rl,iott t,t;rriv,rlr'rnt tcr tlm.r;trpply ol- l()0,(l[]tl
tonncs of r:r.:reaI:;.
EllE-pre4ss!e-eeg-be!!erer I
The council maintains the 150,000 tonnes of mllk powder and 451000
tonnes of butteroil.
Ecser
The committee calls for the reinstatement of the 10r000 tonnes requested
by the Commission and cut back by the Council, as always, to the 51086
tonnes earmarked for UNRWA a1one.
YegelsEle-erl
The committee proposes the reinstatement of the appropriatlon of
I0,000,000 ECU requested by the Conunlssion, whj.ch should cover supplles of
20r000 tonnes of vegetable oiI. This would translate lnto budgetary terms
the call for dlversification of food atd, whlch the Council ltself has
recognlsed as necessary.
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(b)
Eood aid in other commodities
rn the 1981 budget there is only a token entry against rhis artrc;-e.
In lts preliminary draft budget for 1982, the CommisSion proposed 5 million
ECU, whereas lt had opposed 8.9 million ECU for l9gt.
The committee proposes that we retable our l98I amendment i.e. call
for an appropriatlon of 8.9 mlllion ECU.
BeEg!99-l uEcg-!e- 
€eeq-elq
fn its preliminary draft, the Commission again entered refunds linked
to food aid (3r5 m Ecu) under ritle 9. our committee has always poinred
out that this practice made the volume of appropriations earmarked fo:r
cooperation with developing countries appear to be 1arg=r Ltru- ^L qLtually
was.
The council has taken a more reasonabre attitude here and has enteredthese appropriatlons under Tltle I'EAGGF 
- Guarantee sectionr. cur conmi_ttee
must make sure that the European Parllament does not go back on this decision,but,.'rather, confirms the plumb resolutlon of L7 June tggr (during this vot.e,
an amendment by our committee proposing that refunds linkec to food ald
shouLd be included under the EAGGF was adopted by parrrament).
4f!fglg-219r Financial and technical cooperation
The Conmrission entered a Payment appropriation of 113 m1Ilion ECU againstArticle 930. The council has reduced this amount to ll0 milrion ECU. rn vi_ew
of the very smarr reduction, your draftsman proposes no amendment.
on the other hand in the case of commitment appropriations, it is proposed
that the 200 million ECU shown in the preliminary draft be reinstated inplace of the 150 million entered by the Council.
Arlrglc-9ll: Promotion of trade relations with non-associated deveroping
countries.
The committee proposes a commitment appropriation of
the 6.250 million entered by the Counc j.l_.
8 million instead of
The payment appropriation of 4.5 m ECU entered in the draft hudget shouldbe increased to 6 m ECU.
AflfSlg-2lli Cooperation with non-associated develcping countries in the energy
fie1d.
The Council has deleted this article, agai-nst which the Commission has
proposed only a token entry. Your draftsman proposes that we retable our
l98l amendment (vrhich appears even more justifiable j-n the light of the
recent Nairobi Conference). i.e.
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5 million in payment- appropriations
20 million in commitment appropriations.
As regards cooperation in the energy sector, your draftsman also points
out that the working party set up by the ACP-EEC Jolnt CommitLee stressed
the need for an exhaustive inventory of the energy sltuatlon of the developittg
countries, to be drawn up immediately.
(c) NGOs
Your drafcsman proposes the inclusion of a payment appropriation of
20 million (1.e. 3m ECU more than in the preliminary draft budget) and
the reinstatement of the commitment appropriation of 20 m ECU.
These increases are justified by the difficult situatiorr of Lhe
because of the uncertainty of their financial situation, are no
in a position to commit staff or embark on development projects
liGOs,
I :,r,,:: '-
(d) Corununity participation in IFAD (Article 943 of the preliminary drafb
budget)
This article has been deleted ln the Council's draft budgeL. In its preliminary
draft, the Commission proposed only a Loken entry. It should be noted,
however, that the Commission had entered the remarks proposed by our corunittee
for I981 (reference to the European Parl.iamentls resolution on hun3er in
the world).
Your draftsman proposes that we retable our I98l amendment, i.e.
- 13.5 mill-ion ECU ln payment appropriations
- 40.5 nrillion ECU in commitment appropriations.
(e) Aid. to dlsaster victims (Article 950)
The Commission entered an appropriatj-on of I0 million, which experience
suggests is quite inadequate. The Council has further reduced this
appropriation, bringing it down to 3 mrllion. Our conunittee has always
condemned the hypocrisy of deliberately entering inadequate resources for
a sector in the knowledge that it will be necessary to resort to expedlents
during the financial year, Your draftsman therefore proposes an appropriation
of 20 million ECU. This corresponds more or less to the appropriatlons used
in l98I and is therefore a minimum. This appropriation should enable the
(Xmnissron to respond with the necessary eftectiveness and speed to disaster
s i-t uat ion s .
o
Having put forward his proposed amendments in the five areas to which
our committee dccided to give priority for I98I, your draftsman points out
that .r certain number of other appropriations or budget lines should also
be reinstated or adjusted:
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- Chapter 90:
. ftem 92512
. Item 9270 z
. ftem 93402
. ftem 94202
Asllsle-229:
. Item 9700:
. Item 9701:
Entries need to be made under this chapter with a view to
future budgetization of the EDF.
Food aid transPort costs
. Increase appropriatlons in line with the volume of food aid
Exceptional measures for lmplementing food ald
. Reinstatement of the I miIllon ECU entered ln the preliminary
draft.
Scholarshlps for nationals of non-associated developing
countries
. Relnstatement of the commitment appropriations of 2.5 million
ECU, stressing in the remarks that these courses should as
far as possible take place in the developing countries.
Advisory Conunlttee on Development Pollcles
. Reinstatement of the appropriation of 500,000 ECU shovrn in the
preliminary draft.
Common Fund
Financlng of buffer stocks
Flnanclng measures for the structural improvement of the world
market.
. The creation of these items was called for by our commi-ttee
for 1980 and 1981. The Council has included the headings for
the first tlme.
. Your draftsman proposes the reinstatement of the token entry
shown ln the prellmlnary draft, together with the remarks
proposed by the Cornmission, which corresponds word for word
wlth the text called for by our conunittee for 198I.
The approprlations entered by the Commission under rtem 9341 and Articles
935 and 940 have been systematically reduced by the Council. As these are
apprprlatlons earmarked for training schemes for natlonals of the developing
countrles, this attltude ls partlcurlarly incomprehensible as the economles
proposed by the Councll are mlnimal (4.5 m ECU over the three headings).
Your draftsman would Ilke to have the Commisslon's views on these reductlons.
Your rapporteur proposes no changes in regard to the cooperation agreements
g!!!_the Maghreb and the hreg. The Council has made some minor alterations
in the payment appropriations proposed by the Commj.ssion for these items, the
overall commitments, spread over the 1982,1983 and 1984 financial years,
remaining exactly the same.
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\lr
